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Symbols and Abbreviations 
 

* Mint P Proof p, perf  perforated 
** Unmounted mint PR Presentation Pack wmk(d) watermark(ed)  
(*) Unused (no gum) PPC Picture Postcard BW Brusden-White  
O Used PS Postal Stationery  (The Australian 
^ Used on Piece R Reprint  Commonwealth 
A Albums/Accessories S Specimen  Specialists’ Catalogue) 
B Booklet c. circa SG Stanley Gibbons 
C Cover or Card imperf  imperforate BPA British Philatelic  
CTO Cancelled to order incl. including  Association 
E Essay inv. inverted RPSL Royal Philatelic Society 
F Forgery mss. manuscript  of London 
FDC First Day Cover o.g. original gum RPSV Royal Philatelic Society 
     of Victoria 

 

 

Welcome to our 68th sale, which is an online auction only, comprising over 1300 lots offering a wide range 
of material, concentrating on Australasia. 

All Australian Colonies are represented, with strength in New South Wales, highlighted by an attractive 
group of 9d handpainted essays, and including Specimen overprints and a fine range of numeral 
cancellations and other postmarks. Some useful Tasmania includes two very rare Chalons with private 
perforations unpriced in the catalogue. Victoria also has some good Specimen overprints, and a fine range 
of high value Stamp Duties, and there is a previously unrecorded group of Beer Duties with Specimen or 
CANCELLED overprints. 

Australian Commonwealth has complete pre-decimal collections both mint and used in superior quality, 
suitably lotted. The Monocolour Postage Dues, in particular, are in exceptional condition. Supplementing 
the complete sets of mint and used Kangaroos is a complete range of SPECIMEN overprints which 
includes some of the rarest sub-types of the Type C overprint. The ‘OS’ punctures are also largely 
complete except for the rarest high values. The George V issues feature a superb mint corner example of 
1d Deep Red Large Multiple Wmk. 

A wide range of New Zealand material, from Chalons onwards, includes many sets in exceptional 
condition, with strength in Pictorials, Postage Dues and the Arms Type postal fiscals. 

This sale also has perhaps the finest collection of Niue extant, offered in over 200 lots. All phases of the 
stamps and postal history are covered, beginning with no less than 23 examples of SG 1, including three 
covers. Virtually all the surcharge errors are present, and there is an exceptional range of U.P.U. 
SPECIMEN overprints. The 1920 and 1932 Pictorial issues are very strong with impressive arrays of 
essays, die proofs and plate proofs.  

Rest of the World includes many interesting items, and there is a fine collection of Rhodesia & Nyasaland, 
suitably lotted. 

 

Best regards from 
The Team at Millennium Philatelic Auctions. 
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Miscellaneous and General 
  Literature 
1 LIT Australian Commonwealth: 'Proofs by Samuel Reading' sales brochure published C.E. Norden c1952, 

8 pages, covers a little soiled, now scarce $40 

2 LIT -: 'The Australian Commonwealth George V Halfpenny' 3rd ed by V.W. Dix and A.W. Rowntree (BSAP, 
1995), and 'Commonwealth of Australia The George V Threepence' by A.S. Davidson and V.W. Dix 
(BSAP, 1977), latter with covers a little soiled $25 

3 LIT -: 'The Australian Commonwealth King George V 1½d Die I Stamp - Part 1: Electros 1 to 14', published 
by The Australian Commonwealth Collectors' Club of N.S.W., 2005, few minor cover marks $35 

4 LIT -: The Louise Boyd Dale and Alfred F. Lichtenstein Collections: Australasia, Harmers of New York, 14 
May 1990 auction catalogue, with prices realised, fine condition $20 

5 LIT New Zealand: 'New Zealand Overseas Air Mail Rates 1930-2011' by Robin Startup, published by 
Mowbray Collectibles and The Air Mail Society of New Zealand (2012), perfect bound, 155 pages, as 
new  $40 

6 LIT Papua and New Guinea: Group with 'The Stamps of the Territory of New Guinea 1925-1932 Hut 
Issues' by Heward, Garratt & Heward, 'A Place in the Sun' by Rev. A.H. Voyce, 'The Airmails of New 
Guinea' by D. Hare, 'The Fly River Flights' by N. Haynes, 'Stamps of Papua' by A.A. Rosenblum, 'The 
Postal History of British New Guinea and Papua 1885-1942' by R. Lee (torn dust jacket), also 'British 
New Guinea Annual Report 1898'. All in good condition (7) $150 

7 LIT Victoria: 'The Stamps of Victoria' by Geoff Kellow (B&K Philatelic Publishing, 1990), as new $120 

  Albums 
8 ALB Stanley Gibbons Oriel Albums in Slipcases, half-bound in Moroccan leather (7), together with a 

total of gilt-edged unfaced leaves and many glassine separator pages, brand new. Beautiful 
albums for the finest of collections. Stanley Gibbons retail £1620 $800 

9 ALB Lighthouse stockbooks 32 black pages in blue binding, and 24 white pages in red binding, plus 'G&K' 
8-page stockbook in green binding both fine (3) $60 

  Ephemera 
10 LIT 1849 Antique Map of "Asiatischer Archipel und NEU HOLLAND 1849" taken from German atlas, very 

fine with minor blemishes, matted and in wooden frame (approx 45cm x 39cm frame size) $250 

11 LIT 1893 coloured print of 'NEWS FROM ENGLAND/The Scene Outside the Sydney General Post Office 
on the Arrival of the English Mail' mounted in cardboard frame, very fine $100 

12 LIT 'Souvenir of the Inauguration of the Australian Commonwealth' (1901) published by The N.S.W. 
Bookstall Co. and printed by John Sands (28cm x 43cm), a 40-page pictorial review showing portraits of 
all significant figures including all the participants in the Federal Conventions. Some minor faults but 
generally in good condition $75 

13 LIT Reprinted photograph of Sydney Harbour Bridge under construction showing planes overhead, matted 
(approx 33cm x 38cm) $20 

 

Picture Postcards 
14 PPC Artist Cards: Ocean, Beach and River Scenes, range in album with scenes by Deane Taylor (6), H. 

Edgar (3), K.L. Farran (4), Herbert Beecroft (15), A. Hugh Fisher (3) plus other unsigned views. About 
half are used with stamps or under cover, a few with minor defects but most are good to fine (total, 50 
cards) $120 

15 O  No Lot – Withdrawn  

Lots with a “T” after the estimate are subject to a GST Charge of 10% on 
the Hammer Price. Overseas purchasers are exempt from paying this charge. 
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  Picture Postcards (contd.) 
16 O  No Lot – Withdrawn  

17 PPC Artist Cards: An all-different collection of cards featuring art by J. Hutchings, comprising watercolours 
from the 'Australian Series' of outback subjects with 32 different scenes plus duplicates differing by 
variation in printing or the addition of Greetings inscriptions. A few are used and most show slight corner 
wear but are otherwise fine to very fine (49) $120 

18 PPC -: An all-different collection of cards featuring paintings by James Alfred Turner (1850-1908) showing 
rural and outback scenes, with 40 of the 46 recorded views, and with a number of duplicates showing 
variations to the printing, layout, or with additional embellishments, and two have advertisements added. 
A proportion are used, and there are a number with small faults or blemishes, but the general condition 
is good to fine. An exceptional opportunity to acquire a major holding of these popular cards (total 78 
cards) $400 

19 PPC Children: Extensive collection in two albums, early 1900s to 1920s, including British, French, German 
and Australian cards. Many publishers including real photo types, and a wide variety of poses with 
studio portraits, groups at play, artist cards, and fantasy poses, many with birthday or Christmas 
greetings. A proportion are used, and there are a number of cards with defects or blemishes, however 
the majority are good to fine (approx 400) $250 

20 PPC -: A further collection in album, early 1900s to 1920s, similar content to previous lot and including a 
number of Australian cards, with studio portraits, group photos, artist cards, fantasy poses, from many 
different publishers and many with birthday or Christmas greetings. A proportion are used and a number 
have typical defects and blemishes, but a large number are in good to fine condition (approx 340) $200 

21 PPC -: Small group of early 1900s cards with humorous drawings of children by Mabel Lucie Atwell (1897-
1964), a few are unused, some with small blemishes, but most are fine (18) $60 

22 PPC "Gibson Girls": Two albums with a comprehensive collection of cards featuring the work of Charles 
Dana Gibson (1867-1944) including a one-frame exhibit showing an overview of the cards that were 
published (with 30 cards), a further collection mounted on pages (46 cards), plus a wide range of other 
cards illustrating the various styles and series that were produced, and including a number of reprints. 
Two sets of six cards in their original envelopes as sold are included. A few cards are used, and a small 
number have small defects or blemishes, but the general condition is fine to very fine. An exceptional lot 
(approx 200) $400 

23 PPC Handpainted Cards: small group featuring floral designs, many quite attractive, three are used, some 
with tone spots but most are good to fine (9) $50 

24 PPC -: Small group featuring portraits, some in pencil or pen and ink, and of variable artistic merit, several 
are attractive. A few are used, and most with small blemishes (mostly spotting), also a blank card as 
used for handpainting (16) $50 

25 PPC -: A range featuring miscellaneous subjects, mostly country scenes, also boats and fauna, with a few 
Australian in character, some are in pencil and pen and ink, very variable in artistic merit. A number are 
used and some with faults (mostly spotting) (32) $90 

26 PPC -: Collection in binder, mostly British from early 1900s to 1920s, subjects include the post, insurance, 
money and finance, nursery rhymes, Scottish themes, sports, and beaches, with other miscellaneous 
cards included. A proportion of the cards have been used, and a number have small faults and 
blemishes, but the general condition is good to fine (approx 310) $160 

27 PPC Humour: Collection in binder, probably all British and from early 1900s to 1920s, subjects include travel, 
robberies, coal, smoking, butchers/meat, and shopping on the cheap, together with other miscellaneous 
topics, and including several series or part series. A proportion are used, and a number of cards have 
small defects, but most are good to fine (200) $120 

28 PPC Humour - Boy Scouts: Series of six cards by Ernest Ibbetson published by C.W. Faulkner & Co in 
1910 (two used, one somewhat stained, others minor blemishes), also a further group of humorous 
cards depicting Boy Scouts, by various artists 1910s to 1970s, mostly fine (total, 22 cards) $60 

29 PPC Humour - Brian Fitzpatrick and D. Tempest: Collection in album of 1950s to 1970s humorous cards, 
wide variety of subjects with many of the newer cards somewhat risque. A small number are used, and 
a few have mostly minor defects, but the majority are fine to very fine. Retail is about £3 each (approx 
240) $180 

30 PPC Humour - World War II: Collection in album of American World War II humorous cards, a number of 
different series are represented, with several by identified artists, a few are used and the general 
condition is very good to fine (78) $60 
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31 PPC Humour - Arnold Taylor: Extensive collection of humorous cards by Arnold Taylor, published 1930s to 
1970s, range of subjects but mostly of a racy nature, there are a few duplicates. A few are used and 
some have small defects, however condition is generally fine. Retail about $3-$4 each (approx 250) $150 

32 PPC World War I: Silk postcards from France with American themes, including two '1917' designs and an 
attractive one featuring warships 'From your Sailor Boy', few tone spots on some, but generally good 
condition (7) $60 

33 PPC -: Silk postcards with an Australian theme, two generic flag designs addressed to Australia, a Kangaroo 
design and two 'Rising Sun' designs, some tone spots (5) $90 

34 PPC -: A fine accumulation of silk postcards, most with floral motifs, and with a wide range of inscriptions, 
many Christmas, New Year or Birthday Greetings, few with patriotic messages. Some a little 
discoloured or with spotting, but many are fine to very fine (55) $200 

35 PPC Religion: Collection in album, early 1900s to 1930s, covering a wide range of Christian topics, including 
depictions of the New Testament story, hymns accompanied by appropriate illustrations, and religious 
themes such as Faith, Hope and Charity. Many different publishers including a number of artist cards, 
there are many Bamforth cards. Some are used, and there are a few with small defects but the general 
condition is very good to fine (approx 200) $150 

36 PPC Romance: A collection in two albums, early 1900s to 1920s, the first with scenes of loving couples, 
mostly Continental in origin, and the second with romantic song verses illustrated with appropriate 
scenes, mostly English in origin, and including a few with World War I connotations. Mostly unused, a 
few with small defects, but condition generally fine (approx 180) $100 

37 PPC Silk Embroidered Cards: Group of 1950s-1960s printed cards mostly featuring Spanish female 
national costumes with silk embroidered dresses affixed, created by Elsi Gumier, also a few from other 
creators. Some with minor blemishes (mostly spotting), but many are fine to very fine, and most 
attractive (28) $100 

38 PPC Humour: c1906 'The Ten Best Citizens of Victoria' caricatures published by 'The Herald', six of the ten 
cards featuring former Premiers Sir George Turner and William Irvine, Australia Prime Minister Alfred 
Deakin, Chief Secretary Sir Samuel Gillott, politician George Coppin, and social reformer Rev. A.R. 
Edgar. Few small tone spots otherwise very fine and scarce (6) $200 

39 PPC -: "Bulletin" comic cards, a small selection comprising Series 1A by Phil May (3), Series II by 'Hop', 
Series IIA (2, one badly creased), Series IV (3), and Series 6 (2 - 'Sold in the Yard' and 'My Lady is 
waiting for me'). All but two are used, all with minor blemishes but a scarce and popular group (11) $200 

40 PPC -: Designs by Fred Booty (6) including the 'Motor Series (3) and 'Civil Service Series' (2), plus 'Wayback' 
cards drawn by Taylor (4). Few blemishes on some, but a scarce group (8) $40 

41 PPC Sydney: Large collection in album of 1900s to 1930s cards featuring views of Middle Harbour and Lane 
Cove River and its environs, with good representation of Mosman, Cremorne, The Spit, Fig Tree, and 
George's River, with many views of bridges and boating. Many different publishers and layouts are 
represented, with a good showing of real photo types. A significant proportion are used, and there are 
the usual small faults and blemishes, but many cards are good to fine (257) $300 

42 PPC -: 1900s-1930s collection in album of cards featuring Churches and other religious subjects, many views 
of St. Mary's and St. Andrew's Cathedrals, few real photo types, also a few suburban churches. A 
proportion are used, some with small faults and blemishes, many are fine (97) $60 

43 PPC Great Britain: Large accumulation of cards, mostly topographical, early 1900s to 1930s, covering 
England, Wales, Scotland and a few Ireland, with many different publishers including artist cards and 
real photo types. A proportion are used and many cards have small defects or blemishes, but there are 
also many cards in good to fine condition (400+) $120 

44 PPC Japan: A fine range of handpainted cards, the majority by the same artist featuring rural and mountain 
scenes (several of Mount Fuji?), all of very high quality with a number done in oil colours. Two cards are 
used, one under cover, and the other from Yokohama to Kent (date unclear) with 'Via SIBERIA' 
handstamp. Some cards with blemishes on reverse, however a very fine lot (24) $150 

45 PPC New Guinea: Collection in album, pre-war (44) including a small group from German publishers and 
later types from a number of different publishers, many real photo types, and also with some cards from 
Nauru, Solomon Islands and Papua, and a few Japanese WWII Pacific cards, plus a group of modern 
coloured cards. A few with small faults, but a scarce group (total, 83) $200 

46 PPC Papua: 1920s series of sepia postcards published by The Australian Museum, Sydney, numbered B1-
12 and featuring native portraits and activities, very fine and scarce (12) $350 
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Australian Colonies 
New South Wales 

  Sydney Views 
47 O 1850 Sydney Views 1d Dull Carmine Plate II on hard toned white to yellowish paper vertical pair, 

lightly cancelled with Windsor numeral '3' cancels, the upper unit being variety 'Without Clouds'. 
Very light horizontal crease between units, otherwise a brilliant impression and colour, probably 
unique with variety, all vertical pairs are rare. With 2019 BPA Certificate. SG 8/8c, cat £1125+ $3000 

48 C 1851 Sydney Views 2d Prussian Blue on hard bluish-grey wove paper (margins close to touching) 
with variety 'Hill Not Shaded' used on 1851 (31 Jan) lettersheet to Melbourne (FE 6 1851 
backstamp). Clear impression with good colour, variety clear of cancellation and very rare on 
cover. A very early date for Plate IV $1000 

  Laureates 
49 R 1887 Van Dyck reprint of the 2d Laureate plate II sheet of 50 in Blue, central vertical fold with 

separation in lower row, and short tear in right selvedge $80 

50 (*)/O 1851-55 2d Laureate Plate III No Wmk on Bluish or White Wove Paper plated examples, one 
unused (cat £1400), and one the catalogued variety 'WALES Partly Covered with Wavy Lines', 
mostly fine with good to large margins. SG cat £2500 (13) $500 

51 R 1887 Van Dyck reprint 6d Laureate plate of 25 in brown on wove paper, very fine $70 

52 R -: 8d Laureate plate of 50 in Blue on wove paper, very fine $120 

53 R -: 8d Laureate plate of 50 in Yellow on wove paper, very fine $120 

54 (*) 1854 Laureates Watermark Double-lined Numerals 1d Red-orange small to large margins, unused 
without gum, few minor marks at upper right. SG 82, cat £500 $180 

  Diadems 
55 O 1854-59 Diadems Imperf 6d Wmk '8', four examples with good to large margins, with Fawn (Wmk 

Inverted), Greyish-brown (x 2), and Grey (unlisted by SG, with Wmk Inverted and cancelled Sydney 
duplex SP 14 59). A fine group. SG 93a, 96a, cat £440+ (4) $300 

56 O 1854-59 Diadems Imperforate 8d Golden Yellow, good to large margins, with Pemberton, Wilson 
& Co. dealers handstamp on reverse. SG 97, cat £1600 $800 

57 P 1856 2d Diadem Plate I Perkins Bacon Plate Proof sheet of 120 in Black on wove paper in its 
original undeteriorated state before the re-entries were executed. Some creasing not unexpected 
in a sheet of this size, invisible on the front. One of the great items of the Diadem issue and 
unique, ex Hutson $15000 

58 O 1856-60 Diadems Imperf 3d Yellow-green horizontal pair with small even margins all round, cancelled 
92 rays numeral of Casino (Type (2(2), rated RRR). Small tone spot in left margin, otherwise very fine 
and rarely seen in this condition. SG 115, cat £220+ $200 

59 O -: 3d Yellow-green horizontal pair with close to good margins all round, cancelled on arrival with 
Melbourne '1' barred numeral. Very fine condition for this difficult stamp. SG 115, cat £220 $180 

60 O 1860-72 Diadems Perf 12 2d Prussian Blue Plate II position [57] the major second retouch around 
neck and above 'TWO PENCE', well-centred and superb for this. Ex 'Carrington $800 

61 * 1860-72 Diadems Perf 13 6d Purple, part brownish OG, vertical crease. SG 165, cat £180 $50 

62 (*) -: 6d Purple Wmk '5', centred top right otherwise fine unused without gum. SG 165a, cat £800 $300 

63 S 1870 McCredie Type 1 'SPECIMEN' diagonal overprint on 6d Diadem Imperf (? perfs trimmed, part 
OG), DLR 2d Blue and 4d Red-brown (both no gum, 4d with blunt corner), and 1d wrapper stamp (cut 
close to touching) (4) $120 

  De La Rue Issues 
64 P 1872 De La Rue 6d Die Proof in Black on glazed card dated 'Feb, 26. 1870', very slight soiling and 

peripheral toning along top edge $250 

65 P -: 6d Die Proof in Bright Mauve (the issued colour) on glazed card, few minor marks and peripheral 
toning along right edge $250 
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  New South Wales - De La Rue Issues (contd.) 
66 P 1872 De La Rue 6d Die Proof in Yellow-orange on glazed card, some peripheral toning $200 

67 P -: 6d Die Proof in Bright Green on glazed card, very fine $250 

68 P -: 6d Die Proof in Rose-pink on glazed card, some very minor peripheral toning $220 

69 P -: 6d Die Proof in Pale Brown on glazed card, very fine $250 

70 P -: 1/- Die Proof in Bright Blue on glazed card, light peripheral soiling but of very fine appearance $250 

71 P -: 1/- Die Proof in Green on glazed card, peripheral soiling after the bombing of the De La Rue Works 
during the Blitz $200 

72 P -: 1/- Die Proof in Black (the issued colour) on glazed card, very fine $300 

73 O/S 1885-86 'POSTAGE' Overprints on Stamp Duty 5/- Lilac and Green Perf 12 x 10, with two postally 
used (one with some toning), one optd 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 8), and another optd 'REPRINT', the 
latter two fine with large part OG (4) $175 

74 S/(*) -: Overprint in Black Perf 10 5/- Lilac and Green and 10/- Mauve and Claret overprinted 'SPECIMEN' 
(McCredie Type 12), both without gum, 5/- with horizontal crease at base (2) $150 

  Centennials 
75 E 1888-89 Centennial 4d printed essays showing Queen Victoria over a view of Sydney Heads, 

perforated pairs in Brown from top of sheet (few minor tone spots in selvedge) and corner pair in 
Orange-red (horizontal crease through both units), scarce multiples (4) $200T 

76 P -: 1d Imperforate Colour trials in Black, Orange-red and Rose-red, very fine (3) $200T 

77 P -: 2d Emu Imperforate Colour Trials in Orange, and Chestnut, very fine (2) $180T 

78 P -: 6d Imperforate Colour Trials in Black, Slate-blue, Orange, and Blue-green, very fine (4) $350T 

79 P -: 8d Lyrebird Imperforate Colour Trials in Orange, Magenta, and Slate-blue, very fine (3) $200T 

80 P -: 1/- Kangaroo Imperforate Colour Trials in Black, and Orange-red, very fine (2) $180T 

81 P -: 5/- Photographic Sepia Proof of winning 5/- Design mounted on card (43mm x 69mm) headed 
'FIRST PRIZE' at top and ' "ATLAS"/CHARLES TURNER' below, the whole mounted on small 
piece with the reverse endorsed in pencil 'From Sir Henry Parkes collection'. Rare, ex G.J. 
Hutson $1000 

82 P -: 5/- Map Imperforate Colour Trials in Black, Slate, and Blue-green, very fine (3) $250T 

83 S/* -: Watermark '5/-' 5/- Deep Purple overprinted 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 10), fine with small part OG $180 

84 P -: 20/- Imperforate Proof in Brown affixed to presentation card (115mm x 152mm) with printed 
inscription at top from the Postmaster-General, and endorsed on the reverse in manuscript 'This 
is the second impression that was struck off Carrington 1888'. Unfortunately the card has been 
split in two places and reinforced, with a further crease below, all well away from the proof. An 
historic proof, ex G.J. Hutson $1500 

85 S/* -:Watermark '5/-' 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 10 overprinted 'Specimen' (McCredie Type 9), fine with small part 
OG $200 

86 S/* -: Watermark '20/- NSW' 20/- Cobalt-blue Perf 10 overprinted 'SPECIMEN' (McCredie Type 12), fine 
with small part OG. 120 stamps were prepared with this SPECIMEN overprint in January 1893 $200 

  Later Issues 
87 C 1891 ½d on 1d Grey strip of 4 used on 1892 (23 Aug) pink envelope to Wellington, N.Z., tied by 

Bathurst '9' duplexes, a scarce stamp on cover $80 

88 E c1903 Artist's Handpainted Essays (5) in Black, Grey and Chinese White for a 9d value. Two 
feature the coats-of-arms of the six States, two feature King Edward VII, and the fifth shows the 
Southern Cross. Although nothing is known of the history of these essays, or the identity of the 
designer, these almost certainly date from 1903 when steps were being taken to develop a 
uniform design for the 9d stamps to be used by all States (eventually only N.S.W. and 
Queensland used the adopted design). The essays are clearly drawn by the same hand as the 
set of five essays (two 2d, three 2½d) dated to 1903 listed by Brusden-White as E25-29 and 
considered to be submission for a Commonwealth uniform issue. The essays are on thin card, 
four 107mm x 125 and numbered 1 to 4, the fifth smaller (46mm x 105mm), the whole have been 
affixed together on an album page. A beautiful set, ex G.J. Hutson $9000 
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  New South Wales - Later Issues (contd.) 
89 S Specimen Overprints: Small range with McCredie Type 8 on 4d, 6d, 8d, 1/- Centennials; Type 9 on 1d, 

2d (2) Centennials; Type 11 on 3d, 5d Diadems, 9d on 10d and 10d De La Rue, and 8d Diadem OS opt; 
Type 12 on ½d Grey, 1d Centennial, 2½d Allegorical; Type 14 on 1d, 2d, 2½d Jubilee. Generally fine 
and the majority with part OG (18) $200 

90 R 1892 'REPRINT' overprints on De La Rue 1d (2), 2d, 4d, 6d and 1/-, Diadem 8d, 5/- Coin (small defect 
due to missing perf pin variety), £1 'POSTAGE' opt, and 6(d) Registered (2), mostly fine and part OG. 
This overprint was applied to remainders in 1892 to identify these as obsolete issues, only the (6d) 
Registered was a true reprint (11) $160 

  Officials 
91 ** Officials: 1879-85 Watermark Crown over NSW (I) 5d Green Perf 10 block of 16 from right of 

sheet with imperforate margin, well-centred and MUH, few natural gum wrinkles, possible the 
record multiple, superb. SG O7 $2000 

92 S/* -: 1887-90 Watermark 'NSW' Type 02 'OS' overprint 5/- Lilac and Green Perf 12 x 10 overprinted 
'Specimen' (McCredie Type 11) fine with large part OG. The 5/- stamp was never issued with OS 
overprint, but there is a record of 100 specimens being prepared in January 1894 $300 

93 S/* -: 1887-90 Watermark 'NSW' Type 02 'OS' overprint 10/- Mauve and Claret Perf 12 overprinted 
'Specimen' (McCredie Type 10), part OG and very lightly hinged. This was a reprint made in December 
1892 for U.P.U. distribution $150 

94 S/* -: 1887-90 Watermark 'NSW' Type 02 'OS' overprint £1 Lilac and claret Perf 12 overprinted 'SPECIMEN 
(McCredie Type 7) large part OG and lightly hinged. This was a reprint of 100 stamps prepared in 
January 1894 $300 

  Forgeries 
95 F Forgeries: Small range with 1d Sydney View Jeffryes forgeries (2) matched with genuine stamps (one 

a Plate II Gooseberry Red with repaired and handpainted top tablet, with RPSL Certificate), 1d Sydney 
View unused facsimile; 2d (2) and 3d Sydney View crude forgeries; 1d Laureate pair and singles (2) and 
2d Laureate (2) Jeffryes forgeries; 6(d) Registered forgery cancelled '24' in rays; 6d Diadem forgeries 
(2); and 6d Carmine Centennial with forged 'OS' overprint. Most are ex Ron Butler (18) $120 

  Revenues 
96 (*) Beer Duty: 1894 No Watermark Perf 11½ 11/9d Black, Red and Pale Green triangular design 

unused, short tears at top and right, pinhole at top left, some toning on reverse with a few spots 
showing through to face. Rare, Elsmore online cat AU$1600 $500 

97 O -: 1894 No Watermark Perf 11½ 11/9d Black, Red and Pale Green triangular design cancelled double 
oval handstamp of C. Jeffries Britten in violet. Straight edge at base, some tone spots on reverse, 
several of which show through to face. Elsmore online cat AU$800 $350 

  Postal Stationery 
98 PS 1838 Embossed Lettersheet: 1870 reprint on unwatermarked wove paper, a few small marks but with 

strong embossing. With 1974 BPA Certificate $100 

99 PS Post Cards: Range of 1897-1907 'View' cards, with 1897 1d Sans Serif text 'Greetings From' (4 U) and 
New Years Greetings' (2, one U, both with some damage), 1898 1½d 'Christmas Greetings' (2), 'New 
Years Greetings' (5, four U), 1904 1d five line heading (2 U, one taxed) 1905 1d six line heading U. Few 
with small faults, most are reasonably fine (16) $60 

100 PS Wrappers: ½d Proof of Electrotype in Orange-red as used on wrappers on wove paper (115 x 145mm), 
superb $100 

  Postal History 
101 C 1829 cover with 'On the Service of the Australian Agricultl Compy' at top, '6' rating, flap with fine 

Gravesend (JY 17 1829) and London (18JY18 1829) datestamps, carried by ship to U.K. and placed in 
postal system at Gravesend. (The Australian Agricultural Company was originally established in 1824, 
on one million acres at Port Stephens, and operates to this day) $200 

102 O 1830 (24 Jul) outer to Wesleyan Mission, London with chamfered boxed 'SYDNEY/POST PAID' and 
'SYDNEY/NSW' ds, both in red, reverse with boxed 'INDIA LETTER/DEAL' and London arrival ds in red 
(1 DE 1830).'Rated '4d' with '1/-' incoming charge due from addressee, fine $180 
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  New South Wales - Postal History (contd.) 
103 O 1840 (10 Oct) outer to London with 'PAID SHIP LETTER/SYDNEY' oval ds in red, reverse with 'SHIP 

LETTER' and London arrival ds. Rated '3' in red, with '8(d)' due from addressee. Two vertical filing folds, 
otherwise fine $80 

104 C 1844 (31 Mar) outer from Bungonia to Maitland, with good strike of Bungonia crowned oval datestamp, 
and with Sydney (AP 2) and Maitland (AP 4) transit and receipt datestamps, rated '1/1' in red. Fine and 
rare, with only a handful of examples of the Bungonia datestamp recorded $300 

105 C 1845 (21 Jan) envelope with enclosure to Kidderminster, Worcestershire with 'PAID SHIP LETTER/ 
SYDNEY' oval ds in red, and with London and Kidderminster arrival ds on reverse. Rated '3' in red with 
'8(d)' due from addressee, fine $70 

106 C 1845 (20 Jun) envelope endorsed 'On Service' from Sydney to Parramatta with crowned 'FREE' ds in 
red, reverse with fine PARRAMATTA/NEW S WALES' oval ds in blue, Few marks and light soiling, 
otherwise fine $120 

107 C 1845 (4 Sep) envelope from Sydney to Parramatta, rated '4', with fine crowned oval 'GENERAL POST 
OFFICE/SYDNEY' ds and PARRAMATTA/NEW S WALES' oval ds (in blue) on reverse. Few minor 
marks and light soiling $140 

108 C 1848 (22 Apr) entire to Kidderminster, Worcestershire endorsed 'p Midlothian' with 'PAID SHIP 
LETTER/SYDNEY' oval ds in red, and London and Kidderminster arrival ds on reverse. Rated '3' in red 
with '8(d)' due from addressee, fine $60 

109 C 1851 (1 Nov) outer from Albury to Melbourne with Sydney View 1d Dull Carmine Plate II pair 
(touched bottom left and right) tied by '50' numerals, Albury despatch and Melbourne arrival 
backstamps. Vertical filing crease, otherwise fine, ex Ed Druce $750T 

110 C 1854 (16 Oct) cover to Newcastle via Sydney with 1d Laureate Wmk '1' pair (close to touching all 
around and slightly oxidised) tied by '21' numerals of Campbell Town (ds on reverse). Slight soiling $200T 

111 C 1875 (20 Oct) cover from Gundagai to Paterson, New Jersey, with 1871-84 6d Lilac tied by '46' rays 
type numeral, and with 30mm 'PAID ALL' circular handstamp in red. Gundagai despatch and Sydney 
transit cds on reverse, and 'SAN FRANCISCO/PAID ALL' transit cds in red on face. Few tears at top of 
envelope and with flap defect $50T 

112 C 1879 (9 Jan) printed lettersheet for 'The Goulburn Herald' with 1d De La Rue tied by Goulburn cds (JA 
9/18 date error), addressed to Binda with arrival cds on reverse, very fine and attractive $90 

113 C 1884 (19 Feb) cover from Broadwater to Wellington, Ohio with 2d De La Rue strip of 3 cancelled 1033 
numerals (virtually illegible), with Woodburn and Sydney transit ds on reverse, and faint oval 'PAID ALL' 
in violet, and with Wellington arrival ds on reverse $70 

114 C 1885 (16 May) cover to Stoutsburgh, New Jersey with 6d De La Rue tied by Sydney duplex, and with 
oval 'PAID ALL' in violet, New York arrival backstamp. Flap faults, otherwise fine $80 

115 C 1891 (11 Aug) cover to St. Louis, Missouri, with 6d Carmine Centennial tied by Sydney duplex, and with 
30mm circular 'PAID ALL' handstamp unusually in black (about four recorded), with 'SAN FRANCISCO/ 
PAID ALL' cds and 'ST. LOUIS & Co. BLUFFS R.P.O.' double circle ds in violet on reverse. Slightly 
soiled, otherwise fine $50T 

116 C 1894 (1 Jan) advertising envelope from The Australia Hotel Sydney to Liverpool, endorsed 'Per R.M.S. 
Victoria' with 1890 2½d tied by Sydney duplex, flap faults and a couple of small tears at top, but 
attractive $60 

117 C 1895 (29 Jul) advertising cover for I. Israel, Bonus Tea Warehouse, with trademark crowing rooster and 
caption 'While I live I'll crow', sent from Sydney to London, minor blemish $120 

118 C 1896 (3 Jan) advertising envelope for 'Coachbuilder Saddler' published by J.E. Bishop & Co., 
addressed to New York with 1897 2½d Purple tied by Sydney duplex, very fine with Vancouver (BC) 
transit and Buffalo arrival ds on reverse $100 

119 PPC 1908 (10 Aug) picture postcard to Noumea, New Caledonia with 1d Shield tied by Sydney machine 
cancel, and with boxed 'DEF 5/FINE 5 10 CENTIMES' tax marking $80 

  Postal Markings 
120 O Numeral Cancellations: Group of original allocation numerals on Sydney Views, comprising Nos. 10, 23 

on 1d Plate I, Nos. 62, 66, 76 on 2d Plate I, Nos. 3, 46, 50 on 2d Plate III, Nos. 35, 61 on 2d Plate IV, 
No. 68 on 2d Plate V, Nos. 26, 39, 44, 55, 88 on 3d. Some stamps with two or three margins, but a 
number are fine. Numeral ratings include RR (2) and R (4) (total, 16 stamps) $400 
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  New South Wales - Postal Markings (contd.) 
121 O Numeral Cancellations: Range of original allocation types and early Rays types, Nos. 1 to 379, 

virtually all on Laureates, Imperforate and Perforated Diadems, and early De La Rue types. Condition of 
stamps generally good to fine with a number of scarcer issues represented. Numeral strikes also 
generally fine, with a number of RR and R ratings. A good lot (120) $300 

122 O -: A superior range of early period types, numbers ranging from 3 to 145 plus a few later, on 
Laureates and Diadems, plus a few later stamps. Condition good to very fine, but inevitably 
some imperfs have one or two sides cut into. Condition of strikes generally fine, and including 
many scarcer types, including R (19), RR (14) and RRR (17) ratings (92) $750 

123 O -: Range of numerals on (6d) Registered, Imperfs (5) with Nos. 23, 49, 57, 66, 104, and Perf (13) with 
Nos. 40, 49, 51, 99 (x 2), 102, 104, 123, 135, 159, 163, 219, 253, 299. Mostly good to fine strikes, 
including R (5), RR (4), RRR (2 - 135, 163) and RRRR (49). A useful group (18) $300 

124 O -: 8 (Hartley) Type 1A on 2d Laureate Plate 1 top left corner example, very fine strike rated RRR $100 

125 O -: 11 (Canowindra) Type 2R19 on 2d Imperf Diadem (three margins), rated RRRR $100 

126 O -: 17 (Dubbo) Type 1A on 1d Sydney View Plate I (close to touching on all sides), rated RRR $280 

127 O -: 19 (Ryalston) Type 2R20 good strike on 6d Registered imperf (three margins), rated RRR $70 

128 O -: 22 (Appin) Type 1B on 1d Sydney View Plate II (close to touching top and base), somewhat faint but 
legible strike, rated RR $90 

129 O -: 28 (Ulladulla) Type 1B very fine strike on 2d Sydney View Plate I (good margins three sides, touched 
at right), rated RR $120 

130 O -: 28 (Ulladulla) Type 2R22 on 2d Imperf Diadem (four margins), rated RRRR $100 

131 O -: 29 (Broulee) Type 2R22 on 2d Imperf Diadem (two margins), rated RRRR $100 

132 O -: 31 (Picton) Type 2R38 on 8d Perf Diadem, a little smudged but quite legible, rated RRRR $100 

133 C -: 1856 (27 Feb) entire to Goulburn with 2d Laureate Plate III cancelled barely legible '43' Type 1B 
numeral (rated RR), Gunning oval ds on reverse $80T 

134 O -: 43 (Gunning) Type 1B, fully legible strike of 3d Sydney View (four margins), rated RR $120 

135 O -: 54 (Pyrmont) Type 2R37 on 2d De La Rue wmk '2', rated RRRR $100 

136 O -: 61 (Gresford) Type 1Bv (three bars at sides) superb strike on very fine 1/- Imperf Diadem Wmk '8' 
(rated RRRR), stamp alone catalogues £180 $150 

137 O -: 63 (East Maitland) Type 1B on 2d Laureate Plate III, '6' of number weak but legible, otherwise fine 
strike, rated RRR $80 

138 O -: 70 (Breeza) Type 1B good strike on 2d Sydney View Plate III (four margins), rated RRRR $200 

139 O -: 75 (Jerry's Plains) Type 2R20 on 2d De La Rue wmk '2', rated RRR $80 

140 O -: 77 (Merriwa) Type 1B legible strike from damaged obliterator on 3d Sydney View (three large margins, 
close at top right), rated RR $120 

141 O -: 78 (Cassilis) Type 1B good strike on on 2d Sydney View Plate I (four good to large margins), rated 
RR. With 2006 Sismondo Certificate $150 

142 O -: 78 (Cassilis) Type 1B good strike on 3d Sydney View (Four large margins), rated RR $180 

143 O -: 85 (Boologal) Type 2R36 on 6d Perf Diadem, straight edges two sides but good strike, rated RRRR $80 
144 O -: 85 (Booligal) Type 2R36 on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $100 

145 O -: 88 (Port Macquarie) Type 1B superb strike on 1d Sydney View Plate II (fine with four margins, a very 
attractive stamp), rated S $350 

146 O -: 90 (Grafton) Type 2R with characteristic large '0', fine strike on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRRRR $200 

147 O -: 91 (Tabulam) fair strike of 1d Sydney View Plate II (touched top and left), rated RRR $120 

148 O -: 97 (Walcha) Type 1A good strike on 3d Sydney View (touched at right and poor colour), rated RR $90 

149 O -: 105 (Bendemeer) Type 2R24 on 1d Imperf Diadem (three margins), rated RRRR $100 

150 O -: 109 (Gulligal) Type 2R21 on 1d Imperf Diadem pair (just touched at left), fine strike rated RRR $80 

151 O -: 116 (Nundle) Type 2R19 on 1d Perf Diadem, fine strike, rated RRR $80 
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  New South Wales - Postal Markings (contd.) 
152 O -: 122 (Pambula) Type 2R23 good strike on 2d Imperf Diadem (four margins), rated RRRR $100 

153 O -: 125 (Millfield) type 2R21 on 2d Imperf Diadem (just touched at base), rated RRR $80 

154 O -: 126 (Tuena) Type 1A good strike on 2d Laureate Plate II (four margins), rated RRRRR $200 

155 O -: 169 (Bundaburra) Type 2R20 on 2d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $100 

156 O -: 197 (Vinegar Hill) Type 2R21 on 1d Imperf Diadem (touched two sides), rated RRR $70 

157 O -: 208 (Waverley) Type 2R20 on 1d Perf Diadem, very fine strike, rated RRRR $100 

158 O -: 257 (Bourke Street) Type 2R24 on 1d Perf Diadem, rated RRRR $100 

159 O -: 365 (Jerilderie) Type 3R16 on 6d Perf Diadem, very fine strike, rated RRR $80 

160 PPC -: 488 (Ennis, rated RRRR) good strike tying 1d Shield on 1905(?) picture postcard to Carlingford $80 

161 O -: 1330 (Bolong) type 4B, two strikes of 1d Shield pair on small piece, rated RRRR $100 

162 O -: 1339 (Wanstead) Type 4B, good strike on 2d Emu, rated RRRR $100 
163 O Butterfly Cancellations: 2d Laureate Plate 1 (very fine) cancelled Victorian Butterfly 7 of Maiden's Punt, a 

very rare number of New South Wales stamps, we record only one other, on a 1d Plate 1 Sydney View $150 

164 O -: 2d Plate V Sydney View (margins all round, close at right, small repaired tear at lower right) cancelled 
Butterfly 17 (Lake Colac). Very rare, with only one other example (on a 1d Sydney View) recorded by us 
on N.S.W. stamps $400 

165 O Barred Oval Obliterators: 2d Sydney View Plate IV cancelled Victorian Barred Oval '5' obliterator 
(Bendigo), very unusual on a Sydney View $100 

166 O 1d Shield cancelled virtually complete strike of intaglio 'FOREIGN DIVISION/G.P.O.' seal, very unusual 
and possibly Unique $200 

 

Queensland 
167 O 1860 Imperf 1d Carmine-rose horizontal pair used on small piece, tied by '151' in rays numeral 

(Condamine, Type 2R23), small to good margins three sides, touched along top, otherwise fine. An 
unusual combination of a very scarce stamp with a rare numeral $1200 

168 * 1880 Lithographed Chalons 2/6d Dull Vermilion fine with part OG. SG 121, cat £350 $180 

169 O 1882-95 Bradbury Wilkinson Watermark Crown over Q Thick Paper £1 Deep Green horizontal strip of 5 
with manuscript line fiscal cancellation, from bottom row of the sheet, the fourth unit being variety 'Retouch 
to bottom Right Corner' (R6/4), some staining around perfs otherwise fine $300 

  Revenues 
170 O Beer Duty: 1897 Watermark Crown Q Perf 12 2/- Rosine (2), 4/6d Blue, 6/6d Brown, all defective to lesser 

or greater degree, but scarce. Elsmore online cat AU$600 (4) $250 

171 S/* -: 1898 Watermark Crown Q Perf 12 3d - 12/9d handstamped 'SPECIMEN' (15½mm x 2mm) (1/- showing 
attempt to remove opt, 12/9d opt inverted). Part OG and generally fine, Elsmore online cat AU$800 (10) $400 

172 * Postal Fiscals: 1871-72 Watermark Crown over Q 2/- Blue, three small perf defects, large part OG. SG 
F19, cat £225 $100 

  Postal Stationery 
173 PS Post Cards: 1910 1d Vermilion divided card with black and white view on reverse 'SCENE ON THE 

UPPER JOHNSTONE RIVER, NORTH QUEENSLAND.' used from Charters Towers to Townsville, DE 14 
1910, peripheral wear and horizontal crease, but Scarce $75 

174 PS -: 1911 1d Vermilion (H&G 17) with private overprint for use as an Esperanto "chain-letter", some overall 
soiling on face, scarce $50 

175 PS 1911 KEVII 3d registration envelope (H&G C1) uprated 2½d, the whole cancelled by 'REGISTERED/9-
NO 11/BRISBANE' cds in blue (two more strikes on reverse and addressed 'Kapt of the Hamburg 
Americka Line', Germany, Brisbane red and black registration label, Hamburg arrival. Fine and very 
scarce (cat US$250 in 1984) $200 
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  Queensland - Postal History (contd.) 
176 O Moreton Bay District: small group of numerals, comprising 81 (Warwick) Type 1B on 2d Laureate 

Plate I; 87 (Ipswich) Type 1B on 1d Plate 1 and 3d Sydney Views (both four margins), and on 2d 
Laureate Plate III pair; 95 (Brisbane) Type 2R18 on 6d Imperf Diadem; and 96 (Maryborough) Type 
2R20 on 2d imperf Diadem, good to fine strikes (8) $200 

177 O Numeral Cancellations: 86 (Gayndah) Type 1B on 6d Yellow-brown Laureate Plate 1 pair (just 
touched at upper left), a very scarce multiple, particularly used from Queensland $400 

178 PS Cancellations: 1899 selection of Railway Station concentric-circle cancels on stationery newspaper 
wrappers, comprising '4' (Bowen Hills), '5' (2, Wayne), '6' (3, Albion), and elusive '7' (Wooloowin), various 
destinations, generally good strikes (7) $250 

 

South Australia 
179 */O/S 1855-1912 mostly used collection on Seven Seas leaves, with 1855 1d, 2d and 6d mostly four 

margins, plus 1/- Orange good used, later Perkins Bacon types including 'OS' overprints largely 
complete on a simplified basis, similar for De La Rue types with 1885-96 to £20 (5/-, £2, £4, £5 
Brown, £10, £15 and £20 optd 'SPECIMEN') and 1902-12 Thick 'POSTAGE' to £1 (10/- CTO, £1 fine 
mint). Mixed condition, still a very useful lot (85) $750 

180 C 1855 London Prints Imperf 1d Dark Green horizontal pair, good margins three sides, touched 
along top, tied to 1856 (30 May) 'Bishop' front to Port Lincoln. Two small sellotape stains, 
otherwise fine $750 

181 S 1892 Watermark Crown SA (Wide) Perf 11½-12½ Printed Sheet headed 'SPECIMEN/SOUTH 
AUSTRALIAN REVENUE STAMPS,/WITH THE DATE OF ISSUE' bearing 2/6d to £20 Reprints on 
Wmk Crown SA (Wide) paper (except £15 on Close Paper) optd Type 4 SPECIMEN. Minor 
blemishes $750 

  Postal Stationery 
182 PS 1896 Stamp Design Competition for Postcard: ½d Pen and Ink essay on piece (74mm x 108mm) by 

'EPOH' featuring Gum Tree, Lyrebird, Grapes and Coat-of-Arms, quite attractive $400 
183 P -: 2d pen and ink essay with '2' handpainted in Chinese white on card (128mm x 87mm) in a beautifully 

executed design showing Queen Victoria in embellished oval, by 'Finis Coronet Opus'. Ex Chartwell $300 

184 PS Post Cards: 1908 1d American Fleet Postcard, very fine Unused $250 

185 PS -: 1908 1d American Fleet Postcard, very fine Unused $250 

  Postal History 
186 C 1880 (1 Oct) incoming cover from London to Norwood endorsed 'Per Orient Line via Plymouth', franked 

1873-80 6d Grey Plate 17 with wing margin lettered 'BE', tied London duplex and with G.P.O. Adelaide 
transit cds on face, and Norwood arrival cds on reverse, fine $40T 

187 C 1887 (5 Jan) incoming cover from Glasgow to Adelaide franked 1883-84 6d Dull Green lettered 'DG' 
and tied by Glasgow duplex. Back flap faults, otherwise fine $30T 

188 PS 1889 (11 Nov) 1d Violet postcard uprated with 2d Orange Perf 10 and tied by Ship Mail room duplexes, 
addressed to Haarlem, Holland, with arrival cds and postman route 'A20' handstamp. There were no 
arrangements between South Australia and overseas postal administrations for the acceptance of 
postcards, which had to be sent at letter rate. This uprating to 3d was accepted but incorrect, as the rate 
should be 6d $440 

Tasmania 
189 O 1853 Locally Printed 1d Blue on Soft Yellowish Paper, small margins all round (just touched bottom 

right), small thin in top left corner $350 

190 O 1857-67 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Imperf 1d the five catalogued shades of Deep Red-
brown, Pale Red-brown, Brick-red, Dull Vermilion and Carmine, each fiscally used with manuscript 
cancel, all with one or two sides cut into or touching, SG 25-29 (5) $60 

191 */(*) -: 1d Brick-red, 1d Dull Vermilion, 2d Slate-green, 4d Blue, both 1d's touched one side, 2d and 4d 
with good to large margins, one 1d and 2d part OG, an attractive group. SG 27, 28, 34, 37, cat 
£1775 (4) $500 
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  Tasmania (contd.) 
192 O 1857-67 Watermark Double-lined numerals Imperf 2d Yellow-green superb horizontal pair in a pale 

shade with clear to huge margins all round, lightly cancelled by '6' numeral obliterator of Bothwell. Slight 
crease at upper right corner not visible from front. Ex Besancon (crease not described), where it 
realised SF1300 (AU$2160). Very attractive and scarce, with 2018 BPA Certificate $1200 

193 O 1863-71 Private Perforations: 1/- Vermilion Pin-perf 14 on all sides, cancelled in manuscript 
'18/9/66'. Fine and very rare, the SG catalogue allocated this erforation to '1867'. SG 117, 
unpriced $600 

194 O -: 6d Reddish-mauve Rouletted 4-4½ on all sides (allocated to Macquarie River), manuscript 
cancelled '1/4/68'. Paper somewhat toned, but this does not detract from the rarity of this stamp. 
SG 125, unpriced $600 

195 O 1870-71 Watermark Single-lined Numerals 4d Blue, few shortish perfs at top otherwise fine with light 
numeral cancel. SG 130, cat £475 $250 

196 P -: 4d Imperforate Plate Proof in Blue on Wmk Crown CC Paper, very fine $80 

197 O 1871-91 Watermark Double-lined Numerals Perf 11½ 6d Lilac block of 5 and 1/- Orange-red block of 
10 fiscally used with manuscript cancels, some perf faults, SG 136, 141 $100 

198 O 1871-78 Watermark 'TAS' Perf 11½ 1d Vermilion, fine colour with part OG, a little heavily hinged, a 
scarce stamp. SG 144e, cat £275 $200 

199 P 1899 Pictorials 1d Mount Wellington imperforate colour trial in Bright Green, believed to be 
pulled from the die. Brilliant colour, very fine and unique $1500 

200 **/*/O 1904 1½d on 5d Pale Blue and Brown Surcharge M (21, including two blocks of 8, one with plate no., 
both showing surcharge misplaced downwards and into perfs), and U (7). Total (28) $60 

201 **/* -: block of 6 showing surcharge severely misplaced to left and falling across vertical perforations, one 
corner perf missing otherwise very fine OG with only one unit hinged $150 

202 O 1905-11 Pictorials Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (sideways) 3d Brown Compound Perf 
12½ and 11 (at base), light cds cancel and very fine. SG 253c, cat £450 $350 

203 **/* 1906-1909 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (inverted) 9d Blue gutter block of 4 Compound 
Perf 12½ and 11, the line of 11 gauge being the right side of the gutter. Fine with large part OG, lower 
pair MUH. SG 256b, cat £220+ $150 

204 * -: Perf 12½ 10/- Mauve and Brown, part OG with a few adhesions on reverse. SG 258, cat £275 $120 

  Revenues 
205 R 1901 St. George & Dragon Reprints on Thin Gummed Card Perf 11½ 3d Yellow-green, 2/6d Rose, 5/- 

Brown and 10/- Yellow-orange blocks of 4 optd 'REPRINT' (17 x 2½mm), very fine with full OG and 
unmounted (16) $175 

206 O 1900 Platypus Stamp Duty overprinted 'REVENUE' 1/- Rose-pink very fine with duplex cancellation, 
very scarce. SG F35, unpriced $200 

207 ** 1900 Tablet £1 Green and Yellow optd 'REVENUE' superb MUH from lower left corner of sheet. SG 
F39, cat £275+ $300 

208 ^ -: used on small piece unusually cancelled Elliott cds, NO 29 00, fine. SG F39, cat £225 $200 

209 (*)/O Beer Duty: 1902 No Watermark Perf 11 3/4 10d Pale Mauve, 1/6d Brown and 1/8d Blue fine unused 
without gum. Also 1892 1/8d on 1/3d Orange used, some marks. Elsmore online cat AU$390 (4) $200 

  Postal History 
210 C 1840 (11 Jul) inwards entire from Tamworth, England to Hobart Town with London Paid and Ship Letter 

transit datestamps, rated '1/-' for ship letter rate, and backstamped boxed 'SHIP LETTER' datestamp 
(25 NO 25/1840) at Hobart. Rated '8'(d) in black for 4d inwards ship letter charge and 4d inland postage 
for 22 miles to Richmond. Subsequently redirected to Melbourne, receiving the Hobart 'PAID' semi-circle 
dated 29DE29/1840, and rated '8'(d) in red for return postage to Hobart and 4d ship letter rate to 
Melbourne (arrival backstamp JA 6/1841). The latest recorded date of the Hobart 'PAID' marking in 
black (after 1840 always struck in red). Very fine other than for minor peripheral wear $300T 
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  Tasmania - Postal History (contd.) 
211 C 1891 (20 Feb) registered 1d STO wrapper for 'The Federal Australian Philatelist' with printed 'BOOK 

POST' at upper left used to Brazil, cancelled Hobart Duplex and with chamfered boxed 'REGISTERED/ 
No/2524' in red, with double circle 'MONTCENIS A MACON/A' ds (26 AVRIL 91) and 'CORREIOS/ 
ALAGOIS double circle backstamp, 28 MAIO 91. Reduced at both ends (probably removing additional 
adhesive(s)), and some soiling, but a remarkable destination $100T 

212 C 1899 (21 Jun) cover to Pretoria, Transvaal (slightly reduced three sides and opened out for display) 
with 1891 2½d on 9d Pale Blue tied by Hobart cds, three arrival backstamps, but undeliverable and with 
boxed 'INCONNU/ONBEKEND', peripheral damage but an unusual destination $40T 

213 O Second Allocation Numerals: '229' (Norfolk Bay) on 1d Sideface, rated RRR $25 

Victoria 
214 */O 1850-1912 mostly used collection on Seven Seas leaves, imperf including Half-Lengths (6), 6d 

Too Late and 1/- Registered, Woodblocks with 6d serrated perf and 2/- Green mint (faults), later 
issues with some better including Beaded Oval 6d Orange, Laureate 5/- Blue on Yellow, £5 to £9 
bicoloured Stamp Duties fiscally used, Charities 1897 (mint) and 1900 (used), KEVII £1 and £2 
used, plus Postage Due ½d to 5/- Brown and Blue and Red and Green sets. Mixed condition (168) $900 

215 C 1850 Half-lengths: 2d Lilac-mauve First State of Die (just touched at lower right), used on 1850 (4 
Apr) outer addressed to Melbourne and tied by manuscript pen line, believed to have been 
applied at Fyansford. Five covers bearing this stamp are recorded. With 2006 RPSV Certificate $800T 

216 O -: 2d Dull Brownish-lilac Fourth State of Die very fine from left side of sheet with margins all round and 
showing portion of adjoining unit at top, short scissor cut at top right between units, an attractive 
example rarely found in this quality $140 

217 O 1854 Woodblock 2/- Dull Bluish-green on Pale Yellow Imperf horizontal pair with clear margins but with 
vertical and horizontal creases, scarce in multiples. SG 35, cat £380+ $60T 

218 (*) 1855-56 2d Queen-on-Throne Campbell & Fergusson Printings 2d Lilac (Stone A) lettered 'TX' (No. 19), 
unused with smallish margins touched at top right and along base, and with mark at centre left, however 
scarce. SG 36, cat £600 $120 

219 O 1857 6d Orange Woodblock (3), one showing roulettes on three sides produced by the single-line 
cutter employed at the G.P.O. (cancelled BN 54 of Kilmore), one rouletted 7-9 on three sides by Calvert 
(cancelled BN 1 of Melbourne), and another serrated perf 18-19 by Calvert (cancelled BN 5 of Ballarat). 
A useful trio $150 

220 * 1884 Stamp Statute Watermark V over Crown (V1) (sideways) 1/- Deep Blue on Blue Perf 12½, light 
horizontal bend, otherwise fine with part OG. SG 224c, cat £250 $150 

221 O 1884 Lithographed Stamp Duties £5 Rose-red, £6 Blue on Pink, £7 Violet on Blue, £8 Brownish-red 
on Yellow and £9 Yellow-green on Green fiscally used, all fine and free of the pinholes frequently seen 
on these stamps. SG 248-252, cat £950 (5) $350 

222 O -: a fiscally used range comprising £5 Rose-red (4), £7 Violet on Blue (9), and £8 Brownish-red on 
Yellow (9) fiscally used. A few with small faults including the usual pinholes, but many are fine 
examples of these scarce stamps. SG cat £4200 (22) $1000 

223 * 1884-96 Stamp Duty Watermark V over Crown (V1) £1 Reddish-orange on Yellow Perf 12½, part 
OG, fine other than for a few tiny marks on back. SG 262b, cat £900 $600 

224 * 1884-96 Stamp Duty Watermark V over Crown (V2) 1/6d Bright Rose-carmine part OG, somewhat 
heavily hinged and with adhesions on reverse from previous mounting in illustrated album. SG 267a, cat 
£325 $100 

225 * -: 3/- Drab, large part OG and fresh appearance, minor gum creasing. SG 268, cat £130 $100 

226 * -: 4/- Red-orange very fine with large part OG, small gum thin. SG 269, cat £130 $120 
227 * -: 4/- Red-orange part OG, some small black marks on reverse. SG 269. cat £150 $100 

228 * -: 6/- Apple-green, small repaired tear at lower left, large part OG. SG 271a, cat £450 $100 

229 S/* -:Engraved £100 Aniline Crimson handstamped italic 'Specimen' (Type 24b) twice diagonally, very fine 
with large part OG and very lightly hinged, an exceptional example $300 

230 * 1884-92 Naish Stamp Duty Watermark V over Crown (V2) 2/6d Yellow, part OG slightly toned gum 
and heavily hinged. SG 292a, cat £140 $120 
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  Victoria (contd.) 
231 **/* 1885 'STAMP DUTY' Overprint in Blue on 3d Yellow-orange Laureate marginal block of 9 from 

right of sheet, well-centred for this issue and with large part OG, four stamps MUH. The record 
multiple. This block was the subject of a recent article in Philately from Australia. SG 308, cat 
£630++ $2500 

232 O 1886-96 Stamp Duty range of fiscally used bicoloured high values, with £5 Pale Blue and Maroon 
(9), £6 Yellow and Pale Blue (6) and £9 Apple-green and Rosine (5). Mostly fine (20) $250 

233 **/* 1912 Watermark V over Crown (V5), Comb Perf 12 x 12½ 1d Rose-carmine strips of 12 from base of 
sheet (2) with 'CA' and 'JBC' monograms, from two different plates showing variations in the gaps in the 
marginal rule. One strip with three units thinned, both strips with slight toning in selvedge at right edge, 
otherwise fine with most units MUH. BW V52z/za (2004), cat AU$780+ $200 

234 S/* Small group of italic 'Specimen' overprints (Types 24a or Type 24b) on Stamp Duty issues, 
comprising 1884-96 high value 3/- Drab, 4/-, 5/- Maroon on Yellow, 6/-, 10/-, 1884-85 Charles Naish 
Design 8d, 2/- and 2/6d, and 1886-96 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d and 1/-. All part to large part OG, couple with small 
perf faults, 10/- with paper adhesions on gum, however generally fine (13) $200 

235 R 1891 Reprints overprinted italic 'Reprint': An incomplete selection with 1d and 6d Queen-on-Throne, 
1/- Octagonal, 1d Netted Corners, 3d Beaded Oval, 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d, 8d, 10d, 1/- Laureates, ½d, 1d, 2d, 
9d, 1/-, 2/- Bell Designs, 2d Naish design, and ½d, 2d, 4d and 1/- Naish Stamp Duty. All with part to 
large part OG, perf faults on a few but generally fine (23) $200 

236 R/* -: 1884 Stamp Statutes 1d-£1 with large part OG, 2/- with missing corner otherwise very fine, plus the 
1d Green and 1d Brown Stamp Duty similarly overprinted (12) $250 

237 S/* Postage Dues 1890-94 ½d to 2/- Dull Blue and Brown-lake overprinted italic 'Specimen' Type 24a with 
broken 'S' (2d, 4d, 5d, 10d, 1/-, 2/-) or Type 24b with 'S' complete (½d, 1d, 6d), fine with part OG but 
lacking the 5/- top value to complete the set (9) $175 

238 C -: 1890-94 1d Dull Blue and Brown-lake (3, one missing) used on 1893 (2 Sep) underpaid cover from 
Culcairn (NSW) with 2d Emu, addressed to Melbourne and redirected to Pastoria East, with 'T' in oval 
with mss '4d'; and 2d Dull blue and Brown-lake used on 1893 (9 Feb) Returned "More to Pay" Letter, 
tied by boxed 'LC2' ds. Both covers roughly opened (2) $60 

  Revenues 
239 */(*) Beer Duty: Wmk V over Crown (V2) Beer in Bottles (Sugar or Material other than Malt and Hops) 

6d Black on Rose (Wmk Inv, vertical crease), 1/- Black on Green, 1/6d Black on Blue (Wmk Inv), 
6/- Black on Yellow (all virtually full OG); Bulk Beer (Sugar or Material other than Malt and Hops) 
3d Black on Brown, 9d Black on Buff, 1/3d Black on Grey (Wmk Inv), 2/3d Black on Green (Wmk 
Inv), 2/6d Black on Blue, 4/1½d Black on Mauve, 6/3d Black on Pink, 8/3d Black on Rose. All with 
manuscript 'Specimen' endorsement. See 'The Specimen Stamps of Victoria' pages 83-84, where 
it is noted that one or two examples of each are recorded, many being in Australia Post archives 
(note that the colours of several of the values are given incorrectly). This set represents a new 
discovery, and other than the crease on the 6d all are very fine to superb. A very important 
group (12) $2500 

240 S -: 1892 Watermark V over Crown (V2) Beer in Bottles (Malt and Hops Exclusively) 4d Blue, 8d 
Carmine, 1/- Lilac, 4/- Emerald (4d, 8d, 1/- Wmk Sideways, 4/- Wmk Upright, each large part OG); 
Bulk Beer (Malt and Hops Exclusively) 2d Vermilion, 10d Emerald, 1/6d Violet (Wmk Inv), 8/4d 
Carmine; Bulk Beer opt. diagonal 'MALT AND HOPS ONLY' in red 4/2d Black on Green, 5/6d 
Black on Grey all ungummed. All handstamped diagonal 'CANCELLED' (45mm x 6mm) in 
Pinkish-red. A new discovery, this handstamp previously unrecorded, and a very important 
group (10) $2200 

241 S -: 1895 Watermark V over Crown (V2) Bottled Beer 2d Black on Rose, 1/- Black on Green, 1/6d 
Black on Blue, 2/- Black on Brown, 3/- Black on Pink, 4/- Black on Buff, 6/- Black on Yellow, each 
handstamped 'CANCELLED' (45mm x 6mm) in Pinkish-red. A previously unrecorded handstamp, 
and most values unrecorded with any type of specimen endorsement in 'The Specimen Stamps 
of Victoria'. Superb with virtually full OG, an important group (7) $1500 

242 S -: 1892 12/6d Black on Yellow Bulk Beer (One Hogshead) with manuscript 'Specimen' endorsement, 
very fine and rare $200 
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  Victoria - Revenues (contd.) 
243 S -: Wmk V over Crown (V2) 1892 Bulk Beer (Malt and Hops Exclusively) 2d Vermilion, 6d Blue 

(Wmk Inv), 10d Emerald, 1/6d Violet (Wmk Inv), 2/9d Emerald; Bulk Beer opt. 'MALT AND HOPS 
ONLY' in red 4/2d black on Green (Wmk Inv), 5/6d Black on Grey (Wmk Inv), 8/4d Black; Bottled 
Beer (Malt and Hops Exclusively) 4d Blue, 8d Carmine, 1/- Lilac (Wmk Inv), 4/- Emerald (Wmk Inv) 
(last four large part OG, others ungummed). All with manuscript 'Specimen' endorsement. See 
'The Specimen Stamps of Victoria' pages 83-84, which notes one or two examples of each 
recorded, many held in Australia post archives. A previously unrecorded set, all very fine and a 
very important group (12) $2500 

244 C Stamp Duty: Pre-decimal issues used on 1958-66 intact Share Transfer forms, wide range with 
many shades, usage combinations, etc., values to 45/- with £5 (2) and £10 seen, mostly with 1-4 
stamps per form. Generally fine and an attractive lot (260 forms) $700 

245 C -: Pre-decimal issues used on 1958-66 Share Transfer forms, good range of values to 45/- also a £5 
bicolour. Generally with 1-4 stamps per form, a few with faults but generally fine (110 forms) $300 

246 C -: A large accumulation of 1958-67 Share Transfer forms, organised roughly by duty stamp 
affixed and showing a wide range of different shades, usage combinations, multiples, etc., 
values to £5 (3) and £10, and to $10 and $20, with over 80% pre-decimal, includes a few without 
stamps but with Stamp Duty Office markings, typically 1-4 stamps per form, sometimes many 
more. Occasional faults, but generally very fine (600++ forms) $1500 

247 C -: 1958-67 Share Transfer Forms, range of duty stamps affixed, mainly pre-decimal with values to 45/- 
and £5, or to $10, also some stampless with Stamp Duty Office markings, mostly with 1-4 stamps per 
form. Few with faults, but generally fine (200+ forms) $400 

248 C -: A large accumulation of 1958-67 Share Transfer Forms, range of duty stamps affixed with 
many shades, usage combinations, etc., values to 45/- and with £5 3) and £10 (pinholes), or to 
$10, also some stampless with Stamp duty Office markings. Generally with 1-4 stamps per form. 
A few faults but generally fine (570+ forms) $1200 

249 C -: 1960s Share Transfer forms bearing multiple frankings of £sd issues, Numeral Designs 6d to 2/- or 
Victorian Designs Perf 11 2/6d to £5 (3) with £1/5/- and £1/10/- in pairs, other values 6d to £2 (no 35/-), 
with from 4 to 10 adhesives on each form. A few small faults, but a very attractive and appealing lot (19 
forms) $300 

250 C -: 6/- Victorian Design Perf 11 used on 1960s Share Transfer Forms, mostly in combination with other 
values, and including several multiples, the majority showing constant plate varieties, many very 
prominent, and with several shades of each. A few small faults but mostly fine and good study material 
(38 forms with 95 stamps) $250 

251 C -: 1960's Share Transfer Forms bearing duty stamps with perfins, mainly 'O&M' or 'M&B', with a few 'C', 
appear to be an all-different selection of values/perfins except for a few shade variations, values to 
£1/10/- pair, £2 and £5, or to $5 pair and $20. Generally fine (34 forms, 10 with decimals) $250 

252 C -: 1960s Share Transfer forms bearing Stamp Duty Perfins 'OM' (Ord Minnett), good range of values to 
£1/10/- and £2, or to $5 (several of each), A few small faults, but generally very fine (40+ forms, about 
10 with decimal stamps, 100+ stamps total) $200 

  Postal Stationery 
253 PS Post Cards: 1908 American Fleet Postcards, 1d Carmine and 1½d Brown-red unused, very slight 

rubbing and 1½d blemish (2) $75 

254 C Frank Stamps: 1864 (26 Aug) OHMS lettersheet with 'COMMR OF CROWN LANDS & SURVEY' 
frank stamp, two strikes in blue, one brilliant, neatly cancelled Melbourne 'VICTORIA' duplex 
leaving the fine strike unobliterated, backstamped Wangaratta cds, short 1cm tear at base and 
light vertical fold well away from frank stamps. Very attractive and the earliest known date of any 
frank stamp. A very important cover, ex Max Watson $3500 

  Postal History 
255 C 1842 (16 Dec) entire to Edinburgh endorsed 'p Lord Samarez' with good 'MELBOURNE/NEW S 

WALES' oval ds and London and Edinburgh arrivals on reverse, rated '3' in red as a paid ship letter, 
'8(d)' due from addressee, fine and an early Port Phillip letter $100 
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  Victoria - Postal History (contd.) 
256 C 1853 (24 Oct) cover from Melbourne to Worksop, Nottinghamshire with fair strike of oval 'PAID/ 

MELBOURNE' ds in red, reverse with London transit ds and Worksop arrival ds (27 JA 55). Prepaid 
'3(d)' as a private ship letter, with '8'(d) due on arrival from addressee. Minor peripheral faults and soiling $30T 

257 C 1857 (11 Nov) incoming stampless outer from London (Paid cds in red) 'Via Southampton' to Geelong, 
readdressed to Queenscliff, and offloaded before ship arrived in Melbourne. Rated '6' in red, and 
reverse with good strike of scarce 'SHIP LETTER/FREE/GEELONG VICTORIA' cds in red (JA 8 1858) 
and with small Geelong crowned oval ds in black (JA 11 58). Vertical filing fold, otherwise fine. Also 
stampless front from Royston (2 March 1855) to Melbourne per 'Blue Jacket' rated '6' in red (2) $60T 

258 C 1860 (26 Jun) cover from Melbourne to London with 6d Orange Woodblock Imperf and 3d Deep Blue 
on Laid Beaded Oval tied by '1' numerals, and endorsed 'Via Marseilles'. With Melbourne despatch and 
London arrival backstamps. Some marks on reverse otherwise very fine, and a very late usage of the 6d 
Woodblock creating a unique combination of adhesives $250 

259 C 1860 (21 Aug) entire letter from Inglewood to Melbourne franked 4d Beaded Oval tied by numeral 
and showing on reverse a superb strike of the oval 'VICTORIA EXPRESS/S COLLOU & CO/News 
& Letter Agent/INGLEWOOD' handstamp in black, manuscript '1' indicating express fee of 1/- 
paid, and with New Inglewood and Melbourne datestamps. One of two recorded examples, with 
2008 RPSV Certificate $5000 

260 C 1888 (9 Mar) long envelope (270 x 105mm) from Melbourne to Eastern Extension Australasia and 
China Telegraph Co. London, per 'Victoria', franked scarce block of 4 1/- Dull Purple-brown + 6d 
Ultramarine, nonuple 6d ship letter rate, small cover blemishes consistent with dimensions $150 

261 C 1888 (13 Aug) cover to Switzerland bearing 6d Pale Ultramarine (SG 318a) tied by '314' duplex of 
Lilydale, backstamps of Melbourne, Napoli, Locarno, Devio and straight-line arrival of Linescio, minor 
blemishes. Scarce village destination $30 

262 PS 1893 (4 May) use of 1d stationery envelope from Melbourne to Warrnambool where unclaimed, superb 
strike of 'UNCLAIMED AT/WARRNAMBOOL', reverse with 'DOWN TRAIN/M.G.19' octagon TPO 
datestamp $75 

263 PS No Lot 

264 PS 1905 use to Perth of 1d postal card with comical illustration of singer with brick approaching his head, 
and comment "The thing near the singer's head is a brick. I tell you this because you may mistake it for 
a diamond ring". Novel social history item $75 

265 C 1906 (1 Feb) registered mourning cover per 'Sydney' to Mauritius via Colombo, faint arrivals on front, 
Registered Melbourne and Colombo backstamps, minor blemishes, a scarce destination $100 

Western Australia 
266 O 1854 1d Black Rouletted on all sides, fine and with void grid obliterator. SG 2, cat £700 $400 
267 O -: with roulettes visible on three sides, margins all round except at top left, 5mm tear in lower right 

corner, cancelled '2' in circle obliterator. SG 2, cat £700 $120 

268 O 1854 4d Blue showing Pin Perfs at left and top, ragged at lower left, very light cancel. SG 5 variety 
(rouletted variety cat £700) $300 

269 O 1857-59 6d Golden-Bronze Imperf, small margins all round and cancelled by void grid, an 
attractive example of this scarce stamp. SG 17, cat £2500 $1200 

270 O 1860-64 2d Pale Orange Rouletted on all sides, cancelled '2' in circle obliterator and fine. SG 29, cat 
£275 $160 

271 P 1865-79 Watermark Crown CC (sideways) 1d Bistre Imperforate plate Proof, just touched lower right 
otherwise good margins. Ex Chartwell $150 

272 O 1885-93 Watermark Crown CA (sideways) 1d Carmine (with surface scrape at top) and 2d Grey 
(ironed out crease), both with variety 'Watermark Sideways Inverted' (Crown to Right of CA). SG 
95w,96w, cat £155 (2) $50 

273 O 1885-93 Watermark Crown CA 1/- Pale Olive-green block of 8 (bottom right unit with defective corner), 
and 1/- Olive-green block of 9 (perfs trimmed at right, and a few tone spots on reverse), both cancelled 
'R' in circle. Unusual and scarce multiples in the two catalogued shades $160T 
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  Western Australia (contd.) 
274 * 1905-12 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Perf 11 3d Brown variety 'Wmk Sideways Reversed', 

very fresh mint, only a few examples recorded. BW W28Bwa, cat AU$750 $325 

275 * 1905-12 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A (upright) 1d Rose-pink Compound Perf 12½ and 
11 (at base) very fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 161, cat £1200 $800 

276 PPC Postal History: 1903 (2 Dec) picture postcards (2) addressed to London and posted on board ship 
bound for Australia, each franked with GB 1d KEVII tied by Fremantle 'PO' duplex and with handstruck 
'PAQUEBOT', one very worn type approx 45mm long between lines, the other a fine strike 56 x 8mm 
without lines, former with small tear repaired by sellotape. An interesting pair showing the use of two 
different types of 'PAQUEBOT' mark at Fremantle on the same day on mail presumably off the same 
boat (2) $30 

Australian Commonwealth 
277 ** 2001 Lighthouse Pre-Decimal Hingeless Album, containing all issues from 1927 to 1965 in 

superb MUH condition, lacking only the OS opts and 3d Kooka miniature sheet, with 5/- Bridge, 
3d White Wattles, Robes, Arms and Navigators all superb (318) $1200 

278 O Lighthouse 1990 Hingeless Album, no Kangaroos, otherwise virtually complete from 1914 to 
1980 fine used, all selected copies with cds cancels, KGV all wmks including some shades, 5/- 
Bridge commercially used, all other pre-war commems (no 3d Kooka minisheet), Robes, Arms, 
Navigators, BCOF set, AAT, lacking a few OS opts. An excellent lot (859 + 5 M/S) $600 

279 **/* OS Overprints complete except for 2d and 3d Kingsford Smith, all superb MUH and each with 2001 
Ceremuga Certificate. Also OS punctures on 1½d Canberra, 3d Kooka, 1½d WA Centenary, 3d Airmail, 
and 3d Sturt (2 of each, one CTO, plus extra 3d Airmail M), mostly MUH (26) $250 

280 O State Official Punctures: Used range on hagners with 'OS/NSW' on Kangaroos First Wmk ½d - 1/- 
(10), Second Wmk 2d and 2½d, Third Wmk 2d - 2/- (9), Small Multiple Wmk 1/-, and C of A Wmk 9d, 2/- 
(2) and 10/-, and George V Single Wmk ½d - 5d (30), Large Multiple Wmk ½d - 1½d (6), No Wmk 1d 
and 1½d, Small Multiple Wmk 3d, C of A Wmk 1d - 5d (6), plus 6d Kooka, 1/- Lyrebird; 'T' on Kangaroo 
First Wmk ½d, 1d and 2d, Second Wmk 2d, Third Wmk 6d, and George V Single Wmk 1d - 5d (10). 
Large Multiple Wmk ½d, Small Multiple Wmk 1d, C of A Wmk 1d - 1.4d (5), plus 6d Kooka; 'VG' on 
Kangaroo Third Wmk 2/- maroon, C of A Wmk 9d (2); and George V C of A Wmk 1d - 5d (8); 'W/A' on 
Kangaroo Small Multiple Wmk 1/-, and George V C of A Wmk 1d - 5d (5). Mostly fine to very fine (115) $200 

281 P  Proofs in black of 28 engraved designs ranging from 1914 1d KGV Engraved to the 1965 5d Anzac, 
taken from 'A Selection of the Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia' published by 
Australia Post on 1999 $80 

Kangaroo Issues 
282 O ½d - 5/- duplicated range with shades comprising First Wmk ½d (2), 1d Dies I and II, 2d (2), 2½d, 

3d Die I (2), 4d (2), 5d, 6d (3), 9d (2), 1/-, 2/- and 5/-; Second Wmk 2d (2), 2½d, 6d, 9d, 1/-, 2/- and 
5/-; Third Wmk 2d, 2½d (2), 3d (3, Dies I, II, IIB), 6d Blue (Die II (2), IIB), 6d Chestnut, 9d, 1/- (Dies II, 
IIB), 2/- Brown (2), 2/- Maroon and 5/- (2); Small Multiple Wmk 6d - 5/- and C of A Wmk 6d - 5/- 
(both 2/- dies). Generally very fine examples selected for centering with mostly dated cds 
cancels (56) $1000 

283 */O Largely used accumulation ½d to 5/- (2), mixed watermarks and with some multiples, with a good 
range of 'OS' and 'OS/NSW' punctures, few inverted watermarks, also £1 Grey Third Wmk optd 
SPECIMEN Type C (toned). Some useful pickings (approx 350) $150 

284 **/* Small Multiple Watermark, 6d, 9d, 1/- and 2/-, and C of A Watermark 6d, 9d and 2/- (both dies) very 
fine, all except 2/- SMW and 9d C of A MUH (8) $75 

285 ** 6d Chestnut overprinted 'OS' Small Multiple Watermark and C of A Watermark, fine MUH examples of 
each. BW cat AU$350 (2) $180 

286 P 1952-53 C.E. Norden Christmas/New Year greetings card featuring the facsimile reproduction of the 
Samuel Reading Kangaroo master die proof, signed by Norden. Also photographic reproductions of the 
master die proof, and 10/-, £1 and £2 die proofs (5) $200 
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  Kangaroos - First Watermark 
287 **/* ½d to 1/- range with shades, comprising ½d, 1d Die I (2), 1d Die II (2), 1d Die IIA (2), 2d, 2½d, 3d Die I 

(2), 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d and 1/- (2). All very fine with large part OG, most stamps up to 4d being MUH and 
very high cat value (17) $1600 

288 O ½d to 2/- (1d, 3d Die I) used, mostly fine to very fine (11) $50 

289 O Punctured Large OS: ½d - 5/- including both dies of 1d and 3d, plus the 4d Orange-yellow shade, 
generally very fine and all with mostly dated cds cancels, a desirable assembly. BW cat AU$2940 (15) $1200 

290 O Punctured Small OS: ½d, 1d Dies I, II, IIA, 2d, 2½d, 3d Die I, 4d, 5d, 6d, 9d, 1/- and 2/-, fine to very fine 
used with mostly dated cds cancels (13) $400 

291 C ½d Green covers (2), comprising pair on Municipal Association of Victoria cover from Melbourne to 
Essendon, and in combination with 1d Red (Die IIA) pair from Golden Square ('424' duplex) to Germany (2) $80 

292 C 1d Red (shades) cover selection comprising Die I (2) with unclaimed City of Essendon to Canada, Die II (2) 
advertising cover for Evan Evans and Newport '613' duplex to France taxed, and Die IIA Shierlaw front from 
Blyth to Adelaide with unlisted diagonal scratch under last 'A' of 'AUSTRALIA', odd blemish, generally fine (5) $125 

293 O 1d Red Die II Plate E variety 'Two Tasmanias' (L25), ironed out horizontal crease, neat cds cancel. BW 3(E)d, 
cat AU$150 $30 

294 C 2½d Indigo neat solo franking on 1915 (4 Jun) cover from Adelaide to USA, Adelaide 'PASSED.' censor 
handstamp at lower left $75 

295 * 3d Olive Die II centred upper left, part OG and a little heavily hinged $300 

296 * 4d Yellow-orange large part OG and lightly hinged, scarce Shade $400 

297 * 4d Orange-yellow large part OG and lightly hinged, somewhat fluffy perfs $400 

298 O 6d Ultramarine ‘Watermark Inverted’, showing marginal line watermark from top of sheet, with smudged cds 
cancel. BW 17a, cat AU$1000 $350 

299 O -: 'Watermark Inverted, cancelled Melbourne cds 3 MR 15, pale shade but well-centred and fine. BW 17a, cat 
AU$1000 $350 

300 * 1/- Green 'Watermark Inverted', centred to upper left, part OG and slight overall soiling, scarce. BW 30a, cat 
AU$4000 $400 

301 * 2/- Brown excellent centering with large part OG and very lightly hinged $300 

302 O -: punctured Large 'OS', stain at middle right, and punctured Small 'OS', one shortish perf at left (2) $250 

303 * 5/- Grey and Yellow large part OG and lightly hinged $350 

304 CTO -: CTO with MELBOURNE cds with blank base quarter-cancel, DE 5 13 from Federal Presentation Set, part 
OG with some faint toning on reverse $200 

305 * 10/- Grey and Pink good centering with large part OG $700 
306 O -: well-centred and cancelled with central Fremantle cds, 13 AP 15, a lovely stamp. BW 47A, cat AU$1100 $500 
307 S/* 10/-, £1 and £2 optd Specimen Type 1, large part OG and lightly hinged (3) $1000 
308 S/**/* -: large part OG, £2 MUH but with gum inclusion (3) $900 
309 S/(*) 10/- Grey and Pink horizontal pair with Type A 'Specimen' handstamp, no gum with mark above 

kangaroo's head on left unit, and a couple of short perfs at right, the right unit shows a partially 
doubled handstamp. A very scarce multiple $650 

310 * £1 Brown and Blue excellent centering with large part OG and lightly hinged $1800 
311 * -: large part OG and lightly hinged, centred upper left with light horizontal bend $1200 
312 * -: well-centred with large part OG, couple of tiny spots on gum $1100 
313 O £1 Red-brown and Blue almost perfectly centred and with Hobart cds 12 SP 13, very fine and 

attractive. BW 51B, cat AU$3500 $1200 
314 * £2 Black and Rose centred a little to base with large part OG and lightly hinged, and showing variety 

'White Flaw Adjoining NSW Coast' (R48). BW 55A(D)va, cat AU$8000 $3500 
315 O £2 Black and Rose perfect centering, from the U.P.U. specimen distribution and showing portion 

of Melbourne AP 24 13 cds, an exceptional example. BW 55wa, cat AU$6000 $3000 
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  Kangaroos - Second Watermark 
316 O No Lot 

317 O Punctured Small OS: 2d, 6d, 9d, 1/-, 2/- and 5/-, 9d with parcel cancel, others with dated cds, fine 
to very fine. BW cat AU$2055 (6) $800 

318 * 2d Grey large part OG and lightly hinged $75 
319 O -:punctured 'OS' variety 'Double Perforation Three Sides' fine with South Australian cds, very scarce. 

BW 6b, cat AU$500 $250 

320 * 2½d Indigo large part OG and near-perfect centering, faintest trace of hinge $90 
321 ** 6d Ultramarine centred slightly to top right, very fine MUH $400 

322 * -: centred top right and large part OG, very lightly hinged $120 

323 * 9d Violet large part OG and lightly hinged, shortish perf at bottom left corner $100 

324 O -: 'Watermark inverted', clearly cancelled '(C)HILDERS/8 MAY 17/(QUE)ENSLAND', BW 25a. Of the 
approx 12 known postally used examples, this is one of the very few that is clearly dated. Cat AU$5000 $1500 

325 * 1/- Green well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $150 

326 * 2/- Brown very fine large part OG and lightly hinged $300 

327 O 5/- Grey and Yellow superb MUH with perfect centering, a deluxe copy $2000 

  Third Watermark 
328 **/* 2d to 2/- range with shades, comprising 2d Die I (2), 2d Die IIA (2), 2½d (2), 3d Die II, 3d Die IIB, 6d 

Blue die II, 6d Blue Die IIB (2), 6d Chestnut, 9d Die II, 9d Die IIB, 1/- Die II, 1/- Die IIB, 2/- Maroon. 
Mostly very fine with the majority MUH, otherwise lightly hinged, very high cat value (18) $1000 

329 O/CTO Punctured Small OS: 2d Dies I, IIA, 2½d, 3d Dies I, II, IIA, 6d Blue Dies II, IIA, 6d Chestnut, 9d Dies II, 
IIA, 1/- Dies II, IIA, 2/- Brown (2, shades), 2/- Maroon, 5/- and 10/- fine to very fine used (1/- Die IIB, 2/- 
Maroon, 5/- and 10/- CTO, last without gum) (18) $280 

330 C 2d Die I (shades) on 1916-19 covers in combination with various printings of KGV ½d for foreign letter 
rate, five censored, generally fine (6) $450 

331 ** 2½d Deep Blue fine MUH $50 

332 ** -: top marginal vertical pair with partial offset, light gum creases otherwise fine MUH. BW 11c, cat 
AU$800+ $300 

333 ** 3d Yellow-olive Die I centred upper right, fine MUH $60 

334 * 3d Yellow-olive Die II excellent centering with large part OG, small mark left of value circle $120 

335 * -: very fine with large part OG and lightly hinged $200 
336 O 6d Ultramarine Cooke Plates variety 'Die IIA Substituted Cliche' (1R60, and showing line wmk at 

right), few slightly short perfs at lower left, cancelled Sydney cds 2 MR 16. BW 19(1)ja, cat 
AU$3750 $1750 

337 ** 6d Pale Ultramarine Die IIA Plate 3 Left Pane of 60 MUH, No. 6 being the variety 'Broken Leg of 
Kangaroo', some gum creasing and tone spots (especially on the lower two rows), the variety 
unit having two tone spots, one in top margin being visible on face, and other minor 
imperfections, nevertheless of very good appearance. Possibly a unique multiple. BW 20Cd, cat 
AU$39,625+ $3000 

338 O 9d Die IIB Aniline Indigo-Violet fine used with Bundaberg (Qld) cds 6 JE 18, with 2019 Drury 
Certificate. BW 27G, cat AU$3750 $1300 

339 ** 2/- Brown superbly centred and very fine MUH $1000 
340 * 2/- Greyish-brown superbly centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $400 

341 ** 2/- Maroon punctured OS MUH slightly toned gum $200 

342 * 5/- Grey-black and Chrome very well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $200 

343 * 5/- Grey and Deep Yellow well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $200 

344 * 5/- Grey and Pale Yellow well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $200 

345 * -: punctured Small 'OS', part OG and centred left. BW 44Db, cat AU$1250 $220 
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  Kangaroos - Third Watermark (contd.) 
346 CTO 5/- Grey and Deep Yellow Punctured 'OS' CTO from Collector's Set (2), typically off-centre, large part 

OG and lightly hinged $75 

347 * 10/- Grey and Pale Aniline Pink well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged, dealer's handstamp 
on reverse $350 

348 * 10/- Grey and Deep Aniline Pink well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $350 

349 O -: well-centred and with neat cds cancel, very attractive, BW 48B $150 

350 * 10/- Grey and Intense Aniline Pink centred to base with part OG and barely discernible vertical gum 
crease $400 

351 O 10/- Grey and Pink well-centred with somewhat heavy cds. BW 48A, cat AU$500 $150 

352 * 10/- Grey and Aniline Pink Watermark Inverted, very fine and lightly hinged. SG 43aw cat £2750, 
BW 48Ba cat AU$4500 $2200 

353 CTO 10/- Grey and Pale Aniline Pink Punctured 'OS' CTO part OG $60 

354 S/* 10/- Grey and Deep Aniline Pink, £1 Light Brown and Pale Blue and £2 Grey-black and Crimson 
optd SPECIMEN Type B, good centering with large part OG and lightly hinged (3) $800 

355 S/* 10/- Grey and Pale Aniline Pink optd SPECIMEN Type B, large part OG and lightly hinged $250 

356 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type C, well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged. Rare on this 
quality, with only 360 printed. BW 48xb, cat AU$3250 $2200 

357 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1 with Damaged 'C', well-centred and with large part OG, very 
lightly hinged. A very rare stamp, only 48 were printed. Bw 48xd, cat AU$7500 $4000 

358 * £1 Chocolate and Dull Blue perfectly centred, with large part OG and lightly hinged $2000 
359 O -: well-centred with Registered Sydney cds. BW 52A, cat AU$2500 $1000 
360 * £1 Chestnut and Blue centred left, large part OG and very lightly hinged, pencil guarantee mark 

on reverse $1600 
361 * £1 Purple-brown and Blue excellent centering and with large part OG and very lightly hinged $2200 
362 O -: Punctured Small 'OS' centred upper right and very light toning on portion of reverse, 

otherwise very fine and cancelled with portion of Registered Hobart cds. BW 62Cb, cat AU$9000 $3000 
363 O £1 Chestnut and Blue 'Watermark Inverted' cancelled with Registered cds, well-centred but with 

light toning on reverse. BW 52a, cat AU$4750 $1500 
364 CTO £1 Light Brown and Pale Blue CTO with large part OG, lightly hinged. BW52Dw, cat AU$4000 $2200 
365 * £1 Grey superbly centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $500 
366 * -: part OG and centred upper right, somewhat heavily hinged $200 

367 **/* -: Harrison imprint block of 4, lightly hinged in gutter and on upper right unit, slightly toned gum 
and of very fine appearance, with second line of imprint trimmed as is the case with most of the 
recorded imprints of this stamp. BW states only six imprint blocks of 4 are recorded, cat 
AU$20000 $8000 

368 O -: fine with Wollongong cds $160 

369 CTO -: Punctured Small 'OS' excellent centering, cancelled-to-order without gum. BW 53wc, cat AU$750 $300 
370 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type B well-centred with large part OG, a rare stamp. BW Cat AU$4500 $2000 
371 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type C very fine MUH. BW 53xb, cat AU$850 $500 

372 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type C large part OG and lightly Hinged $175 

373 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1 with Damaged 'C', centred to right otherwise very fine MUH. 
BW 53xd, cat AU$1000+ $750 

374 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1a with Damaged 'S' and 'C', centred to upper right otherwise 
very fine MUH. BW 53xe, cat AU$3750+ $3000 

375 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type D large part OG and lightly hinged $175 

376 * £2 Black and Rose excellent centering with large part OG, almost imperceptible horizontal bend, 
the scarcest of the Third Wmk shades $3000 
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  Kangaroos - Third Watermark (contd.) 
377 O £2 Black and Rose well-centred and cancelled with 1920 special Sydney cds, very fine. BW 56A, 

cat AU$4500 $2000 
378 * £2 Grey-black and Crimson excellent centering with large part OG and lightly hinged $3000 
379 * £2 Purple-black and Rose excellent centering with large part OG and lightly hinged $2500 
380 CTO -: Punctured Small 'OS' excellent centering, cancelled-to-order with large part OG and lightly 

hinged. BW 56wa, cat AU$4500 $2500 
381 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type C, well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $200 
382 S/* -: overprinted SPECIMEN Type C - sub-type 1 (Damaged 'C'), lightly hinged. BW 56Cxd cat AU$1000 $450 

383 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1 with Damaged 'C', centred a little to upper right, otherwise 
very fine MUH. BW 56xd, cat AU$1000+ $600 

384 S -: optd 'SPECIMEN' Type C sub-type 1 (Damaged 'C'), centred to top, regummed. BW 56xd, cat 
AU$1000 $150 

385 S/* -:optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1a (Damaged 'S' and 'C') fine mint, a rare stamp. BW 56Cxe, 
cat AU$7500 $3000 

386 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 2 (Shaved 'P') fresh and lightly hinged. BW 56Cxd cat 
AU$1250 $500 

387 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type C and showing variety 'Damaged N' (No. 30 on overprint forme), large 
part OG and very lightly hinged. Uncatalogued by BW $800 

  Small Multiple Watermark 
388 O Punctured Small 'OS': 6d, 9d, 1/-, 2/- and 5/- fine used (5/- CTO) with cds cancels (5) $150 

389 **/* 6d Chestnut Plate 3 Ash imprint block of 4 including variety 'White Hairline from Value Circle to Map' 
(3L54), very fresh with three units MUH. BW 22(3)z, cat AU$450 $200 

390 ** -: overprinted OS very fine MUH $100 

391 C -: solo franking cover (central crease) tied by fine strike of scarce Sydney handheld roller cancellation to 
1932 cover per R.M.S. 'Narkinda' to Switzerland, paying double foreign letter rate, backstamped on 
arrival. (The liner Narkinda SS, Capt. L. Parfitt DSC, was serving as an auxiliary transport during the 
Allied landings in French north Africa in November 1942. She disembarked her troops at Bougie and 
had turned about for home when, toward evening on the 14th, she was bombed and sunk some 
distance off Bougie. Thirty-one persons were killed) $125 

392 C -: tied to 1930-33 airmail covers during 1½d and 2d letter rate regimes, paying double 3d airmail 
surcharge, Brisbane-Melbourne and Hobart-Punchbowl respectively, roughly opened (2) $100 

393 C -: paying airmail surcharge on 1930-33 postcard and cover (roughly opened), former Edward's Beach, 
Balmoral, sender requesting '. . . a card by Air Mail . . . as I'm sending this one', sent from Forest Hill, 
latter paying Karachi 6d airmail surcharge Melbourne - Scotland (2) $120 

394 ** 5/- Grey and Yellow-orange very fine MUH $750 
395 * -: with central gutter at right, well-centred and large part OG with traces of previous hingeing $160 

396 ** 5/- Grey and Deep Yellow punctured Small 'OS' centred upper right otherwise very fine MUH. BW 
44b, cat AU$2500 $650 

397 * 10/- Grey and Pale Pink almost perfectly centred, large part OG and lightly hinged $400 
398 O -: well-centred with neat Registered Brisbane cds $250 

399 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1 with Damaged 'C' centred to bottom right otherwise very 
fine MUH. BW 49xb, cat AU$1750+ $1200 

400 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type, very fine MUH. BW 49x, cat AU$1250 $750 
401 S/* -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 2 with Shaved 'P', couple of shortish perfs at base, large part 

OG and lightly hinged. BW49xd, cat AU$1750 $650 
402 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 1a with Damaged 'S' and 'C', centred to base otherwise very 

fine MUH. BW 49xc, cat AU$5500+ $3750 
403 * £2 Grey and Rose-crimson very well-centred with large part OG and lightly hinged $3500 
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  Kangaroos - Small Multiple Watermark (contd.) 
404 O £2 Grey-black and Crimson almost perfect centering and with neat cds cancel, a very attractive 

stamp $500 
405 O £2 Grey and Rose-crimson optd SPECIMEN Type D, well-centred with large part OG and lightly 

hinged $450 

  C of A Watermark 
406 **/* Small mint range on hagner, comprising 6d block of 4 (one with bend) and singles (2) MUH, 9d (2, one 

MUH with rounded corner), 2/- MUH, 2/- Redrawn (4) MUH, plus 6d OS opt block of 4 and singles (3) M, 
and pair MUH, generally fine (22) $120 

407 ** 6d Chestnut overprinted OS very fine MUH $60 

408 PS 9d Violet uprating KGV 2d embossed oval stationery envelope tied by Air Mail Sydney 1933 (31 Aug) 
cds, underpaid for airmail service to France and taxed accordingly, Paris backstamp $100 

409 C -: pair tied by Coogee cds to 1938 (28 Jan) neat airmail cover to London $75 

410 C 2/- Maroon used with 1/6d Hermes tied by Late Fee/Melbourne cds to 1938 (7 Jul) Tait Bros. double 
rate airmail cover to Germany (1/9d first ½oz + 1/8d second ½oz + 1d late fee = 3/6d) $75 

411 ** 5/- Grey and Yellow centred slightly to right otherwise very fine MUH $500 
412 C 5/- Grey and Yellow and contemporary frankings for aggregate 7/6d quintuple airmail from Melbourne 

to London plus 1d late fee, 'LATE FEE' cds ties the whole, with handstamped equivalent lower left, 
some damage in opening, although not unattractive $180 

413 ** 10/- Grey-black and Rose-crimson well-centred and very fine MUH $600 
414 * 10/- Grey and Pink centred upper right, large part OG and lightly hinged $300 

415 * -: superb mint with faintest trace of hinge, fresh rich colours $425 
416 O -: well-centred with neat cds cancel, one slightly short perf at top $120 

417 S/** -: optd SPECIMEN Type C sub-type 2 with Shaved 'P', centred upper left otherwise very fine MUH. 
BW 50xd, cat AU$2000+ $1750 

418 S/** 10/-, £1 and £2 optd SPECIMEN Type D, good centering and very fine MUH (3) $220 
419 S/** 10/- (Aniline shade), £1 and £2 blocks of 4 opts SPECIMEN Type D very fine MUH. BW cat 

AU$6250 $3000 
420 * £1 Grey well-centre and with large part OG, lightly hinged $400 

421 * -: Ash imprint pair well-centred with large part OG and of very fine appearance. BW cat AU$6000 $3000 
422 O -: neat Registered Adelaide cds, fine $150 
423 O -: fine with neat cds cancel $150 

424 O -: small thin at upper right $75 

425 * £2 Grey-black and Rose-crimson excellent centering with large part OG and lightly hinged, from 
base of sheet $2200 

426 O  -: with light cds cancel, well-centred $400 

 

1913-14 Engraved Issues 
427 P  1914 1d Engraved Postmaster-General 1913 Christmas and New Year Greetings Card with proof 

in Deep blue, few scuff marks on reverse, and short 2mm at centre right. BW 59DP(2), cat 
AU$6000 $2500 

428 **  1913-14 1d KGV Engraved Plate 3 imprint block of 8 from base of sheet, few perfs split in selvedge $120 

429 **  1914 6d Claret Kookaburra superb MUH, also the two shades of the 1d KGV Engraved MUH (3) $75 

430 ^  -: used with 1d Red on piece, cancelled Eastwood (NSW) cds 11 FE 15 $35 
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King George V Sideface Issues 
431 E 1d 'Prancing Horse' Essay in Red on ungummed wove paper, marginal from top of sheet and superb 

(see BW catalogue, page 4/56) $125 
432 O Used accumulation of ½d Green (approx 60), ½d Orange (approx 100), 3d (approx 60), 4d Olive 

(approx 80, plus a few 4d Orange and 4d Violet), 5d (approx 160), mixed watermarks with some 'OS' 
punctures, also 1/4d C of A Wmk U (total approx 460) $80 

433 O Punctured OS complete range in fine used condition with Single Watermark ½ - 1/4d (28) including 1d 
Red Die 2, 4d shades (4) incl lemon (cat AU$400), 1/4d shades (2) (supposed 5d rough paper has been 
misidentified); Large Multiple Wmk ½d - 1½d (6); No Wmk 1d and 1½d (cat AU$275); Small Multiple 
Wmk Perf 14 ½d - 1/4d (9); Small Multiple Wmk Perf 13½ x 12½ ½d - 1/4d (15) incl 1d Die 2 (cat 
AU$350). All with cds cancels and generally very fine, a difficult assembly to complete (60) $400 

434 O KGV issues largely on piece, mostly 1½d Red Die II, plus some 1d Red, 1d Green, and a quantity of 
1d Kangaroos, probably unsorted, and with some postmark interest (weight 600g) $120 

435 **/*/O Very large accumulation of 1d Green on hagners and album pages, mixed watermarks, with shades 
and 'OS' punctures and opts, a proportion with plated flaws identified, some mint including a few 
imprints. A fine opportunity to acquire the basis for a specialised collection of this stamps (many 1000s) $400 

436 O 1½d Black-brown and 1½d Brown Die I largely used accumulation (also approx 300 1½d Green), 
mixed Single and Large Multiple Watermarks, a few with plate varieties identified. including 'OS' and 
'OS/NSW' punctures, considerable scope for further sorting and discoveries (1000s) $250 

437 O 1½d Red Die I largely used accumulation, some mounted with plate varieties identified, some 'OS' 
punctures, worthy of further sorting (approx 750) $100 

438 O 1½d Red Die II Perfs 14 and 13½ x 12½ used accumulation in biscuit tin, includes OS punctures and 
a few perfins, also a quantity of 2d on 1½d surcharges (1000's) $100 

439 O 2d Die I used accumulation, mostly Red and Brown printings, few 2d Orange, including 'OS' punctures, 
some with plate varieties identified and with scope for further sorting (approx 320) $90 

440 **/*/0 2d Red and 2d Brown Die II and 2d Red Die III largely used accumulation (but including some mint 
blocks and strips in Red, with imprints), mixed watermarks, some 'OS' punctures and opts, a few with 
plate varieties identified but with much scope for further sorting (approx 1000) $100 

441 */O 4½d Violet small range on hagners with Single Wmk M (6, incl pair) and U (7, incl punctured 'OS') 
shades, also plate varieties 1l24, 1R16, 1R27, 1R60 U. Plus Small Multiple Wmk Perf 14 M (2) and U (5) 
shades, and plate varieties 1L30 U and 1L31 M. Plus a hagner with a quantity of unsorted stamps 
(mixed Wmks), and including a few 5d on 4½d Surcharges. Some toning, generally fine (9M and approx 
180U) $150 

  Single Watermark 
442 ** Mint range on hagner with shades, comprising ½d Green (3), ½d Orange, 1d Red Smooth Paper 

(5, incl Die 2) and Rough Paper (3), 1d Die III (2), 1d Violet (2), 1d Green, 1½d Black-brown, 1½d 
Brown (3), 1½d Green (2), 1½d Red, 2d Orange (2), 2d Red (2), 2d Brown (2), 3d, 4d Orange (5, 
incl Lemon), 4d Violet, 4d Blue (2), 4d Olive (2), 4½d, 5d Brown (3), 1/4d (2). All selected MUH 
examples, and a difficult group to assemble with very high catalogue value (47) $2500 

443 **/* ½d Green variety 'Watermark Inverted' block of 8, pairs (2) and singles (2), block with some perf 
separation and heavily reinforced at top, lower units MUH, others part OG. BW 63a, cat AU$700+ (14) $150 

444 C -: ‘Watermark Inverted’ (BW63a) used with 1d Red pair tied by Sydney machine cancel to 1916 cover to 
USA $75 

445 * -: Electro 1 block of 8 with 'CA' monogram, 1R59 with variety 'White Spot Over Back of Emu', toned gum 
and perfs reinforced with hinges. BW 63(1)zb, cat AU$1000 $180 

446 **/* -: Electro 2 corner block of 8 with 'JBC' monogram large part slightly toned OG with most units MUH, 
good colour and appearance. SG 63(2)za, cat AU$1000+ $400 

447 **/* -: Electro 6 small mint range of plate varieties on hagner, some duplication, with 6L11, 52, 53, 54, 6R1 
and including blocks of 4 (2) and 12, few with faults but mostly fine and largely MUH (28) $120 

448 **/* ½d Very Yellow (Cyprus) Green Electro 6 block of 4 6L5-6/11-12, 6L11 variety 'White flaw on Back of 
King's Head', upper pair central perfs reinforced with hinge, lower pair MUH, fine. BW 63G(6)e $180 

449 ** -: Electro 6 variety 'Break in Oval Line Over U of AUSTRALIA'(6L29), two small spots on gum otherwise 
fine MUH. BW 63G(6)f $60 
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  King George V - Single Watermark (contd.) 
450 **/* ½d Very Yellow (Cyprus) Green Electro 7 top marginal (almost separated) block of 4 7L1-2/7-8, very 

fine with upper pair MUH. BW 63G $150 

451 * -: Electro 7 block of 4 7R3-4/9-10, 7R4 variety 'Border of Right Value Tablet Distorted', lower right unit 
thinned, and stains on two others, variety unit fine. BW 63G(7)f $90 

452 **/* -: Electro 7 block of 4 7R21-22/27-28, 7R28 variety 'Broken Right Frame Opposite Emu's feet', some 
gum sweating on variety unit, upper pair MUH. BW 63G(7)l $140 

453 O 1d Red largely used accumulation, both Smooth and Rough Papers and including 'OS' punctures, 
good range of shades represented and some with plate varieties identified, well worthy of further sorting 
(approx 750) $150 

454 C 1d Deep Red Smooth Paper x 3 tied by 1916 (17 May) Hobart machine cancel to E.G. Tregear & Co. 
advertising cover to USA, fine application of Hobart censor handstamp $75 

455 O 1d Orange-red Smooth Paper Watermark Inverted fine used with machine cancellation, with 2018 
Drury Certificate. BW 71Pa, cat AU$300 $160 

456 O 1d Salmon Smooth Paper Watermark Inverted fine with light cds cancel, and with 2018 Drury 
Certificate. BW 71Ra, cat AU$250 $120 

457 C 1d Carmine-rose Smooth Paper (G30) used on 1918 (11 Jun) cover from Melbourne to Los Angeles, 
with 'PASSED' censor mark in blue, underpaid and with octagonal framed 'T/30c' and 'Postage due 6 
cents' in violet, U.S. postage due apparently removed, but fine appearance $30 

458 O 1d Damson Rough Paper Watermark Inverted with 'DJ/LTD' (David Jones) perfin, stained top 
right perf, otherwise fine and rare and with 2018 Drury Certificate. BW 72Ka, cat AU$1250 $500 

459 O 1d Deep Pink Salmon Eosin Smooth Paper very fine used cancelled '... CREEK' cds, with 1999 
Drury Certificate. BW 71SA, cat AU$2250 $1100 

460 **/*/O 1d Violet small range on hagners with M (7) and U (10, four punctured 'OS') shades, plus duplicated 
range of plate varieties with V/30, VI/21, 55, VII/1, 3, 31, 32, 38, 49, 52, 54, 55, VIII/14, 25, 60 mostly U 
(some duplication), also VII/60 ('RA Joined') M (4, one in pair). Plus a quantity of largely unsorted 
stamps on hagner. Generally fine with some MUH (14M and approx 160U) $150 

461 O 1d Green variety 'Dry Ink' fine used with machine cancel, and with 2019 Drury certificate. BW 77c, cat 
AU$100 $50 

462 C 1½d Chocolate variety 'Cracked Electro Through Top of Left Value Tablet' (BW 85(7)l) tied by Geelong 
machine cancel to 1920 (29 Apr) cover to Melbourne, possibly unique on cover. $750 

463 C -: variety 'Right Side of Cliche Damaged by Many Flaws' (BW 85(7)m, subsequently substituted) tied by 
indistinct Victoria cds on 1920 (11 May) cover to Melbourne $400 

464 C 1½d Red unusually deep shade + 3d Violet-blue punctured 'OS' tied by Registered Perth cds to 1926 
(30 Apr) unclaimed official locally addressed cover, various associated misadventure markings $75 

465 O -: Electro 15 variety 'Substitution to the 'Moustache' Flaw' (15R40) showing the distinctive deformed 
right frame, centred left and cancelled by Melbourne machine, 8 FE (1926?). A scarce stamp, BW 
89(15)ib, cat AU$800 $350 

466 O -: Electro 19 duplicated collection of plate varieties identified on hagners, all used, and including listed 
varieties L31 (2), L51, R5, R18, R20, R24 (2), R32 (3), R36 (9), R48 (2), also unlisted flaws on L3, L10, 
L18, L57, R10, R26 (3), R43 and R46. Few stamps with small faults but generally fine, and a good 
representation from this scarce electro, BW cat AU$1630 (33) $120 

467 * 2d Orange Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted', large part slightly toned OG. BW 95b(a), cat 
AU$400 $120 

468 O -: Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted' five used examples all with dated cancellations, couple of 
short perfs otherwise fine. BW 95b(a), cat AU$500 (5) $150 

469 O -: Electro 1 variety 'Cracked Electro Vertically Through Right Side' (1R34), an early state showing crack 
extending from bottom frame to emu only, very fine used. BW 95(1)l, cat AU$600 $250 

470 * -: Electro 2 Harrison imprint pair with variety 'Thin Left Frame and Flaw on Kangaroo's Leg' on 2L60, 
heavily toned gum and few small marks on 2R55. BW 95(2)z, cat AU$2750 for M block of 4 $280 

471 ** -: Harrison imprint pair, very fine MUH, imprint 6.25mm below stamps and therefore believed to 
be Electro 4, but not showing the associated flaws on L60 and R55. BW 95(4)z, cat AU$3000 for a 
hinged block of 4 $1400 
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  King George V - Single Watermark (contd.) 
472 * 2d Orange Electro 6 variety 'Retouched GE of POSTAGE' (6R36), centred lower right, part OG and 

somewhat heavily hinged. BW 95(6)h, cat AU$200 $75 

473 * -: unlocated variety 'Cracked Electro Through Right Wattles to L of AUSTRALIA', large part OG, 
few small tone spots on gum, fine appearance and very rare. BW 95(U)o, cat AU$1250 $600 

474 * 2d Red Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted' very fine large part OG with trace of hingeing. 
BW 96b(a), cat AU$2000 $900 

475 O -: Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted' horizontal pair cancelled Sydney cds 6 AU 23 centred left 
and fine used, a scarce multiple. BW 96b(a), cat AU$600 $200 

476 O -: Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted' and with variety 'White Spot in Top Left Corner' (Electro 
12, L33) fine used, a scarce combination. BW 96(12)b(a)I $150 

477 * -: Electro 11 variety 'Retouched Nose' (11R10) left unit in horizontal strip of 3 reinforced with 
hinges, toned gum and one unit with vertical crease, but rare. BW 96(11)i, cat AU$2500+ $750 

478 O -: Electro 11 variety 'Retouched Nose' (11R10) punctured 'OS' and with 'Watermark Inverted', small tear 
in top margin otherwise fine used and probably a unique combination. BW 96(11)a(i), cat AU$300++ $250 

479 O -: Electro 12A variety 'Recut 2 at Right and Broken Top to Crown' (12AR54), couple of slightly short 
perfs otherwise fine used and cancelled Port Lincoln (SA) cds, 3 MR 24. BW 96(12A)j, cat AU$250 $70 

480 **/* -: Electro 14 variety 'Retouched Face' (14L12) in block of 4 (14L5-6/11-12), large part OG with 
variety unit MUH, very fine and rare. BW 96(14)e, cat AU$3000+ $1800 

481 O -: Electro 14 variety 'Retouched Face (L12), centred to base otherwise fine used. BW 96(14)e, cat 
AU$400 $200 

482 O -: Electro 14 variety 'Retouched Face' (14L12) used with tiny thin on reverse, cancelled Moyhu (Vic) cds 
dated 26 AU 23. BW 96(14)e, cat AU$400 $100 

483 */O -: Electro 16 variety 'Large White Flaw in Left Value Tablet' (16L4) large part OG, with horizontal 
crease across upper part of stamp not visible on face. An extremely rare variety in red, this is 
thought to be the only recorded mint example, and a major KGV rarity. Also a fine used example 
of State I of the same position (identified by a small white dot below loop of right-hand '2'. BW 
96(16)f, cat AU$9750 (2) $5000 

484 O -: Electro 16 variety 'Lower Frame Missing Under TWO PENCE' similar to 16L58 and 59, but with 
different associated flaws and with line watermark at right. Short light diagonal crease in lower 
right corner otherwise fine used. This is the only recorded example and is the stamp referred to 
in the footnote in the catalogue. BW cat for 16L58/59 AU$3500 $2000 

485 */O 2d Brown range of plate varieties on hagner, including catalogued flaws 12R27, 16L1, 28, 56, 16R5, 42, 
53, plus others, mostly used incl 'OS', but with 16R53 M and 12R24/30 MUH (toned gum), generally fine 
and high cat value (3M, 16U) $175 

486 **/*/O 3d Blue small selection on hagners, with Harrison Plates M (4) and U (6, five punctured 'OS') shades, 
and plate flaws incl listed varieties 1L51, 1R30 U, and 2L19 'Broken Leg of Emu' M (2) and U (3); Mullett 
Plates with M corner block of 4 (3 X Type A, 1 x Type B, 3 MUH but few tone spots), Type B M & U, and 
Type A U block of 4. Generally good to fine (11M and 19U) $150 

487 PS 3d Violet-blue airmail uprate for 1½d 'Star' stationery envelope, 'Angel' etiquette alongside, the whole 
cancelled by 1926 (17 Jul) Newtown (NSW) cds, attractive $75 

488 **/*/O 3d Blue Die Ia Mullett Plates, mint (mostly) and used study on leaves of the primary and 
secondary varieties in Single and Small Multiple Wmks, including 3L22 in Single Wmk pair, and 
Small Multi Wmk Punctured 'OS' blocks of 4 in both perfs (Perf 14 block with Wmk Inv), 4R54 incl 
corner block of 4 Single Wmk, L41, R4, R25 primary flaws, also Plate 4 Mullett imprint pair. Some 
mint with varying degrees of toned gum, but many fine and MUH with very high catalogue value 
(44M and 11U) $750 

489 **/* -: Plate 4 Mullett imprint pair, 4R55 with variety 'White Flaw over IA of AUSTRALIA', very fine and 
mounted in gutter only $140 

490 (*) -: Plate 4 Mullett imprint block of 4, 4R55 with variety 'White Flaw over IA of AUSTRALIA', no gum. BW 
105(4)z, cat AU$575 $100 

491 O 4d Pale Milky Blue variety 'Thin FOU of FOUR' fine used, with 2019 Drury Certificate. BW 112D(2)eb, 
cat AU$350 $160 

492 (*) 4d Olive Plate 3 No Imprint (Mullett) block of 4 fine but no gum. BW 114(3)za, cat AU$550 for M $140 
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  King George V - Single Watermark (contd.) 
493 O 4d Olive on Coarse Mesh Paper, centred left otherwise fine used and cancelled Adelaide cds 21 OC 24, 

and with 2019 Drury Certificate. BW 114aa, unpriced used $120 

494 ** 4½d Violet Harrison imprint block of 4, second line of imprint partially trimmed, including variety 'Deformed 
Left Bottom Frame and Broken Left Frame' (R55), fine MUH $220 

495 **/* 1/4d blocks of 4 in contrasting shades of Greyish-blue (perf separation), Turquoise-blue, and Deep 
Greenish-blue (perhaps not deep enough to qualify for the catalogued shade), fine and each with 
lower units MUH (12) $750 

496 ** 1/4d Turquoise-blue Punctured 'OS' block of 4 very fine MUH. BW 128ba, cat AU$1500 $600 
497 ** 1/4d Deep Turquoise very fine MUH example of this rare shade. BW 128F, cat AU$5000+ $2500 

  Large Multiple Watermark 
498 ** ½d Green, 1d Carmine-pink Cooke Ptg (top marginal but selvedge almost detached), 1d Carmine-

rose Harrison Ptg, 1d Green, 1½d Black-brown (2, one Thin Paper), 1d (2, shades), all very fine 
MUH (8) $700 

499 **/* ½d Green mint range on hagner, fine range of shades, pair punctured 'OS', and two punctured 'OS/NSW', 
two part imprints, includes blocks of 4 (3), couple of small faults but mostly fine and largely MUH (34) $75 

500 **/* -: Electro 4 CA monogram corner strip of 3, very fresh with two units MUH. BW 65(4)zb cat AU$650 $300 

501 **/* -: Electros 6 and 7 duplicated range of plate varieties on hagners, with 6L11, 49, 52, 53, 54, 57, 7L44, 49, 
7R52, 53, 59, mostly in multiples, some positional, few faults including some toning, but many fine and 
mostly MUH (35) $180 

502 O 1d Red accumulation on hagner, with Carmine-pink Cooke printing dated Feb 1918, Harrison printings (56 
incl four pairs), with shades, punctured OS (7) or OS/NSW (pair and single), varieties incl 'Run N' and 
'Notched Left Frame'. Some faults, but generally good and many fine copies and high cat value with 
punctured OS, cat AU$150 each (57) $400 

503 ** 1d Deep Red Cooke Printing from top right corner of sheet with top and side selvedge, very fine 
MUH, an exceptional example of this rare stamp. With 2005 Drury Certificate for a vertical pair of 
which this is the upper unit. BW 73C, cat AU$17500 $10000 

  No Watermark 
504 O 1½d Red Punctured 'OS', fine with Melbourne machine cancellation dated 20 NO 1924, with 2019 Drury 

Certificate. BW 90ba, cat AU$100 $50 

  Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 14 
505 ** ½d - 1/4d complete and very fine MUH, plus extra 1½d shade, also 1d and 1½d No Wmk MUH (11) $650 
506 * -: Punctured 'OS' centred right otherwise fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. BW 67ba, cat AU$425 $150 

507 CTO -: Electro 9 Punctured OS Mullett imprint pair CTO (possibly non-contemporary), fine but no gum. 
The OS puncture is a very scarce stamp and the imprint must be a rarity. With 2019 Drury 
Certificate $1000 

508 (*) 1d Green Plate 4 Ash imprint pair with very wide bottom selvedge showing a full strike of the perforating 
comb, VII/60 being the variety 'RA Joined Retouched', fine unused without gum $50 

509 ** 1½d Rose-red irregular block of 73 punctured 'OS' from Plate 1a, showing plate variety on L20 ('Vertical 
Coloured Flaw near Kangaroo's Neck'), and distinctive Mullett imprint with deformed 'AUST'. Badly foxed 
with almost all units with tone spots, and with several units creased, nevertheless a large multiple from this 
rare plate. BW 91(1a), the imprint alone cat AU$1250 $300 

510 (*) 2d Red-brown Electro 12 Mullett imprint pair, fine but no gum. BW 98(12)z, cat AU$1000 for M block of 4 $120 

511 */(*)/O -: Electro 16 variety 'Large White Flaw in Left Value Tablet' (16L4) in horizontal strip of 3 and used, also 
marginal block of 4 (L4-5/10-11) and pair (L3-4) showing two states of the make-ready correction to this 
variety, block with no gum, others fine. BW 97(16)f,fa, cat AU$1000+ $300 

512 */O 3d Blue small collection on hagners, with Plate 4 Mullett imprint block of 4 (slightly toned gum) and pair 
(toned), corner block of 4 and pair, and Types A and B M singles, punctured 'OS' including Wmk 
Inverted Type A U (2), plus a range of used showing plate varieties including listed primary flaws L41, 
R4, R7 and R25. Few small faults but generally good to fine and high cat value (14M and 29U) $200 
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  King George V - Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 14 (contd.) 
513 ** -: Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted' very fine block of 4 MUH $250 

514 **/* -: Punctured 'OS' variety 'Watermark Inverted' vertical strip of 3 R1/7/13, R7 with primary variety 'White 
Spot in Top Left Corner', and R1 and R13 being Type B. Stamps MUH, a fine positional piece. BW 
106aa/ab, cat AU$900+ $300 

515 (*) -: Plate 4 Mullett imprint block of 4, 4R55 with variety 'White Flaw over IA of AUSTRALIA', no gum $70 

516 O -: Mullett Plates Type B 'Watermark Inverted' fine used. BW 106ab, cat AU$175 $60 

517 O 1/4d fine used showing shades of Greenish-blue (pale to deep) and Turquoise-blue, BW cat AU$600 (4) $250 

  Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 13½ x 12½ 
518 O ½d - 1/4d complete with all dies including 1d Die II, very fine to superb MUH (17) $400 

519 **/* 1½d Red blocks of 12 from the top left and top right corners of the Left Pane of Plate 3 with 'Watermark 
Inverted', 3L6 with variety 'White Flaw over Emu's Back'. Part OG with most units unmounted, some 
gum toning and a few units with stains on reverse, blocks with some wrinkles. Scarce large multiples, 
BW 92a, cat AU$720 as mint $200 

520 * 2d Red-Brown variety 'White Flaw on Emu's Body' (16R60) State II showing additional white flaws on 
lower portion of stamp, slightly toned OG and centred lower right. BW 97(16)ua, cat AU$300 $70 

521 * 2d Golden Scarlet Die III variety 'No Watermark' very fine large part OG and lightly hinged, with 
2005 Drury Certificate. BW 102aa, cat AU$4000 $2800 

522 O 3d Blue Die I variety 'Watermark Inverted', very fine cancelled Narrabri cds 19 JE 28. Very rare, 
several mint sheets were found with watermark inverted, but only about half a dozen used 
examples known. BW 107a, cat AU$7500 $3000 

523 **/* 3d Blue Die II Ash imprint block of 4, lower pair MUH and with mildly toned gum. BW 108z, cat AU$275 $80 

524 **/* -: Ash imprint block of 4, fine with lower pair MUH. BW 109z, cat AU$275 $100 

525 **/* -: Optd 'OS' Ash imprint pairs from Plates 3 (N over A setting) and 4 (N over N setting), latter with 
selvedge trimmed diagonally, large part OG and hinged in gutter only (4) $160 

526 C -: optd 'OS' + 3d Airmail first flight from Melbourne to Adelaide via Mt. Gambier cover (blemishes), BW 
cat AU$800 for commercial cover $100 

527 CTO 4½d Violet Die II CTO (29), all but four without gum, range of shades and variable centering, cat 
AU$3625 $450 

   C of A Watermark 
528 ** ½d - 1/4d complete and superb MUH (8) $160 

529 C 2d Red overprinted 'OS' significantly misplaced to left tied by Darwin cds to 1933 (29 Aug) official cover 
to USA, underfranked for foreign letter and taxed accordingly $100 

530 **/*/O 3d Blue small collection on hagners with Plate 8 Ash imprint block of 4 MUH (few wrinkles in lower 
selvedge), M (3) and U (2) shades, OS overprint M pair, and a range of plated stamps, including listed 
varieties on 7R35, 7R55, 7R58, 8L11 and 8R1, few with small faults or toning but generally good (10M 
and 26U) $175 

531 * -: Plate 7 Ash imprint block of 4, 4R55 with variety 'White Flaw Below Kangaroo's Paw', gum thins in 
lower selvedge, and gum slightly toned. BW 109(7)z, cat AU$400 $120 

532 **/* -:Plate 8 Ash imprint block of 4, one unit with stain on reverse, mounted in selvedge only. BW 109(8)z, 
cat AU$350 $140 

533 C 4d Greenish-olive solo franking for 1-2oz letter tied by 'RELIEF STAMP/JAN 7-PM/1935/N.S.W.' 
repeater cancel, a little reduced at right, attractive $75 

534 C 5d Yellow-brown overprinted 'OS' solo on 1934 (2 Jun) first flight Mundubbera to Brisbane cover. BW 
cat AU$750 for commercial cover $100 

535 O 1/4d Deep Turquoise, a striking shade cancelled with Launceston South cds 17 AU 34, with the 
'7' officially altered to '6' in manuscript. Missing perf at right, otherwise fine. This stamp is 
clearly from a different sheet to that discussed in the BW footnote, sold in 1938 in Queensland. 
BW 131c, cat AU$6250 $1000 
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Other King George V Issues 
536 **/* 1927 1½d Opening of Parliament House, Canberra upper right corner block of 4 with variety 'Flag at 

Half Mast' (BW132f)m mounted in margin only $75 
537 ** 1928 Melbourne Philatelic Exhibition 3d Blue miniature sheet very fine MUH $140 

538 CTO -: 3d Blue miniature sheet cancelled by Exhibition cds in red, superb MUH $150 

539 CTO -: 3d Blue miniature sheet cancelled with Exhibition postmark in green, very fine MUH with full OG $250 

540 CTO -: 3d Blue miniature sheet cancelled by the Exhibition cds in green, superb MUH $150 

541 ** 1931 Kingsford Smith 2d and 3d Overprinted OS, 3d marginal from top of sheet, superb MUH with 
2002 Ceremuga Certificate (2) $220 

542 * -: 2d and 3d Overprinted 'OS', very fine large part OG and lightly hinged (2) $200 

543 C -: 2d and 3d overprinted 'OS' used with 3d Green Airmail pair, 3d Sturt (2) and 6d Kingsford 
Smith pair on airmail cover, tied by 'PARLIAMENT HOUSE CANBERRA/F.C.T.' cds, 12 MY 31, and 
addressed to Stanley Gibbons in London. A rare contemporary, albeit philatelic, usage (the 
earliest possible use of the OS opts was on 4 May 1931). Cover with peripheral wear and ink 
stain at left edge, and with 2003 Ceremuga Certificate $1500 

544 C 1931 6d Brown Airmail solo franking on neat 1937 cover from Melbourne to Denmark accelerated via 
internal airmail service, Copenhagen arrival backstamp (3d foreign letter + 3d airmail surcharge) $100 

545 **/* 1932 Sydney Harbour Bridge 2d Engraved, 3d and 5/- very fine blocks of 4 with large part OG, 
lower pair in each MUH (12) $1600 

546 * -: 5/- Green large part OG and lightly hinged $220 

547 * -: 5/- large part OG, fluffy perfs $220 

548 C 1934 Victorian Centenary 3d Blue Perf 11½ marginal block of 6 tied by Air Mail Brisbane cds of 1935 
(9 Oct) unusually paying 1/6d airmail rate to U.K. $75 

549 CTO -: 1/- black Perf 11½ CTO from Collectors' Sets, mixed centering and couple with small faults, generally 
very fine with full gum and unhinged (10) $100 

550 C 1936 South Australian Centenary 3d pair + 1/- on 1936 (27 Oct) 1/6d rate airmail cover from 
Launceston to Scotland $100 

King George VI Issues 
551 **/* 1937-1965 duplicated range of coil perf pairs and blocks and booklet panes of 6 on hagners, with 1938 

2d Scarlet Die 2 faked coil join pair, and genuine pair with large and small holes, then a virtually 
complete range of coil perf pairs up to 1965, together with a number of coil perf blocks; and booklet 
panes of 6 from 1938 2d KGVI to 1965 5d Red QEII complete. All fine and largely MUH (176) $150 

552 ** 1937-49 Robes 5/-, 10/- and £1 Ash imprint blocks of 4, 5/- and 10/- with faint gum bends, £1 very fine 
and all MUH (12) $450 

553 ** -: 5/-, 10/- and £1 Thin Paper blocks of 4 superb MUH (12) $400 
554 C 1937-49 10/- Robes Chalky paper + 1/6d Hermes + 4d Koala tied by GPO Sydney cds to 1941 (5 Jun) 

censored cover to USA (11/10d triple clipper rate for 1/1½oz letter) $250 

555 **/* 1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 2d Scarlet KGVI Die II Coil strip of 4 with large and small holes, coil join between 
second and third units, three units MUH. BW AU$1500+ $600 

556 ** -: 2d Mauve vertical block of 6, fourth unit with variety 'Medal Flaw' very fine MUH. BW 189e, cat 
AU$50+ $40 

557 ** 1940 A.I.F. 1d McCracken imprint strip of 4 (hinged in margin), and 2d, 3d and 6d McCracken imprint 
blocks of 4 (MUH, 2d creases in selvedge) (16) $60 

558 P 1946 Peace 2½d, 3½d and 5½d Die Proofs in Issued Colours in sunken mounts affixed inside 
blue folders, with Note Printing Branch cachets on reverse and numbered 1C, 1C and 36 
respectively (presented to Sir Giles Chippendall, Assistant Director-General of the P.M.G.'s 
Department). Fine and very rare with only five sets of proofs prepared, one of which is in the 
Royal collection. Ex Williamson collection and absent from ther Arthur Gray collection. BW 236-
8DP(1), cat AU$12000 $7500 
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  King George VI (contd.) 
559 S/**/* 1948-56 Coat-of-Arms 10/-, £1 and £2 optd SPECIMEN, £2 with traces of hinge (3) $90 

560 S/** -: 10/- optd SPECIMEN, abnormally also with CTO cancellation, unusual and scarce, unhinged $60 

561 ** 1950-52 3d Scarlet KGVI Booklet Sheet of 144, fine apart from a few small tone spots, mostly in upper 
selvedge. BW 251c, cat AU$360 $120 

562 C -: No Watermark 2½d Chocolate KGVI tied by Momote (PNG) cds to 1953 (26 Nov) R.A.A.F. Service 
commercial airmail cover (opened three sides) to Sydney, concessional 1d per oz. airmail rate multiple, 
a rare solo franking $100 

563 ** -: 6½d Brown KGVI horizontal strip of 4 error 'Imperforate at Right', actually a 'jumped perfs' 
variety on which the perfs at right have been trimmed (as on virtually all examples), very fine 
MUH. BW 255b, cat AU$1500 $600 

564 C 1952 2/6d Aborigine Wmkd block of 4 tied by Wentworth cds to 1955 (14 Dec) airmail cover to Austria, 
scarce franking for 2/- airmail rate x 5 $100 

565 **/O 1952-65 2/6d Aborigine No Watermark ordinary paper MUH (2), white paper MUH (2) and U (10), and 
Emergency Printing MUH pair and U. Also variety 'Weak entry Around POSTAGE' (R10/4) in used pair 
(ordinary paper) and the retouch in used pair (white paper) (21) $60 

566 C -: No Watermark scarce solo franking tied by Brisbane slogan cancel to 1960 (16 Aug) airmail cover to 
Panama, correct half oz. airmail rate to South America $150 

Queen Elizabeth II Issues 
567 ** 1953 Produce Food 3d Green and 3½d Scarlet in panes of 50, superb MUH (100) $90 
568 ** -: B of BEEF' and 'Retouch Beneath Milking Cup on Cow' Types Ii, III, V, VI, VII and VIII, BW 290 and 

292 groups, cat AU$280+ $125 

569 C 1953 Tasmanian Sesquicentenary 2/- Green used on 1953 (30 Sep) cover to Japan, very scarce solo 
use for post-war 2/- half oz. airmail rate $100 

570 C 1955-57 4d Claret QEII Booklet Pane of 6 plus single tied by Turramurra cds to 1960 (13 Jan) 
commercial airmail cover to UK, overpaying by 1d the 2/3d airmail rate, vertical crease affects single, 
Billy Graham Cinderella on reverse $100 

571 C 1955 Cobb & Co 2/- solo franking airmail cover to Israel tied by Melbourne 1955 (24 Aug) cds, 
registered and censored at Tel Aviv and bearing Israel postage due 100pr, roughly handled but an 
extraordinary usage item $100 

572 C 1956 Olympic Games 7½d vertical pair with QEII 4d tied by Katoomba cds to 1957 (11 Nov) registered 
commercial cover, upper unit of former variety 'Weak entry in Top Left Corner', BW 333f $75 

573 P -: 2/- Imperforate Plate Proof mounted on card (61mm x 76mm) number '8' on reverse, the 
presentation proof given to Sir Daryl Lindsay, Member of the Stamp Advisory Committee. (Since 
the 2/- stamp was printed overseas, the usual sunken proofs could not be prepared, and 
Harrison & Sons and Courvoisier were asked to prepare eight imperforate proofs each of the 1/- 
and 2/- respectively). Fine and very rarely seen. BW 335PP(2), cat AU$4000 $3000 

574 E 1958 30th Anniversary of Trans-Tasman Flight large-size essay on board (258mm x 314mm) by 
J.E. Lyle in shades of blue, similar to adopted design but with unadopted portrait of Kingsford 
Smith, denominated 6d and inscribed for 'NEW ZEALAND'. This design, originally prepared for a 
New Zealand stamp, was later adopted as well by Australia following the decision to make a joint 
issue. An attractive and important essay $4500 

575 PPC 1959-94 1/2d Tasmanian Tiger used on 1962 (8 Dec) picture postcard from Mascot (NSW) to Dundee, 
Scotland tied by machine cancellation. Few tone spots, a scarce solo usage $30 

576 C 1959-64 1/6d Christmas Bells used with 1/- Colombo Plan marginal pair tied by Syndal (Vic) cds to 
1961 (3 Jul) registered airmail cover to Honolulu, former stamp paying scarce 1/6d airmail rate to Hawaii, 
pair paying the 2/- registration fee. Fine item for usage or rate exhibit $150 

577 C 1959 4d P.O. Sesquicentenary pair + 2/- Crocodile airmail cover (roughly opened) to Finland, 4d pair 
with unusual 'Dry Ink' effect, normal single on cover for comparison (2) $75 

578 ** 1960 5d Northern Territory Exploration upper left corner MUH block of 12 with variety 'Retouched 
Shading Right of Tree', BW 378f $75 
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  Queen Elizabeth II (contd.) 
579 ** 1960 5d Northern Territory Exploration horizontal pair variety 'Misplaced Perforations' very fine MUH. 

BW 378bb, cat AU$200 $100 

580 C 1962 Perth Games 2/3d on 1963 double airmail rate commercial covers (2) to U.K., comprising pair and 
combination with 2/3d Royal Visit, scarce and attractive duo (2) $100 

581 ** 1963 5d Green QEII block of 48 from top of uncut booklet plate showing Plate No. '2' with dashes, also 
blocks of 6 (2) and 9 and singles (3) from the booklet plate showing Imperforate Between or at side 
varieties, all superb MUH (72) $60 

582 * 1963-64 Navigators 4/- to £2 (10/- and £1 White Paper), lightly hinged (6) $50 

583 S/** -: 7/6d - £2 overprinted SPECIMEN, including both papers of the 10/- and £1, and both positions 
of the £2, superb MUH. BW cat AU$2125 (7) $800 

584 C 1964-65 Birds 1/6d Galah pair punctured 'VG' tied to 1966 (date unclear) 'Museum Specimens Only' 
packet from Melbourne to USA, paying very scarce 30c (3/-) other articles per 2oz. by airmail rate, 
exceptional £sd usage within decimal era, minor blemishes not detracting $150 

585 C -: 2/5d Blue Wren solo franking tied by 1964 (20 Jul) Russell Island (Qld) cds to registered commercial 
papers cover (270mm x 215mm, a little roughly handled) to Brisbane, a rare rate $100 

586 PC 1965 50th Anniversary of Gallipoli Landing 5d, 8d and 2/3d affixed to publicity card, superb $100 

Pre-decimal First Day Covers 
587 FDC 1928 Melbourne Philatelic Exhibition 3d Kookaburra block of 4 of the sheet format stamps on 

plain cover cancelled York (WA) cds, 2 NOV 28, with a second strike alongside. The stamps in 
this block have mesh of paper vertical and measure 20.5 x 25.0mm, compared to 21.0 x 24.5mm 
for stamps from miniature sheet. Fine and a rare first day cover of the sheet format stamp. BW 
133y, cat AU$2000 $1200 

588 FDC 1929 3d Green Airmail Type A on plain cover tied by Melbourne cds, 20 MY 29, very fine. BW 134y, 
cat AU$225 $80 

589 FDC 1930 Charles Sturt 1½d and 3d on plain cover tied by Collaroy Beach (NSW) cds, 2 JE 30, very fine. 
BW 140y, cat AU$275 $120 

590 FDC 1930 KGV 'TWO PENCE' on 1½d and 'FIVE PENCE' on 4½d Surcharges on plain cover tied by 
Lakemba (NSW) cds, 1 AU 30, very fine. The addressee at Lakemba is believed to be the 
Postmaster. The official date of issue of the 2d on 1½d was 1 August 1930, but earlier dates of 
use are known; the 5d on 4½d was officially issued 2 August 1930. This cover, showing the 5d 
on 4½d cancelled on the previous day, is noted by the BW catalogue in a footnote. $2500 

591 FDC 1931 Kingsford Smith set on plain cover tied by Sydney cds 19 MR 31, and addressed to Ceylon, fine $120 

592 FDC 1932 1/- Lyrebird on plain cover (flap unsealed) tied by Melbourne cds, 15 FE 32, fine. BW 145y, cat 
AU$450 $160 

593 FDC 1934 Victorian Centenary 2d, 3d and 1/- Perf 10½ tied on plain cover by Newcastle cds, 2 JL 34, fine. 
BW 153y, cat AU$800 $400 

594 FDC 1934 Macarthur 2d, 3d and 9d on plain cover tied by Newcastle machine cancel, 1 NO 34, 9d 
additionally tied by Newcastle cds, fine. BW 160y, cat AU$650 $250 

595 FDC 1934 1/6d Hermes Airmail tied to envelope addressed to England, tied by Adelaide machine 
cancellation, 1934 1 DEC, fine. BW 161y, cat AU$500 $180 

596 FDC -: neat plain FDC for 1/6d Hermes, correct airmail rate from Stanley (Tas) to U.K., a little roughly opened, 
BW cat AU$500 $150 

597 FDC 1938 5/- and 10/- Robes on plain cover tied by Sydney cds, 1 AP 38, clean and fine. BW cat AU$450 
for 5/- and AU$750 for 10/- $350 

598 FDC 1937-49 Perf 15 x 14 1½d Maroon KGVI on illustrated first day cover cancelled at Sydney, no back flap $40 

599 FDC 1938 £1 Robes on plain cover tied by Sydney machine cancellation, 1 NOV 1938, very fine and 
rare. BW 216y, cat AU$3500 $1800 

600 FDC 1959-63 4d Lake QEII Definitive booklet pane of 6 used on Wesley first day cover cancelled at 
Adelaide 18 March 1959, very fine. BW 354y, cat AU$250 $75 
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  Pre-decimal First Day Covers (contd.) 
601 FDC 1959-63 4d Lake QEII Definitive booklet plane of 6 used on plain first day cover cancelled at 

Canterbury (NSW), 18 March 1959, very fine. BW 354y, cat AU$250 $75 

602 FDC 1959-63 5d Deep Blue QEII Definitive booklet pane of 6 used on Wesley first day cover cancelled at 
Adelaide 23 March 1960, very fine. BW 356y, cat AU$150 $60 

Decimal Issues 
603 ** 'Printed on the Gum' varieties, comprising 1973 7c Christmas, 1974 10c Star Sapphire, 1975 10c 

Road Safety, 1975 Prime Ministers (Joseph Lyons) and 1975 10c Edith Cowan, superb MUH. BW cat 
(2002) AU$950 (5) $200 

604 ** 1966 4c Red QEII from left of sheet with error 'Imperforate at Left', two small tone spots on 
reverse otherwise very fine MUH. Only ten examples recorded from the only sheet found. BW 
439bn, cat AU$4000 (2001) $2200 

605 **/* 1967 5c Blue QEII double strip of 20, with Columns 3 to 10 'Double Perforation', believed to be the 
result of an attempt to correct sheets which showed the first two columns imperforate. Several units 
hinged, otherwise fine MUH. BW 444bc, cat AU$1200+ $450 

606 ** 1966 5c Blue and 6c Orange QEII each in corner block of 4 showing strong Offset varieties, very fine 
MUH (8) $120 

607 ** 1971 7c Purple QEII Plate No. '14' block of 10 and strip of 20 from Sheet D, and '-14' strip of 10 and 
block of 16 from Sheet E. Some tone spots, mostly in selvedge, otherwise fine MUH (56) $30 

608 S** 1966 Navigators 75c to $4 optd 'SPECIMEN', the 75c and $1 with 15.5mm opt, very fine MUH (4) $80 

609 S/** -: 75c, $1, $2 and $4 optd SPECIMEN, plus additional 75c and $1 with scarce 15.5mm overprint, very 
fine MUH (6) $140 

610 S/** -: 75c optd SPECIMEN error 'Overprint Double' (almost coincident) superb MUH and very rare 
with only a small number of examples discovered so far. With 2003 Ceremuga Certificate. BW 
462xa, cat AU$750 (2002) $800 

611 C 1970 Cook imperforate strip of 5 (from miniature sheet) + 5c Floral Coil tied by Cook Bicentenary 
Celebrations/Kurnell special cancel to 1970 (29 Apr) cover (opened at left), correct 30c airmail rate to 
U.K., very scarce usage $100 

612 ** 1971 7c Sturt's Desert Pea Coil error 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced' strip of 6 fine MUH. BW 
535ce, cat AU$1800 (2002), SG 468bb, cat £1350 $200 

613 ** -: pair and single with 'Buff Omitted' (BW 535ce), and pair and single with 'Buff and Green Misplaced' 
(BW unlisted), fine MUH. Cat AU$900+ in 2002 (6) $100 

614 ** -: strip of 4, upper pair error 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced', lower pair 'Buff and Green Omitted', 
fine MUH and a rare combination. BW 535cf, cat AU$1125+ (2002), SG 468bb,bc, cat £610+ $200 

615 ** -: error 'Buff Omitted and Green Misplaced' strips of 5 and 3, and single, all fine MUH. BW 535ce, cat 
AU$2700 (2002), SG 468bb, cat £2025 $350 

616 ** -: error 'Buff and Green Omitted' strip of 3, fine MUH. BW 535cg, cat AU$375 (2002), SG 468bc, cat 
£240  $100 

617 FDC 1972 Munich Olympic Games set in matching Perth FDI cancelled blocks of 4 on Post Office 'Wattle' 
long generic FDCs (4), unaddressed, very scarce $80 

618 ** -: 7c Rowing upper left corner block of 4 showing varieties 'Retouch to Munich 1972' (1/2) and 'Retouch 
to tral of Australia' (2/1), superb MUH and rarely offered. These varieties were on the first black cylinder 
and were very short-lived. BW 602d,f, cat AU$600 (2002) $300 

619 ** 1973 7c Metric Conversion (Volume) error 'Olive-brown Omitted' affecting drink and man's shorts, 
MUH from right of sheet, toning in selvedge and on perf tips, and officially defaced with black crayon 
line. BW 623cb, cat AU$2000 (2002) for undefaced $200 

620 P 1973 Famous Australian 7c Dame Mary Gilmore Die Proof in Black on wove paper backed onto 
thin card (73mm x 57mm) showing horizontal and vertical guidelines on all sides, very fine. Four 
die proofs exist in private hands, unlisted by BW $900 

621 ** 1973-80 7c Gemstone error 'Black Omitted' from right of sheet, superb MUH $40 
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  Decimal Issues (contd.) 
622 ** 1973-80 10c Gemstone Star Sapphire block of 4 'Printed on Gummed Side', one unit toned on reverse 

otherwise fine MUH. BW 648ci cat AU$400 in 2002; SG 552ae cat £200 $75 

623 ** 1975 18c Helichrysum Definitive error 'Black Omitted', superb MUH $40 

624 ** -: error 'Black Omitted' MUH. BW 725c, cat AU$60 (2002) $40 
625 ** -: error 'black Omitted' MUH. BW 725c, cat AU$60 (2002) $40 

626 ** 1975 45c Callistemon Definitive vertical strip of 4 from bottom of sheet, second unit error 'Dull Yellow-
green omitted', third unit partly omitted, superb MUH. BW 727ce, cat AU$750 (2001) $350 

627 ** 1978 Famous Australian Aviators 18c Hinkler block of 4 from top left corner of sheet error 'Upper 
Pair Imperforate' superb MUH. BW 791ba, cat AU$3000 $1200 

628 ** -: 18c Ulm block of 4 from right side of sheet error 'Perforations Misplaced 4mm to Right', superb MUH. 
Uncatalogued by BW $100 

629 ** 1978-84 Australian Birds 20c Eastern Yellow Robin horizontal strip of 5 from lower right corner of 
sheet error 'Yellow Omitted' (affecting bird's eye and beak), and showing diagonal colour bars in 
right selvedge with yellow omitted, superb MUH. BW 806cb cat AU$1250, SG 673a cat £950 $500 

630 ** 1986 Christmas 36c Three Wise Men block of 10 from right side of sheet showing 'Misplaced 
Perforations' 5mm upwards, superb MUH. BW 1178ba var $250 

631 ** -: 36c Three Wise Men block of 4 showing 'Misplaced Perforations' 3mm to left, superb MUH from base of 
sheet $100 

632 ** 1998 Champagne Roses Greetings Stamp self-adhesive booklet of 10 error 'Imperforate and Non-
helecon', usual wrinkles on stamps as are found with all examples of this error, otherwise very fine BW 
2085b, cat AU$750 $250 

Booklets 
633 B Small range, with 1942 2/6d (BW B53Aa wmk inverted), 1952 3/6d (BW B56C), 1959 4/-, 1960 5/- (BW 

B62A), 1965 5/- (BW B70C, Edition S4), 1967 Provisional $1, and 1968 $1 Famous Australians (2), fine. (8 
booklets) $40 

634 B Duplicated range 1952-72, with 1952 3/6d KGVI (3), 1953 3/6d QEII (2), 1957 4/- QEII, 1959 4/- QEII, 
1965 5/- QEII, 1968 $1 Famous Australians (6), 1969 $1 Prime Ministers (4), 1970 60c (2) and $1.20 (3) 
Famous Australians, 1972 70c (13) and $1.40 (5) Prime Ministers, various edition nos. and advertising 
make-ups, generally very fine (41) $60 

635 B 1927 2/- Booklet (16 x 1½d Opening of Parliament in Canberra), very fine for this booklet $60 
636 B 1966 60c (4c Red QEII Helecon in Ink x 15) Edition DV8 with 'Post your Parcels . . . ' slogan and 

advertisements 68, 18b, 66, 63, 20, 55, 19b, 52, 16e. BW 2Ad $40 

637 B -: Edition DG9 with 'Send Money Securely . . .' and advertisements 68, 18b, 66, 64, 65, 6, 19b, 52a, 16e. 
BW 73Fe $40 

638 B -: Edition DN10 with 'Use Postal Orders . . . ' slogan and advertisements 68, 18b, 66, 64, 65, 6, 19b, 52, 
16e. BW B75Gf $40 

639 B -:Edition G67/2 with 'Post Early . . .' slogan and advertisements 18b, 76, 77, 6, 52a, 19c, 16e. BW 86Fg $40 
640 B -: Edition N67/2 with 'Post your Parcels . . .' and advertisements 18b, 64, 65, 6, 76, 19e, 16e (unlisted 

combination). BW 96C var $40 

641 B 1966 60c (4c Red QEII Helecon Paper x 15) unlisted Edition V67/1 with 'Send Money Securely . . .' 
slogan and advertisements 66, 55, 6, 19c, 18b, 52a, 16e. BW 97 var $40 

642 B -: Edition V67/1 with 'Post Early . . .' slogan and advertisements 66, 20, 6, 19c, 18b, 52a, 16e. BW 98Bg $40 

643 B -: Edition V67/1 with '9 x 4 in. and 5 3/4 x 3½ in. envelopes . . .' and advertisements 66, 6, 20, 18b, 19c, 
52a, 16e (unlisted combination). BW 100B var $40 

644 B -: Edition V67/1 with '9 x 4 in. and 5 3/4 x 3½ in. envelopes . . .' and advertisements 66, 20, 6, 19c, 18b, 
52a, 16e (unlisted combination). BW 100B var $40 

645 B -: Edition DV8 with 'Registered Post . . . ' slogan and advertisements 68, 18b, 66, 64, 65, 6, 19b, 52, 16e. 
BW 71Ae $40 
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  Booklets (contd.) 
646 B 1966 60c (4c Red QEII Helecon in Ink x 15) Edition DV8 with 'Use Postal Orders . . .' and advertisements 

68, 18b, 66, 63, 20, 55, 19b, 52, 16e. BW 75Ad $40 

647 B -: Edition DV9 with '9 x 4 in. and 5 3/4 x 3½ in. envelopes . . . ' slogan with advertisements 68, 18b, 66, 
6, 20, 63, 19b, 52, 16e. BW 76Ed $40 

Perfins 
648 O State Officials: George V issues on hagner, largely OS/NSW and G/NSW, also a small number of 

private perfins, with quantities of 1d Red and 1d green, and smaller numbers of 1½d Brown, 1½d Red, 
2d Red, 3d Blue, 4d Olive and 4½d (approx 250) $75 

649 C Perfins: 1916-18 covers (7) from Sydney to Samoa, each bearing 1d Red KGV perfin, and each with 
Samoa 'PASSED BY CENSOR' handstamp in green or violet. Perfins are 'WG&Co' (W. Gardiner) (x 2), 
'JJW' (J.J. Weekes), 'PL&B' (Paterson, Laing & Bruce), 'WILLS' (W.D. & H.o. Wills), 'SH&CoLtd' (S. 
Hoffnung), 'RH&Co' (Robert Harper). Generally fine and a useful group (7) $250 

Postage Dues 

  1902-04 Blank at Base 
650 **/* ½d to 5/- Emerald-green Perf 11½,12 (1d, 4d and 6d Wmk Inv), plus 1d and 2d Perf 11 x 11½,12, 

all very fine with all but 6d and 5/- Perf 11½,12 and 1d, 2d Perf 11 x 11½,12 MUH. SG D1-10, cat 
£1325+ (10) $1000 

651 ** Overprinted vertical 'SPECIMEN' (Tasmanian U.P.U. distribution) ½d, 1d (Wmk Inv), 2d, 4d (Wmk 
Inv) reading down, and 3d (Wmk Inv), 6d (Wmk Inv) and 8d reading up. Also 1902-04 completed 
Base 1/- reading down, and 5d and 2/- reading up. This comprises the complete set with this 
overprint, all in very superior quality and most (if not all) MUH. BW cat AU$1000++ (10) $800 

652 O 1d Emerald-green Perf 11, with manuscript indelible pencil cancel and part OG, a very fine 
example of this rare stamp. BW D4 cat AU$1250, SG D12 cat £900 $800 

653 C Group of usages on Tattersalls covers (16) from Victoria to Hobart, comprising 2d (3), 2d pair, and 4d 
(12), variously cancelled by cds or in mss. A number of covers with portions of Tattersalls receipts 
affixed, and some faults including the usual spike holes, but a good lot. BW cat on cover AU$1200 (16 
covers) $400 

  1902-04 Completed Base 
654 **/* Perf. 11½, 12 1d, 3d, 5d, 10d, 1/-, 2/- (2, shades); Cpd Perf. 11½, 12 and 11 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 

6d, 8d, 10d, 1/-, 2/-, 5/-; Perf 11 ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 1/-, 5/-. Complete except for the Perf 
11½, 12 2d (not known mint) and the 10/- and 20/- high values, and very fine for these, with large 
part OG (5/- Perf 11 with stained gum) and mostly lightly hinged (a few are MUH). A rare 
opportunity to acquire all the perf variations in superior condition. SG cat £6773 (28) $4000 

655 S/**/* ½d - 20/- overprinted SPECIMEN (Type 2) complete with all variations, comprising Perf 11½,12 5d, 
10d, 1/- and 2/-, Perf 11 x 11½,12 ½d, 1d (both Wmk Inv), Perf 11½,12 x 11 2d, 3d, 4d, 8d, 5/- (all 
Wmk Inv except 2d), and Perf 11 ½d, 1d, 6d (all Wmk Inv), 10/- and 20/-. All very fine with large 
part OG with a number MUH (incl 5/- and 20/-). Rarely offered in this quality (16) $1500 

656 * 10/- Dull Green very fine with large part OG and lightly hinged, small gum stain apparently 
caused by hinge. SG D43, cat £2000 $1750 

657 * 20/- Dull Green very fine part OG with several light hinge remainders. SG D44, cat £4250 $3500 

  1906-08 Watermark Crown over Single-lined A 
658 **/* ½d-6d Green Perf 11½,12 x 11. Very fine for this issue with large part OG (½d and 1d MUH), 3d 

slightly toned gum but also MUH. SG D45-50, cat £1000+ (6) $900 
659 **/* ½d Light Green sheet of 120 (wmk inverted), slight overall gum toning and central gutter 

reinforced with hinges, very fresh appearance and very scarce as a complete sheet, 100 units 
MUH. BW D46a, cat AU$3,300, SGD45a, cat £1,920+ $1200 

660 * 1d Dull Green Perf 11, part OG with two light hinge remainders, a rare stamp in this condition. 
BW D48 cat AU$4500, SG D51 cat £3000 $2000 
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  Postage Dues - 1906-08 Watermark Crown over Single-lined A (contd.) 
661 * 3d Green typical pale shade for this, large part OG but with peripheral gum toning, a scarce stamp. SG 

D48, cat £700 $375 

662 * 4d Dull Green Perf 11, very fine with large part OG, a very rare stamp in this condition. BW D54 
cat AU$7500, SG D52 cat £5500 $4000 

  1907 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A 
663 * ½d, 1d, 2d, 4d and 6d Dull Green (½d and 1d with Wmk Inverted), ½d with one short perf, 4d with 

some gum toning, others large part OG and generally very fine for this issue. SG D53-57, cat 
£1050 (5) $600 

664 * ½d, 1d, 2d, 4d, and 6d Dull Green, all very fine with large part OG and lightly hinged (½d MUH) (5) $600 
665 ** ½d Light Green sheet of 120 (wmk inverted), some perf separations and one or two very minor 

tone spots, otherwise remarkably fresh with all units MUH, a rare survivor. BW D56, cat 
AU$9,000, SG D53, cat £4,200 $2500 

  1908-09 With Stroke Added 
666 ** 1/- and 5/- Dull Green, both superb MUH, 5/- with dealer handstamp on reverse. SG D58-59, cat £415++ (2) $350 

667 * -: large part OG but both with some toning on gum. SG D58-59, cat £415 (2) $120 

668 * 2/- Dull Green large part OG and lightly hinged, an exceptional example of this scarce stamp $900 
669 * 10/- Dull Green well-centred with large part OG and very lightly hinged, a superior example of 

this rarity $2200 
670 * 20/- Dull Green well-centred with part OG and lightly hinged, an attractive example of this 

famous rarity $6000 

  1909-10 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A 
671 **/* ½d to £1 Rosine and Yellow-green (incl both dies of 1d and 2d), generally superb with all but the two 

1d's MUH with full OG. SG D63-73, cat £950++ (13) $1000 
672 * ½d to £1 including both dies of 1d and 2d, large part OG and lightly hinged. SG D63-73, cat £950 (13) $500 
673 O Group of multiples comprising 1d Die II block of 24 and 3d block of 12 cancelled oval 'REGISTERED/ 

PERTH W.A.' ds, 2d Die II blocks of 12 (2) cancelled 'REGISTERED PERTH' cds, and 6d block of 4 
cancelled Dandenong (Vic) cds, all fine and with full gum (64) $120 

674 CTO ½d Rose-red and Green with JBC monogram, CTO with 'Melbourne' cds with blank base, no gum, fine and 
rare. BW D76za, cat AU$300 (2014) for mint $250 

675 * 1d Rose-red and Green Die II pair with JBC monogram, lightly hinged and with large part OG. BW D78za, 
cat AU$175+ (2014) $150 

676 * 1d Rose-red and Green Line Perf 12.4 with CA monogram. Lightly hinged and with large part OG. The 
monogram is possibly unique in combination with this perforation $1200 

677 O 1d Rose-red and Green Die I strip of 6 from base of sheet with CA monogram, cancelled Candelo 
(NSW) cds DE 28 09, and with part gum. Fine and rare. BW D77zb, cat AU$500 (2014) for a mint 
monogram strip of 3 $400 

678 ** 10/- Rose-red and Green, fresh MUH block of 4, odd minor gum bend. One of a very few blocks which 
survive. BW D91 cat AU$3000+, SG D72 cat £1000+ for mounted $1500 

  1913-23 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thin Paper 
679 **/* ½d to £1 including all perfs and the SG catalogued shades of the ½d, 1d, 2d and 4d. Very fine and 

mostly MUH (including the 10/- and £1). SG D76-87, cat £2500++ $1750 
680 **/* Perf 11 ½d and Perf 14 1d Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green, Perf 14 1d and 2d Carmine and Apple-green, 

each in a block of 4 with lower units MUH, one unit on 1d block with tone spot, otherwise fine (16) $150 

681 ** -: ½d Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green 'Watermark Inverted' MUH block of 4, very fine. SG D76w, cat £440 $250 

682 CTO ½d Rose-red and Green Watermark Sideways CTO sheet of 120 cancelled 'PR BOX ROOM/ 
MELBOURNE' cds, some perf separation in places and a few insignificant marks, otherwise fine 
and scarce. SG D77a cat £1680+, BW D94, cat AU$960 $650 
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  Postage Dues - 1913-23 Watermark Crown over Double-lined A Thin Paper (contd.) 
683 ** -: Watermark Sideways matching blocks of 30 from the lower left and lower right of the sheet 

showing No Monogram. Superb MUH and a fine and rare pair. BW D94z,za, cat AU$550++ (2014) 
(60) $600 

684 **/* 2d Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green sheet of 120 with CA and JBC monograms, separated into left 
and right halves and with other perf separation and subsequent hinge reinforcement. The 
stamps are generally very fine, a rare and possibly unique sheet. SG D81 Cat £2040, BW D99A, 
monograms cat AU$2500 $1500 

685 **/* -: block of 6 from lower left corner of sheet with CA monogram, superb and hinged only in lower 
selvedge. A very rare block in this condition. BW D99Azb, cat AU$1250 for a strip of 3 (2014) $1100 

686 **/* 1/- Scarlet and Pale Yellow-green block of 35 from lower right corner of sheet with CA monogram. 
Some perf splitting between third and fourth columns otherwise very fine with hinges on two 
stamps in the top row and in lower selvedge only. A rare multiple. BW D102zb, cat AU$2400++ 
(2014) $1200 

  1922-30 Third Watermark 
687 ** 1922-30 Third Wmk to 1958-60 No Wmk complete per SG catalogue including shades, all superb 

MUH. SG D91-141, cat £1400+ (56) $800 
688 **/* ½d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green block of 24 from base of sheet (lacking side selvedges) with 

Harrison imprint. Sensible hinge reinforcement of some split perfs, otherwise fine with most 
units MUH, a rare multiple. BW D105Bz, cat AU$450++ (2014) $550 

689 ** ½d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green Mullett imprint block of 4 MUH and very scarce, but with bands 
of gum toning on reverse. BW D105Cza, cat AU$350 (2014) $200 

690 **/* ½d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4, very fine with lower pair MUH. BW D105Dzb, 
cat AU$175 (2014) $120 

691 * 1d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4, large part OG but somewhat heavily hinged. BW 
D106Ezb, cat AU$175 (2014) $80 

692 * 1d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green pairs with Harrison imprint (second line of imprint trimmed) and 
Mullett imprint (some split perfs). Lightly hinged but with toned gum. BW D106z, za, cat AUS$650 (2014) 
for blocks of 4 (4) $200 

693 ** 1d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green Mullett imprint block of 8, split between upper and lower blocks 
of 4. MUH but with bands of gum toning on reverse. BW D106Cza, cat AU$250+ $150 

694 ** 1½d Carmine and Yellow-green sheet of 120 with Ash imprint, few minor gum creases and some 
marginal perf separation, otherwise superb MUH, a lovely sheet. BW D107C cat AU$1440+ $600 

695 **/* 1½d three blocks of 4 with Harrison, Mullett and Ash imprints. Harrison block with second line of imprint 
slightly trimmed and lower units MUH, Mullett block with hinge reinforcement, and both with bands of 
gum toning; Ash imprint very fine MUH. BW D107z,za,zb, cat AU$1025 (2014) (12) $350 

696 * 2d Carmine and Yellow-green error 'Imperforate at Left', actually a 'jumped perfs' variety from 
the first column of the right pane from which the perforations at left have been trimmed. Very 
fine with large part OG and lightly mounted. BW D108b, cat AU$1750 $850 

697 **/* 2d Carmine and Pale Green Harrison imprint block of 8, very fine large part OG with lower units MUH, 
a rare block. BW D108Az, cat AU$400 (2014) for block of 4 $350 

698 ** 2d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green Mullett imprint lock of 30 superb MUH and rare in a multiple 
of this size. BW D108za, cat AU$400++ $500 

699 **/* 2d Red and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4, ine with lower units MUH but with bands of gum 
toning. BW D108Dzb cat AU$175 (2014) $100 

700 ** 3d Carmine and Pale Green Harrison imprint block of 8 from his first printing, superb MUH and 
probably the finest surviving imprint block, a gem. BW D109Az, cat AU$400 (2014) for hinged 
block of 4 $600 

701 **/* 3d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green Mullett imprint block of 4, lower units MUH but with bands of 
gum toning. BW DCza cat AU$300 (2014) $160 

702 **/* 3d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint (N over N setting) block of 4, L60 showing variety 'Broken 
Frame and Shading Right of Stop'. Fine and large part OG with lower units MUH. BW D109Ezba, cat 
AU$275 (2014) $150 
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  Postage Dues - 1922-30 Third Watermark (contd.) 
703 **/* 6d Carmine and Pale Yellow-green Harrison imprint block of 8, very fine with lower units MUH, 

rare. BW D112Bz, cat AU$750 (2014) for block of 4 $700 
704 **/* 6d Carmine and Bright Yellow-green Mullett imprint block of 4, lower units MUH but with bands of 

gum toning. BW D112Cza, cat AU$400 (2014) $220 

705 ** 6d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4, very fine and mounted in gutter only. BW 
D112Dzb, cat AU$350 (2014) for hinged $280 

  1931-36 C of A Watermark 
706 O ½d, 1d (N over A setting) and 2d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint blocks of 4 each with 

central Glebe (NSW) cds (1d with gum), very fine (12) $150 

707 * 3d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint (N over N setting) strip of 4, fine and lightly hinged 
with large part OG. BW D118z, cat AU$1400 (2014) for block of 4 $700 

708 **/* 3d Carmine and Yellow-green John Ash imprint block of 4 (N over EA setting) with variety 'RA' 
joined. Lower units MUH, fine and fresh and a rare imprint. BW D118za, cat AU$1500 $600 

709 **/* 4d Carmine and Yellow-green, two Ash imprint blocks of 4 showing N over N and N over A settings, 
both showing Frame Plate 2 variety 'Notch in Top Frame 1mm from Left Corner'. Both very fine and with 
lower units MUH. BW D119za, zc, cat AU$240 (2014) (8) $140 

710 **/* 4d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4, R55 with Frame Plate 2 variety 'Notch in Top 
Frame 1mm from Left Corner', very fine with lower units MUH. BW D111z cat AU$200 (2014) $120 

711 **/* 6d Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4 including varieties 'Break in Frame over U 
of AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA of AUSTRALIA Joined' (R55). Very fine with lower units MUH, a 
postage due rarity with only four imprint blocks of 4 recorded. BW D120z, cat AU$5750 $4500 

712 **/* 1/- Carmine and Yellow-green Ash imprint block of 4 (N over N setting) with Frame Plate 1 varieties 
'Break over U of AUSTRALIA' (L60) and 'RA Joined' (R55), very fine with lower units MUH. BW D121z, 
cat AU$475 (2014) $350 

713 **/* -: John Ash imprint block of 4 (N over N setting) with variety 'RA' joined. Lower units MUH, with a natural 
inclusion on one, a scarce imprint. BW D121z, cat AU$475 $200 

  1946-57 Redrawn Value Plates 
714 **/* 1d Carmine and Yellow-green gutter block of 8 from base of sheet with By Authority imprint and 

Plate No. -1-, very fine with only two units hinged. BW D130za, cat AU$750 (2014) $550 
715 CTO 3d Red and Yellow-green sheet of 120 with Ash imprint with dot (Sheet B), CTO with Woodville (SA) 

cds very fine with full OG. SG D122, BW D132 $150 
716 ** 6d Carmine and Yellow-green gutter block of 8 from base of sheet with By Authority imprint and 

Plate No. -1-, superb MUH. BW D135z, cat AU$1000 (2014) $800 
717 ** 7d Carmine and Yellow-green sheet of 120 with By Authority imprint superb MUH. SG cat £330+, BW 

cat AU$1440 MUH $400 

  1958-60 No Watermark 
718 ** 1d Red and Deep Green Die I block of 24 from top of sheet showing large portion of Plate No. -1-, 

few tone spots in top selvedge otherwise fine MUH. BW D145z, cat AU$750 (2014) $500 
719 ** -: block of 24 from base of sheet with Plate No. -1-, minor bend in one unit otherwise superb 

MUH. BW D145za cat AU$750 (2014) $600 

Cinderellas 
720 CIN Range with 1919 Ross Smith vignette facsimile, 1950 Anpex labels (2), 1967 Melbourne Emergency 

Mailing Service 6c - $1 (2 sets), 1971 Postal Strike Melbourne-London and London-Melbourne 
Emergency Air Mail Service Imperf sheetlets of 2 (2) and Perf sheetlets of 4 (2), 1970 Cook Minisheet 
with Anpex 70 opt used on FDC, Anpex 72 facsimile sheetlets (2), 1974 UPU Centenary SPECIMEN 
opts (5), etc. All fine $80 
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Revenues 
721 (*) Beer Duty: 1947 2 gallons - 52 gallons set of 8 labels very fine no gum as issued (8) $120 

722 (*) -: 1947 Beer in Casks 2 gal - 52 gal superb ungummed as issued, from the unsold remainders. Barefoot 
151-157 $120 

723 * -: 1948 Beer in Bottles 2 gal - 400 gal set of 18 superb with virtually full OG and lightly hinged, from the 
unsold remainders. Barefoot 158-176 (18) $250 

Postal Stationery 
724 PS Postcards: 1911 1d Coronation card showing George V in oval laurel wreath frame, in Sepia and 

uprated with ½d Kangaroo for use from Fremantle to Frankfurt, Germany, 15 September 1913, very fine. 
BW P9(1)A $60 

725 PS Official Postcards: 1919 1½d Red-brown Type 3 unused with light crease and small stain, BW PO3C, 
cat AU$1000 $200 

726 PS Registration Envelopes: 1916 4d Orange used in 1916 from Wickham (NSW) to famous philatelist H.L. 
White at Scone, and 1919 uprated use with Large Multiple Wmk ½d Green from Perth to Pingelly (WA), 
Fine. BW RE6b (2) $100 

727 PS -: 5½d KGVI manilla stock with curved flap at right, used at Woorinen (Vic) on 1942 (6 Nov). BW RE30 $125 

728 PS Permit Aerogramme: Approved No. 89 (for Lloyd Triestino) commercially used on 1968 (26 Sep) from 
Spain to Melbourne, flap roughly opened, scarce $75 

729 PS Formular Aerogrammes: 1960-61 usages of 1954-59 issue at Honiara, British Solomon Islands, 
different compositions for 9d rate , 1961 from Visale, Guadalcanal, written by long-serving Sister Mary 
Theresa, BW FA3D, also 1951 usage of B.S.I. inscribed air letter franked 4d, messages within, and in 
fine condition (3) $250 

730 PS Prisoner-of-War Stationery: 6d Airmail Post Card used at Melbourne 1945 (2 Mar) from Murchison 
Camp to Germany where redirected, written in extraordinarily neat miniature handwriting, Australian 
censor and Red Cross handstamps, BW POW1, cat AU$400 to countries other than Italy $200 

731 PS Official 1971 Dead Letter Mail pre-folded wrapper, fine unused, scarce. Ex Sinfield $75 

 

Postal History 
732 C 1901 (1 Apr) Governor-General handstamped frank in blue on mourning envelope used in Sydney and 

addressed to Deputy Postmaster-General, very fine $280 
733 PPC Circa 1913 picture postcard ('Sydney Heads') with message in French but unaddressed and apparently 

sent under cover, ½d Kangaroo affixed cancelled by indistinct double circle 'CONSULAT GENERAL de 
FRANCE/SYDNEY' cachet, and with very fine second strike alongside, unusual $50 

734 C 1917 (6 Mar) OHMS cover from The Australian Museum to Washington D.C. with 2d Kangaroo Third 
Wmk and ½d Green KGV Single Wmk, both punctured 'OS/NSW', tied by Castlereagh St. cds, fine $50 

735 C 1918 (3 Jan) OHMS cover from Hawkesbury Agricultural College to Washington D.C. with 2d Kangaroo 
Third Wmk and ½d Green KGV Single Wmk both punctured 'OS/NSW' and tied by Richmond (NSW) 
cds, fine $50 

736 C 1922 (4 Feb) cover to Muscatine, Iowa with KGV 4d Violet tied by Katoomba (NSW) cds, with arrival 
cds alongside. Clean and very fine. BW cat AU$450 on cover $200 

737 C 1927 (31 Mar) Government House Sydney cover bearing KGV Small Multiple Wmk Perf 14 1½d 
punctured 'OS/NSW' tied by 'ALWAYS ASK FOR/AUSTRALIAN PRODUCTS' slogan, reverse with 
recipient's note 'Duke's visit to Sydney', a reference to the future George VI's visit for the Opening of 
Parliament in Canberra $75 

738 C 1935 (Nov-Dec) pair of airmail covers from same correspondence Melbourne-London, earlier at 8d (2d 
letter +3d internal airmail x 2), later 1/7d (1/6d full airmail service + 1d late fee), frankings include KGV 
1/4d, odd blemish, unusual duo (2) $150 

739 C 1937 (12 Feb) cover from Melbourne to London franked with 5/- Kangaroo C of A Wmk, 1/6d Hermes 
and 1/- Lyrebird tied by 'SHIP MAIL ROOM/MELBOURNE' cds, for five times rate. Cover a little 
shortened at left, otherwise fine $120 
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  Postal History (contd.) 
740 C 1941 (18 Apr) telegram form to Darwin bearing 'COLLINGWOOD/POST OFFICE' oval datestamp 

(PPA116 - RR) whilst in a state held together by two rubber bands, accompanied by original cover 
(opened roughly) with a better strike of cancel $75 

741 C 1941 (2 May) airmail cover (little reduced at right) to USA franked 11/10d (including 10/- Robes), 
Adelaide censor tape and handstamped 'A/12', triple clipper rate $180 

742 C 1946 usages of two editions of Parcel Post labels franked 3/7d for 3-7lbs food parcels to U.K., 
differing franking compositions for the rate, from Armadale (WA) and Ashfield (NSW), some 
stamp/label faults (2) $150 

743 C 1949 (25 Jul) 1/6d Hermes airmail cover Hazelbrook to I.R.O. - U.N.E.C., Samar, Philippines, elusive 
Other Asian Countries 1/6d per ½oz rate, very fine 'IRO-UNEC/AUG 4/POST OFFICE' rubber 
datestamp on reverse, mail to this International Refugee Organisation Camp is rare $150 

744 C 1953 (31 Dec) airmail cover (opened at left) from Wellington (NSW) to Japan, franked 6d Kookaburra 
pairs x 2, commercial mail to this destination is very scarce in this era (2/- ½oz airmail rate) $100 

745 C/PS Thursday Island 1960-63 cover and aerogramme, former airmail to U.K. with bold handstamped 
'PAQUEBOT', latter cancelled by 'THURSDAY ISLAND PAQUEBOT' cds, fine commercial usages (2) $80 

  Registered Mail 
746 PS 1919 (3 Sep) use of registration envelope (BW RE8) from New Angledool (NSW) uprated with KGV 

Large Multiple Wmk ½d Green, manuscript registration details, fair strikes of cds on both sides $100 
747 PS 1919 (10 Dec) KGV ½d commercial uprate of 4d registration envelope (minor blemishes) to Melbourne, 

Yarraman cds and with red and black registration label $100 

748 PS 1920 (29 Nov) use of registration envelope (BW RE8) from Kensington (NSW) uprated with KGV Large 
Multiple Wmk ½d Green, red registration label and with good strikes of cds both sides, addressed to 
famous auction house Spink & Son Ltd $80 

749 PS 1924 (19 Feb) registration envelope (BW RE17) from Mogriguy (NSW), opened three sides, manuscript 
'Mogriguy' ties red label, good strike of cds, along with T.P.O. No 2 West (both sides) $80 

750 PS 1924 (11 Oct) use of registration envelope (BW RE18) from Tarro (NSW), unnamed provisional red 
registration label, fair strikes of cds $75 

751 C 1925-26 Sydney registered covers with red labels, bearing KGV 4½d Violet (distinct shades) and 
comprising 1925 from William Street, and 1926 from Castlereagh Street (2) $80 

752 C/PS Elwood East and Maldon (Vic) registered covers, former 1935 blue provisional label, good strike of cds 
on reverse, latter 1925 use of registration envelope with red label (2) $75 

753 PS 1925 (29 May) use of registration envelope (BW RE19d) from Kurri Kurri (NSW), red registration label, 
good strikes of cds $75 

754 PS/C Dapto and East Minto (NSW) registered covers with red labels, former 1928 use of registered letter 
stationery with handstamped provisional label, latter printed matter rate (1d + 3d registration), good cds 
strikes (2) $75 

755 C Widgiewa and Yerranderie (NSW) registered covers, former 1965 scarce purple cds (superb strike on 
reverse, opened three sides), latter 1930 blue and black registration label, closed 1970 and 1958 
respectively (2) $100 

756 PS 1931 (29 Sep) KGV 1d commercial uprate of 5d registration envelope from West End (Qld) to Latvia, 
blue and black 'rat's tail' registration label $80 

757 C Long Bay/Malabar (NSW) registered covers comprising 1933 Long Bay with blue and black label, 1934 
(Jul) same label with 'LONG BAY' scored-over and handstamped 'MALABAR' in violet, additionally with 
Scout Jamboree Cinderella affixed, and 1934 (Oct) Long Bay red label handstamped 'MALABAR' in red, 
delightful trio for exhibit (3) $250 

758 C Orange and Quaama (NSW) registered covers with red labels, former 1934 uprated registered letter to 
Spain, latter 1935 (a bit stained), good cds strikes (2) $75 

759 C 1934 (30 Nov) registered cover (wrinkles) from South Annandale NSW (renamed Westgate in 1937), 
and bearing blue and black label $75 

760 C 1934 (31 Mar) commercial registered cover (opened two sides) to Brisbane, KGV 2d x 2 franking 
(underpaid 1d but untaxed) tied by fine strikes of Quinalow cds (rated RR by Dell & Price), manuscript 
registration details $150 
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  Postal History - Registered Mail (contd.) 
761 C Gracemere and Guyra (NSW) registered covers with provisional labels, former red (1935), latter blue 

and black (1937), cds strikes both sides (2) $75 

762 C/PS Walgett and Waterloo (NSW) registered covers with red registration labels, former 1926 use of 
registration envelope, latter unusually underpaid at 2d but untaxed, fair cds strikes (2) $100 

763 C Vineyard and Whiteman Creek (NSW) registered covers, former 1935 blue and black label, latter 1937 
red and black (rare type) registration labels, fair/good cds strikes (2) $80 

764 C 1935 (24 Apr) commercial registered cover to Brisbane, roughly opened, very good multiple strikes of 
Yatala (Qld) double-circle datestamp, and with manuscript provisional registration label $100 

765 O 1935 (28 Jun) commercial cover (opened three sides) to Brisbane with good strikes of Palmerville cds, 
scarce red and black registration details $100 

766 C 1935 (9 Jul) commercial registered cover (opened three sides) to Brisbane, KGV franking tied by 
Boonah (Qld) cds and with manuscript Teviotville provisional registration label (Teviotville cds recorded 
1954-57 only - rated RRRR by Dell & Price) $100 

767 C 1936 Casula and Gymea Bay (NSW) registered covers, former with manuscript registration details, 
latter provisional blue registration label, good strikes of cds both sides (2) $75 

768 C Jindalee and Koorawatha (NSW) registered covers with red labels, 1937 and 1936 respectively, 
printed matter rate (1d + 3d registration), good strikes of cds both sides (2) $80 

769 O 1936 (25 Sep) commercial registered cover (opened three sides) to Brisbane with fine Wura cds ('1925' 
year error) and with manuscript provisional registration label (Dell & Price rated RR) $100 

770 C 1936 (29 Sep) commercial registered cover (little roughly opened) to Brisbane with Kalbar cds, Gap 
View manuscript registration details (Gap View cds recorded 1937-39 only - rated RRRR by Dell & 
Price) $100 

771 PS 1936 (30 Sep) registration envelope from South Kensington NSW (renamed Kingsford on 1 October 
1936) and bearing cds for that date, unusual last and first days for old and new post office names $100 

772 C 1936 (11 Nov) registered cover (little roughly opened) to Brisbane with KGV franking cancelled by two 
strikes of Yatala (Qld) double circle datestamp and with manuscript registration details $75 

773 C 1936 (Dec) extraordinary pair of commercial covers with borrowed registration labels for Rockhampton, 
during temporary exhaustion of dedicated label, comprising Edungalba blue and black, and Raglan red 
labels handstamped 'ROCKHAMPTON' (2) $180 

774 C Reddestone and Yarrangobilly (NSW) registered covers with 'No. 1' labels, former 1938 (a bit stained) 
with rare type red and black label, latter blue and black label, fair cds strikes (2) $80 

775 C 1942 (13 Aug) commercial registered cover (trifle soiled) to North Sydney, good strikes of rare 
Mulgeldie (Qld) cds, manuscript provisional registration label $80 

776 PS 1936 (18 Oct) uprated commercial use of 2½d stationery envelope registered from Lancelt to Hobart, 
Lancelot registration label, censored Cairns, cds rated RR by Dell & Price $100 

777 C 1945 commercial registered cover to Brisbane with rare three-line 'CHARLEVILLE/22 OCT 1945/ 
Q'LD.AUST' datestamp, superb strike on reverse $80 

778 C 1945 (13 Nov) commercial registered airmail cover from Onnoonba to Brisbane, very fine strikes of the 
cds, blue and black registration label $75 

779 C 1947 (27 Dec) commercial registered cover to Sydney with fair strike of Altona downs (Qld) cds (Dell & 
Price rated RRR), manuscript provisional registration label $75 

780 C 1950 (20 Apr) commercial registered cover to Melbourne with fine strike of R.A.A.F. P.O. DRAYTON 
cds, rare provisional registration label $100 

781 C 1957 (15 Oct) registered cover from Fishing Point (NSW), fair strikes of this scarce cancel, with added 
thematic appeal (post office open 1953-68 only) $80 

782 C Euston and Pooncarie (NSW) registered covers with incorrect Victoria attribution amended to 'NSW', 
comprising 1962 with illegal franking of 2/5d stationery cut-out, and 1966 (reduced at base) covers, 
good cds strikes (2) $75 

783 C Youngal Camp (NSW) 1964-65 registered covers (opened three sides) with varying franking 
compositions for 2/5d rate, Snowy Mountains Scheme (open 1962-66 only) (2) $100 
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  Postal History - Registered Mail (contd.) 
784 C 1965 (5 Oct) registered cover from Blowering Dam (Snowy Mountains Scheme) to Melbourne, 

'BLOWERING DAM' provisional registration label $100 

785 C/PS 1966 registered covers bearing combination £sd/decimal frankings, comprising Kanumbra (Vic) with 24c 
(faults) + 5d Christmas, and scarce 5d Red STO stationery envelope + 20c from Kings Meadows (Tas). 
A scarce commercial duo (2) $100 

Postal Markings 
786 C Large collection of Circular Datestamps and Machine Cancellations (about 15% of total) on small-

size envelopes arranged alphabetically (Abbotsford to Zeehan) in four shoeboxes, all States 
represented and strikes selected for legibility, virtually all dating from 1983-1984 competition mail, also 
including a small quantity of meters. A fine basis for a collection of modern Commonwealth cds's 
(2000++) $400 

787 C Instructional Markings: 1966-67 meter markings on small envelopes posted from Hobart, virtually all 
undeliverable and with a variety of 'RETURN TO SENDER' pointing hands in association with other 
instructional marks explaining the reason for non-delivery. Mostly good to fine (97 covers) $75 

788 C/PS 1934 (17 Nov - last day) 6th Aust Philatelic Exhibition meter impression (with 'Australasion' error) 
applied to souvenir cover bearing scarce true Yellow-green 1/- Large Lyrebird, and KGV 1d stationery 
wrapper, registered and denominated 3d + 3d and 1d + 2d , respectively, for uprates for airmail to U.K., 
and newspaper rate within Australia (2) $100 

789 C 1936 (20 Aug) cover showing Exhibition Queensland cds in use at Exhibition Ground P.O. during 
Agricultural Show each year, forerunner of later Brisbane Exhibition special cancel, two strikes (one 
fine), Dell & Price rated RRR $100 

790 C 1938 (8 Aug) Christian Endeavour Convention special cancel (APM 480) on registered cover for last 
day of event, dedicated provisional registration label '31' $125 

Military Postal History 
791 C World War II Prisoner of War Post inscribed envelope, fine unused, very scarce edition $100 

792 C World War II (mainly) selection of covers processed through regular post offices, all different range of 
markings, most States represented, odd fault, generally fine (36) $12 

793 C 1940 (5 Dec) cover franked 5/10d for clipper airmail service via NZ/USA to U.K., 'PRISONER OF WAR 
SERVICE' and censor handstamps, POW mail sent at this high rate is very scarce $200 

794 C Thursday Island 1944-45 military trio, comprising 1944 usages (2, one Royal Australian Navy envelope) 
with 'AUST ARMY P.O./197', and 1945 registered with 'FIELD P.O./094' and handstamped registration 
details, good cds strikes, varying censor treatment, scarce (3) $175 

Aerophilately 
795 PS 1914 (Jun) A.B. 'Wizard' Stone postcard produced for the scheduled flight from Melbourne to Sydney. 

Addressed and franked with uncancelled 1d Kangaroo, very fine. AAMC No. 2a $150 

796 PPC 1916 picture postcard featuring R. Graham Carey in his 60 Bleriot plane, considerable staining and 
vertical crease but Scarce $30 

797 C 1929 (2 Jun) cover to Vienna, Austria, with 6d Blue Kangaroo Third Wmk tied by Adelaide machine 
cancel, carried to Perth by airmail, thence to Vienna, with boxed 'Posted at (Vienna)/under cover to the 
Postmaster/at ADELAIDE' in violet, very fine $60 

798 C 1934 (29 Mar) Kingsford Smith et al New Zealand – Australia flight souvenir cover addressed to John 
Gower in his own hand, Kangaroo C & E Club 'Kangaroo' Cinderella tied to reverse, alongside Gower's 
hexagonal handstamp $75 

799 C 1934 (16 Nov) autogiro flight postcard registered at Portland, stamps tied by 'M.O.O. PORTLAND/VIC' 
cds, AAMC 461b, very fine and scarce $100 

800 C 1934 (9-10 Dec) return Australia-England QANTAS/Imperial Airways flight Brisbane to Singapore 
intermediate cover bearing scarce solo franking of 9d Macarthur, very fine (unopened cover) $150 
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  Aerophilately (contd.) 
801 C 1939 (27 Apr) and (22 Jun) covers from Charing Cross (NSW) to Minneapolis, Minnesota franked 3d 

blue KGVI for surface rate, with pair of U.S. 3c commemoratives added for internal U.S. air mail, 
cancelled at San Pedro (Calif). Plus 1939 (30 Mar) cover from the same correspondence with 3d Blue 
and U.S. 3c definitive pair and 10c special delivery all cancelled at Charing Cross, with 'Special 
Delivery – Air Mail' handstamp and boxed 'NOT ELIGIBLE FOR.AERIAL MAIL FEE/DEFICIENT./ 
SYDNEY NO. 2' both in violet. Few cover creases but an interesting trio (3 covers) $40 

802 C 1946 (9 Apr) G.B. Air Letter with typed overprint for England - Australia QANTAS 'Kangaroo' route 
return flight, AAMC 1039b $75 

B.C.O.F. Issue 
803 ** 1946 ½d to 5/- (both papers, thick paper with 2001 Ceremuga certificate) very fine MUH (7) $120 

804 ** 1946 ½d to 5/- (Thick Paper) very fine MUH (7) $90 

805 FDC -: set used on plain First Day Cover, tied by 'AUST UNIT POSTAL STN/495' cds, 8 MY 47, very fine $650 

Australian Territories 
806 FDC/C Pre-decimal First Day Cover collection in Lighthouse album, with Christmas Island 1958 and 

1970 sets, Cocos (Keeling) Islands incl 1963 set, 1966 Australian Decimals on 4 covers, 1968 set 
on 2 covers, Nauru 1954 set, Norfolk Island 1947-65 complete plus 1966 Decimal Surcharges, 
Papua New Guinea 1952-65 complete, plus 1966 Decimal Butterflies. Also pre-war New Guinea 
1935 Silver Jubilee and 1937 Coronation FDCs, 1931 flight cover with Huts Airmail 6d and 2/-, 
1939 Bulolo ½d to 2/- on seven covers inscribed as FDCs but dated 13/11/39; and Papua 1934 
Declaration on registered FDC. Condition very fine with many unaddressed (91 covers) $550 

  Australian Antarctic Territory 
807 PC 1961 5d Deep Blue block of 4 on publicity card, superb $100 

808 PC 1961 Sir Douglas Mawson 5d Myrtle-green block of 4 on publicity card, superb $100 

809 PC 1966 Decimal Definitives 1c to $1 (no 5c) affixed to three publicity cards, superb and scarce $300 

810 PPC Postal History: 1961 (Jan) 'Abbots' postcard of Wilkes to USA bearing 1959 8d tied by clear strike of 
Wilkes cds, correct foreign surface rate $75 

  Christmas Island 
811 **/PS 1958-69 complete on hagners, with additional 1963 set in blocks of 4 (all except 6c and 12c with 

imprints), and 1968 Fish in blocks of 4, MUH. Also 1959 30c registration envelope fine mint (127) $50 
812 PS Postal Stationery: 1959 30c Red and 1972 53c Red Registration Envelopes fine mint (2) $30 

813 PS -: 1970 25c Red Registration Envelope superb unused. Only 1,676 were sold. ASC RE2, cat AU$150 $70 

  Cocos (Keeling) Islands 
814 PC 1969 Decimal Definitives 1c to $1 affixed to three publicity cards, superb and scarce $300 

 

Rest of the World 
Aitutaki 

815 **/* 1903-27 almost complete simplified collection on hagner (lacking 1911-16 KEVII 1/-), 1911-16 KEVII 6d 
sheet no. block of 4, 1916-17 KGV with additional 6d two perf pair, 1917-18 KGV 2½d - 1/- represented 
by two perf pairs, part OG and generally fine. SG 1-32, cat £700+ $300 

816 **  1920 Pictorials 1/- Black and Purple error 'Frame Doubly Printed' from the printer's waste and off-
centre as usual, superb MUH. SG 29 var, cat £225 (footnote) $220 

817 C  Postal History: 1920 (7 Oct) 'Wilson' registered cover to Birmingham with 1917-20 ½d KGV block of 4 
cancelled Aitutaki cds, also tied by boxed 'INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID', and with registration label with 
'AITUTAKI' handstamp in pink, and mss 'T6d' in blue crayon. Struck with '6D/466' on arrival and two G.B. 
3d postage dues affixed, and with Rarotonga and Liverpool backstamps. Fine and rare underpaid mail 
from the Island $250 
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Barbados 
818 O  1858 Imperf 6d Deep Rose-red good to large margins cancelled numeral '1' obliterator, very fine $80 

 
British Solomon Islands 

819 C  1938 (28 Jul) first 'all-up' EAMS flight from U.K. to Solomon Islands, local unclaimed and Return to 
Sender handstamps on front, Tulagi Dead Letter Office datestamp on reverse $75 

 
Bushire (British Occupation) 

820 * 1915 (Aug) British Occupation Overprints on Persia, range with 1ch Orange and Green M, 5ch Carmine 
and Brown M, 6ch Brown-lake and Green M, 9ch Indigo-lilac and Brown M (2), 10ch Brown and 
Carmine M (thinned) & U, 12ch Blue and Green M & U, 24ch Green and Purple M & U, 1k Carmine 
and Blue M & U, 2k Claret and Green M, 3k Black and Lilac M, 5k Blue and Red U, mint mostly 
lightly toned part OG, few minor tone spots visible on face, however a generally good group. SG 
4-12, cat £3690 (16) $800 

 
Ceylon 

821 O  1861-64 Wmk Large Stamp Rough Perf 14-16 8d Brown and 8d Yellow-brown used, small nick in right 
side of former, otherwise fine. SG 32/a, cat £1025 (2) $300 

 
Cook Islands 

822 P 1893-1900 Queen Makea Design, three pieces of wove paper, each struck with two proof 
impressions of the head, in Black, Brown and Chestnut. Some tone spots, mostly visible from 
the reverse only, the Brown proof with pinholes clear of designs from being affixed to a 
document (endorsed 'Amende..' in blue pencil on reverse. A scarce trio $500 

823 P 1893-1900 Makea 1d, 1½d, 2½d, 5d and 10d Die Proofs in Black on unwatermarked wove paper, each 
27mm x 30mm and very fine (5) $280 

824 P -: 1½d Die Proofs in Brown (2) on small piece of wove paper (38mm x 62mm), very fine and unusual $150 

825 P -: Die Proofs on Wove Paper, comprising 1d, 1½d, 2½d, 5d and 10d in black, 2½d in Chestnut, and 5d 
in Lilac, some minor toning, mostly only visible on reverse, otherwise fine (7) $300 

826 **/* 'Makea' and 'Torea' Issues range on hagners with 1893-1900 1d - 10d Perf 12 x 11½ (incl 2½d 
shades), ½d - 1/- Perf 11 (16 with all listed shades); 1899 ½d on 1d Blue; 1901 1d Brown Crown 
opt; 1902 No Wmk Perf 11 ½d, 1d Cowan Paper and ½d, 1d, 2d Pirie Paper; 1902 Wmk NZ and 
Star ½d - 1/- with additional block of 4 of ½d, 2d, 2½d, 5d and 10d; 1909-11 ½d and 1d (3) plus ½d 
block of 4; 1913-19 Chalky Paper ½d - 1/- with additional blocks of 4 of ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d and 1/- . 
All part OG with a few MUH and generally fine. SG cat £1900+ $500 

827 **/* 1893-1900 'Makea' and Torea' Issues Perf 11 ½d Deep Blue, 1d Brown, 1½d Deep Lilac, 1½d Deep 
Mauve, 2d Brown, 2d Deep Brown, 2½d Pale Rose, 2½d Deep Rose, 6d Bright Purple, 1/- Deep 
Carmine, all in blocks of 4 with part OG, and mostly mounted on upper units only, generally fine. SG cat 
£998+ (40) $400 

828 P 1893-1900 Torea Design Progressive die Proof on Vignette in blue, uncleared, on wove paper (28mm x 
29mm), very fine and scarce $200 

829 **/* 1899 'ONE/HALF/PENNY' on 1d Blue block of 4 centred top left with lower units MUH. SG 21 cat 
£136+ $60 

830 * -: block of 4 large part OG, light diagonal crease in top right unit; SG 21, cat £128+ $60 

831 **/* 1919 Overprints on New Zealand KGV 1d Dominion, 2½d - 1/- Cowan paper (two each different perfs) 
and two perf blocks of 4, and DLR paper ½d - 3d, part OG and very fine, blocks with lower units MUH. 
SG cat £480+ (48) $180 

832 P 1932 Pictorials 1d Imperforate Plate Proof Pair in Black and Lake on gummed paper, superb and an 
excellent Captain Cook thematic item $30 
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  Cook Islands (contd.) 
833 * 1932 Pictorials No Watermark 2d Black and Brown error 'Centre Inverted' from the printer's waste, 

lightly hinged with large part OG. SG 101 var, cat £500 (see footnote) $400 

834 O 1932 Pictorials 1/- series of eight stamp-size photographic proofs ex the Perkins Bacon Archives 
showing the development of the frame design, and George V vignette, with the original portrait of the 
King in Evening Dress being replaced by one showing him in Military Uniform. Very fine and a possibly 
unique set (8) $300 

835 **/*/C 1935 Silver Jubilee small selection mounted on pages, with 1d pairs with 'Narrow K' and 'Narrow B' 
varieties, 2½d corner block of 4, two with 'Narrow E' variety, and 6d block of 4, one variety 'Damaged R', 
all fine mint. also 1d solo franking on 1935 cover to Wellington (12 + 1 cover) $50 

836 * 1943-54 Overprints on N.Z. 'Arms' Wiggins Teape Paper 5/- Green, 10/- Carmine-lake, £1 Pink, £3 
Green and £5 Indigo-blue, large part OG and very lightly hinged. SG 132-136, cat £569 (5) $400 

837 P 1949-61 Pictorials ½d to 3/- blocks of 4 taken from Waterlow perforated file sheets (no gum) with 
punch holes. Only one sheet of each exists (and from which a number of stamps were 
irretrievably damaged), which were acquired privately from the Waterlow archives, and no 
examples have ever been offered publicly before. 3/- block badly wrinkled, couple of other minor 
faults. With Certificate of Authenticity (40) $800 

838 P -: ½d to 3/- pairs taken from Waterlow perforated file sheets (no gum) with punch holes. Only one sheet 
of each exists (and from which a number of stamps were irretrievably damaged), which were acquired 
privately from the Waterlow archives and no examples have ever been offered publicly before. 3/- pair 
severed and rejoined, few other blocks with minor faults. With Certificate of authenticity (20) $400 

839 P -: ½d to 3/- singles taken from Waterlow perforated file sheets (no gum) with punch holes. Only one 
sheet of each exists (and from which a number of stamps were irretrievably damaged), which were 
acquired privately from the Waterlow archives and no examples have been offered publicly before. 
Generally fine, and with Certificate of Authenticity (10) $200 

 

Cyprus 
840 **  1928 50th Anniversary of British Rule 3/4pi, 1pi, 1½pi and 2½pi in marginal block of 4, 4pi - £1 in 

corner singles, very fine with stamps MUH. SG 123-132, cat £300+ $220 

 

Fiji 
841 ^ Group of seven dated pieces bearing 1876 6d Litho 'VR' on woven paper cancelled wavy lines, or 

1878-1900 2d Green (6, one uncancelled, others tied by cds, two damaged (7 pieces) $90T 

842 */(*) 1871 'CR' Definitives 1d Blue, 3d Pale Yellow-green, 6d Rose, two of each in contrasting shades, both 
1d no gum, others part OG. Some small perf faults typically associated with this issue, but of good 
appearance, ex Col. Evans. SG 10-12, cat £680 (6) $120 

843 * -: 1d Blue, 3d Pale Yellow-green and 6d Rose part OG and generally fine. SG cat £340 (3) $180 

844 */(*) -:1d Blue, 3d Pale Yellow-green and 6d Rose, two of each (one 1d and 6d no gum), and 1872 
'Two/Cents' on 1d Deep Blue, 'Six/Cents' on 3d Yellow-green and 'Twelve/Cents' on 6d Carmine-rose. 
Part OG with mixed centering, minor toning and some minor perf faults. SG 10-15, cat £940 (9) $400 

845 O -: 1d Blue, 3d Pale Yellow-green and 6d Rose, mixed centering, small perf faults. SG 10-12, cat £770 (3) $300 

846 * 1872 'Two/Cents' on 1d Deep Blue, 'Six/Cents' on 3d Yellow-green and Twelve/Cents' on 6d Carmine-
rose large part OG and of fine appearance. SG 13-15, cat £260 (3) $100 

847 O 1874 'Two/Cents' on 1d Blue with Gothic 'V.R.' overprint, couple of short perfs otherwise fine used. 
SG 16, cat £300 $100 

848 O 1875 2d on 'Six/Cents' on 3d Green with Roman 'V.R.' overprint, blunt lower right corner, otherwise 
fine with sunburst cancel. SG 25, cat £800 $320 

849 * 1876-77 Lithographed 'V.R.' mint selection comprising Wove Paper 1d Dull Blue pair, and 1d Grey-
blue, 2d on 3d Pale Green, 2d on 3d Deep Green, 6d Pale Rose and 6d Carmine-rose; and Laid Paper 
1d Deep Blue pair, 2d on 3d Yellow-green and 6d Carmine-rose. Also 1877 4d on 3d Mauve M pair. All 
part OG, few minor faults including short perfs but good appearance. SG 28-34, cat £804 (13) $400 
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  Fiji (contd.) 
850 */(*) 1876-77 Overprinted 'VR' Laid Paper 1d Blue, 2d on 3d Green, 6d Rose and 1877 4d on 3d Mauve 

Perf 12½, 1d no gum, others part OG, 4d on 3d with tone spots on reverse. SG 31-34 (4) $120 

851 * -: 1d Blue on Laid Paper horizontal pair error 'Imperforate Between', gum thin caused by removal of 
hinge otherwise large part OG and very fresh, rare. SG 31c, cat £700 $400 

852 C -: 6d Rose vertical pair tied by two 'Sunburst' obliterators on 1880 (18 Jun) envelope from 
Levuka to Morgan's Valley, New York, with '5/CENTS' accountancy handstamp in black, and San 
Francisco transit cds (AUG 10) on reverse. Very fine and a rare usage $1400 

853 * -: 6d Rose on Laid Paper horizontal pair error 'Imperforate Between', gum thinning caused by removal 
of hinge and minor gum bends, otherwise large part OG and very fresh, rare. SG 33b, cat £700 $400 

854 **/* -: group of printing trials and printer's waste, comprising 'V.R.' Omitted 1d Wove Paper, and 1d, 3d, 6d 
Laid Paper, 2d on 3d Wove Paper pair with Surcharge Omitted, 1d (4, one 'V.R.' Misplaced), 3d Wove 
Paper Imperf, 1d, 2d on 3d block of 4, 4d on 3d (2), 6d (2) Laid Paper Imperf, 1d Laid Paper Imperf and 
Doubly Printed, 2d on 3d Laid Paper Imperf with Surcharge Omitted, 2d on 3d Wove Paper Imperf pair 
with Surcharge Inverted (Misplaced), 1d Laid Paper Imperf with 'V.R.' Inverted (Misplaced), 1d Laid 
Paper Imperf with Void Corner, 6d Wove Paper Imperf with 'V.R.' Inverted. Few small faults but 
generally fine and an attractive group (27) $400 

855 */O 1881-99 QV 1/- Brown selection with Perf 10, 11 x 10, 11, 11 x 11 ¾ (2) M and Perf 11 U (2), also 1882 
5/- Litho M and U (? postally), and Imperf with remainder 15 DE 00 cancel. Few perf faults and gum 
bends, odd tone spot, generally fine. SG 64-69, cat £450+ (6M and 4U) $150 

856 **/* 1912-23 Watermark Multiple Crown CA ¼d - £1 simplified set (3d, 4d, 5/- and £1 Die II), ¼d - 2/6d 
MUH (½d, 5d with creases), 5/- and £1 lightly hinged. Also 1915 ½d and 1d War Stamps (3 sets). SG 
125-139, cat £300 $200 

857 * 1922-27 Watermark Multiple Script CA ½d - 5/- large part OG and lightly hinged, small tone spots on 
a couple of values, also 1935 Silver Jubilee set. SG 228-245, cat £137 (18) $70 

858 **/*/O 1938-55 KGVI Definitives 5d Blue and Scarlet Sugar Cane, an accumulation comprising M (12, 3 MUH) 
and U (24) $200 

859 * Postage Dues: 1918 ½d - 4d Black (two sets) and 1940 1d - 1/6d large part OG. Mild gum toning 
(especially on 1940 set), generally fine. SG D6-18, cat £174 (18) $70 

860 C Postal History: 1932 (18 Mar) cover to Auckland with 1d and 2d KGV mailed shipside or on board and 
tied by fine strike of 'MARINE POST OFFICE/NEW/ZEALAND/R.M.S. NIAGARA' cds. Few small tone 
spots on reverse, otherwise fine $100T 

 

France 
861 O 1849-52 Ceres Imperf 40c Orange good margins all round fine used. SG 14, cat £550 $220 

862 * 1877-90 Peace and Commerce Type II Perf 14 x 13½ 25c Black on Deep Red part OG and scarce. SG 
272, cat £1600 $300 

863 * -: Type II Perf 14 x 13½ 25c Black on Deep Red with large part OG, horizontal bend. SG 262, cat £1600 $250 

864 * -: Type II Perf 14 x 13½ 25c Bistre on Yellow part OG and fine. SG 263, cat £425 $140 

865 * 1923 Bordeaux Philatelic Congress 1f Lake and Yellow-green virtually full OG and with merest trace 
of hinge. SG 400e, cat £600 $280 

866 * 1927 First International display of Aviation and Navigation 2f Red and Blue-green and 5f Deep Blue 
and Buff, very fine large part OG. SG 455-6, cat £550 $300 

867 C 1927 First International Display of Aviation and Navigation 2f and 5f used on special illustrated 
envelope addressed to Vienna, cancelled by special postmarks and with provisional registration label, 
fine. SG cat £550+ $300 

868 * 1929-33 Definitives 3f Slate-blue Type IIA fine mint with large part OG. SG 472b, cat £375 $120 

869 * No Lot 

870 * -: 20f Deep Red-brown Perf 13½ virtually full OG and lightly hinged. Also 10f Pale Ultramarine Type I 
large part OG but with short closed tear at top. SG 475, cat £485 (2) $150 

871 O -: 20f Bright Red-brown Perf 11 used, couple of shortish perfs at base. SG 475a, cat £225 $80 
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  France (contd.) 
872 * 1930-32 Airmail 1f50c Blue perfinned 'EIPA 30', large part OG and lightly hinged, only available at the 

International aero-philatelic Exhibition in Paris $120 

873 ** -: 1f50c Bright Ultramarine MUH, faint gum bend otherwise very fine. SG 484a, cat £600+ $300 

874 P 1938 group of Epreuves Deluxe, comprising 55c + 45c Military Medical Corps Monument Fund, 55c 
Jean de la Fontaine, 65c + 35c Reims Cathedral Fund, 1f75c Visit of KGVI and QE, 65c + 60c French 
Refugees Fund, 65c + 35c Armistice Anniversary, 65c + 60c Students Fund, 90c + 25d Radio for the 
Blind, all very fine (8) $150 

875 ** 1946-47 Airmail 100f Ultramarine and 200f Red each in lower left corner blocks of 4 superb MUH (8) $70 

876 ** Cameroons: 1953-55 Airmail 500f Indigo, Deep Ultramarine and Deep Lilac vertical pair error 
'Imperforate', superb MUH $100 

877 C French Post Offices in China: 1903-04 Packhoi Overprints 1c - 1f (no 25c Black or 50c Brown, but 2 x 
25c Blue) used on 1903 (23 Jul) cover to Tonkin, stamps cancelled Packhoi double circle ds, plus 5f 
solo usage on similar cover (couple of marks on face). Both with adhesions on reverse from previous 
mounting (2 covers) $300 

Germany 
878 C German Occupation of France: 100f 'Russian Bear' miniature sheet tied to 1942 (29 Jan) plain cover. 

some soiling on reverse, otherwise fine $250 

879 C German New Guinea: 1893 (4 Aug) 'Astrolabe Compagnie' cover to Berlin with German 20pf cancelled 
Friedrich Wilhelmshafen cds, cover with vertical fold otherwise fine $100 

Gibraltar 
880 ** 1889 Surcharges 25c on 2d Brown-purple horizontal pair with Plate No. '1', left unit variety 'Broken N of 

CENTIMOS', fine MUH. SG 17b, cat £100+ $60 

881 * 1904-08 Watermark Multiple Crown CA 4/- Deep Purple and Green, large part OG and lightly hinged. 
SG 63, cat £350 $175 

882 * 1906-11 Watermark Multiple Crown CA 8/- Purple and Green large part OG and fine. SG 74, cat £250 $120 

883 O 1912-24 Watermark Multiple Crown CA £1 Dull Purple and Black on Red very fine used. SG 85, cat 
£275 $175 

884 ** 1925-32 Watermark Multiple Script CA £1 Red-orange and Black very fine MUH. SG 107, cat £190 $90 
885 C 1951 (10 Nov) QANTAS return first flight Lae PNG – Tarawa and return, AAMC P198, signed by Pilot 

Capt. W. Forgan-Smith, scarce $125 

Great Britain 
886 */O 1855-1900 used range of Surface-printed Issues on hagners, with 1855-56 4d (4), 6d, 1/-, 1862-64 

Small Letters 3d - 1/- (9), plus 6d plate 3 M part OG good facial appearance but stained on 
reverse (cat £2250), 1865-67 Large Uncoloured Letters 3d - 1/- (7), 1867-80 Large Uncoloured 
Letters 3d - 2/- Blue (8), 1867 5/- Wmk Maltese Cross, 1882 5/- Wmk Anchor white paper (light 
crease, cat £4200), 1873-80 Large Coloured Letters 2½d - 1/- (8), 1880-83 Wmk Crown 2½d - 1/- (7), 
later issues incl 1883-84 ½d - 1/-, 2/6d (2), 5/- (2), 1887-1900 Jubilee. Generally good colours, 
some faults but many useful stamps included (96) $600 

887 ** 1880-83 Watermark Crown 2½d Blue Plate 22 lettered 'EL' well-centred with brilliant colour and MUH, 
light horizontal crease. SG 157, cat £450 $125 

888 O 1888 £1 Brown-lilac Watermark Orbs lettered 'DD', cancelled boxed 'C.H.B./G.P.O.' and with portion 
of 'MANCHESTER/TELEGRAPH' cds NO 30 88. A very attractive example of this stamp free of any 
defects. SG 186, cat £4250 $650 

889 O 1902-10 King Edward VII 2/6d U (4) in distinctive shades, two with dated cancels, two with parcel post 
cancels, fine appearance with good colour (4) $30 

890 **/* 1924-26 Watermark Block Cypher 1½d Red-brown horizontal gutter tete-beche pair, fine and mounted 
in gutter only. SG 420a, cat £500 $200 
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  Great Britain (contd.) 
891 **/* 1959-68 Watermark Multiple Crowns Castles 2/6d - £1 De La Rue printings, 2/6 and 5/- (from lower 

right corner with two dots) lightly hinged, 10/- and £1 MUH. SG 595-598, cat £195 $30 

892 */O Revenues: Small range on hagner, including QV Foreign Bill (7), QV Transfer Duty (8), QV Customs (2), 
KEVII Contract Note (3), KGV Consular Service (6), etc., mixed M & U, a few with faults (43) $75 

893 PS Postal Stationery: 1840 1d Mulready Lettersheet very fine and used to Wolverhampton, 20 April 1841, 
black Maltese Cross abnormally not cancelling central figure $150 

894 C Postal History: 1855 (16 Jul) entire from Liverpool to Wigan with 1d SC14 (defect at top) cancelled 
Liverpool '466' sideways duplex. Very fine, the contents comprising a broadside headed 'PACKET OF 
THE 5TH AUGUST/ROYAL MAIL SHIP/JAMES BAINES' $250 

India 
895 O 1926-33 Watermark Multiple Stars 2a Purple used vertical tete-beche pair, fine. SG 206a, cat £42 $30 

Japan 
896 O Small booklet titled 'Japanese Postage Stamps and Cards' (138 x 124mm) with hand-coloured 

cover and leaves and containing a used range of Japanese stamps (25) and postcards (5) from 1890-
1920 period. Back cover bears the oval handstamp of Cawthorne & Co., Artist's depot, Galwer place, 
Adelaide. Some minor faults and a little fragile but interesting $75 

Leeward Islands 
897 * 1938-51 Definitives 10/- Bluish-green and Deep Red on Green large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 

113, cat £200 $80 

Mauritius 
898 C 1848-59 Post Paid 2d Blue Intermediate Impression horizontal pair (just cut into at top left, and 

touched at lower right) tied by 2-ring '8' obliterators on front (address cut away) for Souillac 
(chamfered boxed ds) to Port Louis. Some reinforcement of front, pair catalogues SG £7000 $900 

899 O 1858-62 Imperf 4d Green four even margins, cancelled B53 obliterator, fine. SG 27, cat £200 $80 

900 S/* 1898 Diamond Jubilee 36c Orange and Ultramarine, and 1899 La Bourdonnais 15c Ultramarine, both 
optd 'SPECIMEN, both toned gum (2) $40 

901 ** 1978-84 Definitives 2r horizontal pair error 'Imperforate' superb MUH. SG 543 var $100 

Nauru 
902 P 1916-23 Overprints on Great Britain ½d - 1/- Perforated Imprimaturs handstamped 'N/P/ IMPRIMATUR' 

on reverse, superb unhinged ex National Postal Museum Archives and scarce (11) $550 
903 S/* -: 1/- Bistre-brown overprinted italic 'SPECIMEN', toned gum. SG 12s, cat £140 $75 

904 **/* 1923 Overprints on Great Britain 13½mm Setting ½d Green, 1d Scarlet, 1½d Red-brown (marginal) 
and 2d Orange (lower left corner) blocks of 4, part OG with some units MUH, ½d with some gum thins. 
SG 13-16, cat £280 $120 

905 **/O 1935-66 complete MUH on hagners, additionally with 1935 Silver Jubilee in blocks of 4 (2d and 1/- 
showing small portion of plate nos), 1937 Coronation in blocks of 4 (2 x 2d), also U set, 1954 Pictorials 
in blocks of 4 (all except 3½d with imprint), 1963-65 Definitive 2d 10d, 1/3, 2/3, 3/3 blocks of 4, and 
1966 1c - $1 blocks of 4 (201) $80 

 
New Guinea 

906 * 1914-15 G.R.I. Surcharges 5mm Setting: 1d on 3pf, 1d on 5pf, 2d on 10pf, 2d on 20pf, 2½d on 
10pf, 3d on 25pf, 3d on 30pf, 4d on 40pf, 5d on 50pf and 8d on 80pf, fine with large part OG. SG 
16-20, 22-26, cat £1750 (10) $600 
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907 * 1914-15 G.R.I. Surcharges 5mm Setting: 1d on 3pf Brown variety '1 with Straight Serif', very fine part 
OG and with dealer's guarantee handstamp. SG 16c, cat £150 $100 

908 * 1915 Registration Labels Surcharged 'G.R.I./3d.': Herbertshohe inscribed 'Deutsch Neuguinea', very 
fine with large part OG. SG 33, cat £300 $220 

909 * -: Herbertshohe inscribed 'Deutsch Neu-Guinea' very fine with part OG. SG 36e, cat £500 $300 

910 * -: Manus (sans-serif letters) fine with part OG. SG 39, cat £325 $170 

911 * -: Manus (seriffed letters) from Setting F (pos. 3) fine apart from a couple of slight gum bends, 
large part OG and rare. With 2009 BPA Certificate. SG 43, cat £4250 $3250 

912 * 1914 'G.R.I.' Surcharges on Marshall Islands: 1d on 3pf, 1d on 5pf, 2d on 10pf, 2d on 20pf, 3d on 
25pf, 3d on 30pf, 4d on 40pf, 5d on 50pf and 8d on 80pf, very fine with large part OG and lightly 
mounted, 3d on 25pf with 1985 Kilian Certificate and 8d on 8pf with 1989 BPA Certificate. SG 50-
58, cat £2114 (9) $1500 

913 O North-West Pacific Islands: 1915-16 Kangaroos First Watermark 6d Ultramarine 'Watermark Inverted' 
type a, fine with Rabaul cds. SG 78w, cat £400 $250 

914 * -: 1915-16 Kangaroos First Watermark 5/- Grey and Yellow type c, very fine with light hinge mark, 
and with 1946 Friedl Certificate and pencil guarantee mark on reverse. SG 83, cat £2750+ $2000 

915 (*) -: 1915-16 Kangaroos First Wmk 5/- Grey and Yellow type c unused without gum, centred to base 
and surface crease at upper left. SG 83, cat £2750 $500 

916 * -: 1915-16 Kangaroos First Watermark £1 Brown and Ultramarine type c very fine and lightly mounted, 
with 1990 Holcombe Certificate. SG 85 cat £550 $300 

917 O -: 1915-16 Kangaroos Third Watermark £1 Chocolate and Dull Blue type a fine used apart from slight 
surface thin in lower right corner, and with light cds cancel; SG 99, cat £450 $250 

918 O -: 'OS' Punctures: Small used range on hagner comprising King George V Single Wmk 5d, 5th 
Setting 1d Rosine Rough Paper, and 1921-22 1d Violet, 2d Orange, 2d Red, 4d Violet and 4d Blue; 
and Kangaroos Third Wmk 2d, 2½d, 3d, 6d (2), 9d, 1/-, 2/- and 5/- (cat £1500 but top left corner 
perf missing). A fine and rare group, SG cat £3893 (18) $1800 

919 * 1915 Surcharged 'O.S./G.R.I./1d.': 1d on 3pf Brown and 1d on 5pf Green, former with toned gum, 
otherwise very fine with large part OG. SG O1-2, cat £135 (2) $75 

920 PS Postal Stationery: 1915 Postcards Surcharged 'G.R.I.' and Value: 1d on 1913 5pf Green Wmkd Type A 
Surcharge, and 1d on 5pf Green Divided Outward Half of Reply Card Type A Surcharge, both fine 
unused, and 2d on 10pf Carmine Divided Reply Half of Reply card CTO with Rabaul oval ds in violet, 
very fine. BW NG2A, NG3A, NG8, cat AU$650 (3) $300 

 

New Zealand 
921 **/* Lighthouse hingeless album in slipcase with 1898 to 1966 issues largely complete, no Officials, 

Postage Dues, Life Insurance or Arms Postal Fiscals. The only stamps missing are a few Mt. Cook 
and 1d Universal of the 1900-01 period, and some KEVII values. Otherwise all issues are present 
including 1898, 1899 and 1902-09 Pictorials (simplified perfs), all Healths incl miniature sheets, 
1936 Pictorial perfs complete, 1958 2d surcharge error, and 1960 Pictorials incl 4d chalky paper 
(cat £950). Up to 1935 lightly mounted, thereafter apparently all MUH and superb. Very high cat 
value (approx 480 + 10 M/S) $2200 

  Chalon Head Issues 
922 P Chalon 2d Hausburg reprinted plate proof in Black on card, block of 4 from right side of sheet, fine $30 

923 O 1855 Blued Paper No Watermark Imperforate 1d Red, close to good margins, just touched at lower 
right and with light obliteration, an attractive example. With 2000 RPSNZ Certificate. SG 4, cat 
£2000 $700 

924 O -: 1/- Green, small to good margins three sides, just clear to touching in places along top, lightly 
cancelled, an attractive stamp. SG 6, cat £3750 $800 

925 O 1858-59 Soft White Paper Imperf 2d Pale Blue good margins all round, cancelled '1' obliterator, fine. SG 9, 
cat £180 $90 

926 O -: 6d Chestnut small to good margins all round, small stain at middle of right edge. SG 15, cat £600 $300 
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  New Zealand - Chalon Head Issues (contd.) 
927 O 1862 Watermark Large Star Imperf 1d Orange-vermilion, 2d Blue, 3d Brown-lilac, 6d Black-brown, 6d 

Red-brown, 1/- Green, all with four margins and generally of fine appearance. SG 33, 36, 40, 41, 43, 44, 
cat £1095 (6) $350 

928 O 1862-64 Watermark Large Star Perf 13 3d Brown-lilac, very fine and cancelled by Otago duplex, with 
1995 RPSNZ Certificate. SG 74, cat £500 $300 

929 O 1862-64 Watermark Large Star Perf 12½ 6d Red-brown lightly cancelled and fine. SG 77, cat £120 $80 

930 O 1862 Pelure Paper Imperforate 1d Orange-vermilion, close to good margins three sides, touched at right, 
cancelled 'L2' cds, JU 1 63. SG 81, cat £2500 $400 

931 O -: 1/- Deep Green, close to large margins all round, light obliteration, fine. SG 86, cat £1100 $700 
932 O 1863 No Watermark Perf 13 2d Dull Deep Blue, very fine and lightly cancelled. SG 96a, cat £475 $400 

933 O 1864 Watermark 'NZ' Imperf 1d Carmine-vermilion, small to large margins all round, very fine. SG 97, cat £350 $250 

934 O -: 1/- Green, small to large margins all round, very light obliteration leaving profile clear, an 
attractive stamp. SG 100, cat £1100 $750 

935 O 1864 Watermark 'NZ' Rouletted 7 6d red-brown very fine showing roulettes on all sides. SG 103, cat 
£3000 $2000 

936 */(*) 1864-71 Watermark Large Star Perf 12½ 1d Carmine-vermilion, 2d Deep blue, 3d Lilac, 4d Deep 
Rose, 4d Yellow, 6d Red-brown, 1/- Yellow-green. The 4d, 6d and 1/- part OG, others no gum, 
generally of fine appearance, the 4d Deep Rose with good colour. SG 110, 114, 117, 119, 120, 122, 
125, cat £4895 (7) $2500 

937 O -: 1d Pale Orange Vermilion, 2d Blue, 3d Deep Mauve, 4d Deep Rose, 4d Yellow, 6d Red-brown and 1/- 
Yellow-green, mostly very fine. SG cat £657 (7) $300 

938 O -: 1d Pale Orange-vermilion, 2d Deep Blue, 3d Lilac, 4d Deep Rose, 4d Yellow, 6d Red-brown, 1/- Yellow-
green each fine used, mixed centering (7) $250 

939 O -: 4d Deep Rose fine used. SG 119, cat £250 $150 

940 O -: 4d Deep Rose, minor toning around perfs. SG 119, cat £250 $100 

941 O 1871-73 Watermark Large Star 1d Brown and 6d Blue Perf 12½ and 2d Vermilion Perf 10 x 12½ used (3) $60 

942 */(*) -: 12½ 1d Brown (no gum), 2d Orange, 6d Blue (both part OG), fine and good colour. SG 132a, 133, 135 , 
cat £780 (3) $350 

943 O 1873 No Watermark 4d Orange-yellow, small perf defect at upper right otherwise fine, also 1d Brown, perf 
missing at right. SG 139, cat £1075 (2) $300 

944 O 1873 Watermark 'NZ' Perf 12½ 2d Vermilion, a very fine example cancelled '070' obliterator. SG 141, cat £350 $250 

  First and Second Sideface Issues 
945 * 1873-92 ½d Newspaper stamps (5), 1878 First Sidefaces 1d to 1/- simplified set (Perf 12½, except 

4d Perf 12, and 1d no gum), 1882-1900 Second Sidefaces simplified set ½d to 1/- plus 1900 ½d, 2d 
Pirie paper. All good to fine with mostly large part OG (23) $500 

946 * 1874-78 First Sidefaces 1d to 1/- simplified set comprising 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d and 1/- Perf 12 x 11½, and 3d 
Perf 12½, part OG, 4d with inking flaws on face, few small perf faults, also 1892 ½d Newspaper stamp M. 
High cat value (7) $200 

947 O -: White Paper Compound Perf 10 and 12½ 1d - 1/- used, few short perfs on some but generally fine. SG 
159-164, cat £565 (6) $300 

948 **/* 1878 First Sidefaces 1d - 5/- Comb Perf 12 x 11½ part OG and generally fine appearance, also ½d 
Newspaper Wmk NZ and Star MUH. SG 180-186, cat £1400+ (9) $900 

949 O -: 1d - 5/- Comb Perf 12 x 11½ (except 3d, Perf 10 x 12½) fine used (2/- and 5/- CTO with part gum), plus 
½d Newspaper Wmk NZ and Star U (9) $350 

950 O -: Perf 12 x 11½ 2/- Deep Rose and 5/- Grey used, fine (2) $250 

951 O 1882-1900 Second Sidefaces ½d - 1/- three fine used sets, mostly Perf 10 printings, but a few other perfs 
noted (30) $90 

952 * -: simplified set, comprising ½d, 2d, 1/- Perf 11, 2½d, 6d Perf 10, 1d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 8d Perf 12 x 11½, all 
part to large part OG and generally fine (10) $100 
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  New Zealand - Pictorial Issues 
953 **/* 1898-1907 Pictorials ½d to 5/- simplified set, mixed Wmks and Perfs, and including 1900 ½d, 1d, 1½d 

and 2d additional designs; 1901 1d Universal; 1907-08 3d, 6d and 1/- Reduced Size; and 1908 1d 
Universal. All part to large part OG (a few MUH), few small faults but generally very fine and high 
catalogue value (25) $300 

954 ** 1898 Pictorials Waterlow Printings ½d - 5/- (2 x 2½d) very fine MUH, very scarce in this quality. 
SG 246-259, cat £850+ (13) $750 

955 **/* 1899-1907 Pictorials Perf 11 ½d - 5/- in mint blocks of 4, mixed 1899 No Watermark (2½d, 3d, 4d, 
5d, 6d Green, 6d Pale Rose, 8d, 9d, 1/- and 5/-), 1900 Wmk NZ and Star (½d, 1d, 1½d and 2d), or 
1902-07 Wmk NZ and Star (2/-). All very fine large part OG with lower pairs MUH. A fine and 
scarce lot, high cat value (60) $2000 

956 * 1899-1903 Pictorials No Watermark Perf 11 2½d - 5/- (no 6d Red) mint selection comprising all 
the Stanley Gibbons catalogued shades, with 2½d (2), 3d (2), 5d (2), 6d Green (2), 8d (2), 9d (2), 
1/- (4), 2/- (2) and 5/- (2) and all part to large part OG, otherwise generally fine, high cat value (20) $900 

957 O -: Perf 11 2½d - 5/- (no 5d or 6d Green) used, mixed centering, 5/- Vermilion centred right, generally fine. 
SG 260-2, 265-70 (10) $275 

958 * 1902 Watermark NZ and Star Perf 14 1d Universal horizontal pair error 'Imperforate Vertically' part OG. 
SG 303a, cat £200 $140 

959 O -: 2d - 2/- used selection with all Stanley Gibbons catalogued shades, comprising 1½d, 2d (3), 2½d (2), 
3d (3), 4d (3), 5d (2), 6d (2), 8d, 9d, 1/- (3), 2/- (2), plus 5/- Dull Red Wmk Sideways, few minor perf 
faults on some, but general very good to fine (24) $300 

  King Edward VII Issues 
960 ** 1905-06 Stamps for Penny-in-the-slot Machines, 1d Rose-carmine Universal from Dot Plate 

horizontal strip of 6 Imperforate all round with two large holes each side, superb MUH. SG 366, 
cat £960+ $800 

961 * 1906 Christchurch Exhibition ½d, 1d, 3d and 6d large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 370-373, cat 
£275 (4) $200 

962 O -: ½d, 1d, 3d and 6d fine used, 1d with Exhibition cds. SG 370-373, cat £375 (4) $275 

963 O -: ½d, 1d, 3d and 6d fine used. SG 370-373, cat £375 (4) $275 

964 O 1909-34 used range, with KEVII ½d - 1/-, KGV Engraved 1½d - 1/-, 1920 Victory, 126-34 Admiral 2/- 
(2), 3/-, 1929-34 Healths ('Smiling Boys' very fine), 1931 Air set (3), 1931 5d on 3d air (3), 1934 7d 
Trans-Tasman Opt, mostly very fine (54) $300 

965 **/* 1908 1d Universal and 1909-16 ½d - 1/- King Edward VII each in a block of 4, large part OG and all 
with lower pair MUH. 8d with horizontal crease through lower pair, otherwise generally very fine. SG 
386-394, cat £640+ (40) $350 

966 * 1909 ½d King Edward VII and 1d Dominion, and 2d to 1/- Recess King Edward VII Perf 14 x 14½, 
large part OG and generally lightly hinged. SG 387-394, 405, cat £160 (10) $50 

967 S 1909-16 King Edward VII ½d Typo, and 2d, 3d, 4d Orange-red and 1/- Engraved affixed to three 
small pieces, each with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp in violet, as applied to U.P.U. 
specimens distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Also 1909 1d Dominion on small piece similarly 
handstamped, and 4d Yellow (defective corner) on small piece handstamped diagonal 
'COLONIAS' in violet. Ex Goa Archive, mostly fine (10) $1200 

968 * 1909-16 King Edward VII Engraved Perf 14 x 14½ duplicated range with shades, comprising 2d Mauve 
(3), 3d Chestnut(3), 4d Orange-red (3), 4d Yellow (2), 5d Brown (2), 6d Carmine (3), 8d Indigo-blue (2), 
1/- Vermilion (3). Large part OG and generally very fine, SG 388-394, cat £520+ (21) $250 

969 **/* -: 3d, 5d Brown, 5d Red-brown, 6d, 8d Indigo-blue, 8d Deep Bright blue vertical pairs Perf 14 x 
13½ and Perf 14 x 14½, fine with large part OG (3d and 6d MUH). SG 401a-404ba, cat £770+ (12) $500 

  King George V Issues 
970 * 1913 Auckland Exhibition ½d, 1d, 3d and 6d part OG and fine. SG 412-415, cat £300 (4) $250 

971 * -: ½d, 1d, 3d and 6d part OG, some toning on reverse of ½d. SG 412-415, cat £300 (4) $200 
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  New Zealand - King George V Issues (contd.) 
972 P 1915-30 KGV Engraved 1½d, 2d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 4½d, 5d, 6d, 7½d, 8d, 9d and 1/- Imperforate Plate Proofs 

in Black on Wmkd Paper, and Typo ½d and 1½d Imperforate Plate Proofs in Black on thin glazed card, 
½d Green and 3d Chocolate Imperforate Plate Proofs on thin card, and 2d and 3d Imperforate Plate 
Proofs in Black on Wmkd Paper, fine (18) $150 

973 **/* 1915-1936 King George V issues mounted on leaves, complete on a simplified basis (no Arms), with 
1915 Recess ½d to 1/-, 1915 ½d to 3d Typo, 1920 Victory, 1926 2/-, 3/- Admirals, 1929-36 Health 
complete incl 1931 Smiling Boys (hinged), etc., 1936-42 Pictorials Multiple Wmk, also Officials 1915 ½d 
to 1/-, and 1927 2/- Admiral and 1936-42 Pictorials, and 6d Express Delivery (4). Generally very fine 
and many MUH. SG cat £1200+ (110) $350 

974 **/* 1915-30 King George V Engraved 1½d - 1/- in blocks of 4 all very fine full OG and MUH except 4d 
Violet (upper pair hinged). SG 416-430, cat £520+ (60) $350 

975 P -: 3d Die Proof Colour Trial in Carmine on thin paper (64mm x 79mm), very fine. A beautiful and rare 
proof $1200 

976 **/* -: 3d Chocolate Perf 14 x 13½ block of 4 from top left corner of sheet showing complete Plate No. 
'18', very fine with stamps MUH. Campbell Paterson K4a(4), cat NZ$1600 $550 

977 **/* -: 3d Chocolate Wmk Sideways block of 6 from top left corner of sheet with complete Plate No. 
'19', one unit with two small tone spots otherwise fine with stamps MUH, a rare block. Campbell 
Paterson No. K4d(4), cat NZ$3600 $1200 

978 **/* -: 6d Carmine Perf 14 x 13½ block of 4 from top left corner of sheet showing complete Plate No. 
'37' with red pencil mark partly superimposed, very light gum bend on lower pair, otherwise very 
fine and fresh with stamps MUH. Campbell Paterson K8a(4), cat NZ$1600 $500 

979 P 1920 Victory ½d to 1/- Imperforate Plate Proofs on Wmkd Paper in issued colours, very fine with full OG (6) $300 

980 P -: ½d Die Proof in Black on glazed card (54mm x 37mm) with partial uncleared surround, very fine and rare $350 

981 P -: 6d Die Proof in Black on glazed card (60mm x 75mm), endorsed in pencil at upper right 'Aug 25th 
1919', very fine and rare $800 

982 P -: 6d Imperforate Plate Proof on Wmkd Paper block of 4 in Violet (issued colour) from base of sheet, 
superb with full OG $200 

983 **/*/O 1925 Dunedin Exhibition ½d, 1d and 4d M and U (3) sets, and set in MUH blocks of 4 (24) $75 

984 * 1926-34 Admiral Definitives Jones Paper 2/- Deep Blue (Wmk Inv) and 3/- Mauve, and Cowan Paper 
2/- Light blue and 3/- Pale Mauve, all large part OG and lightly hinged. SG cat £380 (4) $250 

985 P 1926 1d KGV 'Admiral' Perforated colour Trials in five shades of Red on Wmkd Paper, very fine (5) $60 

986 **/* 1929-1941 Health issues complete, few MUH but most large part OG and lightly hinged (including 
'Smiling Boys') (17) $175 

987 ** Health issues for 1929, 1930, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936 and 1938 each in a block of 4, some 
marginal, all superb MUH (32). SG cat £375+ $250 

988 ** 1931 Health 'Smiling Boys' 1d + 1d and 2d + 1d very fine MUH (2) $100 

989 **/* -: 'Smiling Boys' 1d + 1d and 2d + 1d each in top left corner blocks of 4 with sheet nos., full OG and 
mounted in selvedge only, 2d + 1d with couple of small adhesion in top selvedge, and a few minor tone 
spots in left selvedge, scarce. SG 546-7, cat £600+ (8) $450 

990 O -: 'Smiling Boys' 1d + 1d and 2d + 1d horizontal strips of 3 fine used. SG 546-7, cat £405 $200 

  King George VI Issues 
991 ** 1936-42 Pictorials Wmk Multiple NZ and Star 2d Orange Perf 14 x 13½ block of 4 from top of 

sheet showing very strong 'Offset' on reverse, superb. Campbell Paterson L4fW, cat NZ$3000 $1000 
992 **/* 1936 Chamber of Commerce to 1952 Health complete, 1940 Arms represented by 1/3d, 2/6d, 6/- and 

£1 only. Also Officials 1936 to 1951 complete, 1944 and 1947 Life Insurance sets, and 1939-49 Postage 
Dues. Few MUH, but largely lightly hinged and fine. SG £1200+ (151) $400 

993 S 1936 Chamber of Commerce ½d, 1d, 2½d, 4d and 6d affixed to two small pieces, each with 'SPECIMEN' 
receiving authority handstamp in green (somewhat faint on some values), as applied to U.P.U. specimens 
distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Some toning, especially on ½d, but rare (5) $300 

994 **/* 1937-52 King George VI issues mounted on leaves, complete on a simplified basis (no Arms), 
including Official overprints, very fine and largely MUH. SG cat £600+ (116) $200 
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  New Zealand - King George VI Issues (contd.) 
995 S 1939 Health 1d on ½d + ½d Green and 2d on 1d + 1d Scarlet affixed to small piece, each with 

'AMOSTRA' receiving authority handstamp in green, as applied to U.P.U. specimens distributed to 
Portuguese Colonies, ex Goa Archive. Rare (2) $200 

  Queen Elizabeth II Issues 
996 P 1955-59 QEII Large Figures 3d Vermilion Imperforate Plate Proofs from Bradbury Wilkinson proof 

sheets, comprising horizontal and vertical pairs from ordinary sheet, and horizontal tete-beche pair and 
tete-beche gutter pair from booklet sheet, superb (8) $400 

997 ** 1958 2d on 1½d Brown-lake Surcharge error on 'Stars' issue, superb MUH marginal. SG 763b, cat £130 $75 

998 O -: error on 'Stars' issue, fine used. SG 763b, cat £170 $90 

999 ** 1960 2d Kowhai-Ngutu-Kaka vertical strip of 3, showing progressive loss of Black printing, and 2½d 
vertical pair with error 'Yellow-brown Printing Misplaced 7mm Downwards', both with normals for 
comparison, MUH (7) $120 

1000 ** 1960-66 6d Pikiarero error 'Lilac Omitted' superb MUH, with normal for comparison. SG 788b, cat £425 (2) $300 

  Decimal Issues 
1001 ** 1967-70 Definitives $2 Multicoloured Pohutu Geyser marginal block of 10 MUH $60 

1002 ** -: $2 Multicoloured Pohutu Geyser MUH block of 10 with Harrison imprint and plate numbers $80 

1003 ** 1970-76 50c Abel Tasman National Park error 'Apple-green Omitted', with normal for comparison, 
superb MUH. SG 932a (2) $30 

1004 ** -: error 'Buff Omitted', superb MUH. SG 932b $30 

  Officials 
1005 * 1891-1906 'O.P.S.O.' Overprints: ½d QV Second Sideface Perf 10 x 11 with diagonal overprint in rose, 

fine with part OG, and with 1969 RPSL Certificate. SG O4, cat £800 for used $400 

1006 **/* 1907-11 'OFFICIAL' Overprints ½d - 5/- large part OG and lightly hinged (1d MUH), very fine. SG O59-
67, cat £689 (8) $450 

1007 S -: ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 6d, 1/-, 2/- and 5/- affixed to four small pieces, each with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving 
authority handstamp as applied to U.P.U. stamps distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Ex Goa 
Archive. Toned perfs on several stamps but very scarce (8) $750 

1008 * 1908-09 1d Dominion and 6d Pictorial Perf 14 x 13, and 1910-16 KEVII ½d, 3d, 6d, 8d and 1/- and 1d 
Dominion, all large part OG and generally fine. SG O70,71,O73-78, cat £370+ (8) $150 

1009 ** 1940 Centennials ½d - 1/- blocks of 4 superb MUH. SG O141-151, cat £760+ $400 

  Postage Dues 
1010 **/*/O 1899-1949 Postage Dues complete mint as per SG on hagners, part og and generally lightly 

mounted up to 1908, thereafter mostly MUH, and all very fine. Also a few duplicates, including 
1899 8d used. SG D1-47, cat £1200+ (51) $700 

1011 **/* -: ½d, 1d, 3d, 8d Large 'D', 2d, 4d, 5d, 6d, 10d Small 'D', 1/-, 2/- very fine with large part OG (1d, 2d, 3d, 
4d, 5d, 6d, 1/- MUH) (11) $450 

1012 S -: ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d Type II Large 'D', 4d Type II Small 'D' 
(few toned perfs), 1/- and 2/- affixed to piece, each with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp as 
applied to U.P.U. specimens distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Ex Goa Archive. Generally fine and 
very scarce (11) $1200 

1013 S/** -: ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d Type II Large 'D', 4d Type II 
Small 'D', 1/- and 2/- each with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp in blue, as applied to 
U.P.U. stamps distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Full gum and unmounted, exceptional quality 
for such specimens (11) $1500 

1014 S -: ½d, 8d Type I Large 'D', 5d, 6d, 10d Type I Small 'D', 1d, 2d, 3d, Type II Large 'D', 4d Type II 
small 'D', 1/- and 2/- affixed to two pieces and with Natal 'SPECIMEN' receiving handstamp in 
violet as applied to U.P.U. specimens; also 1904 ½d, 1d and 2d Second Issue similarly 
handstamped. A few toned perfs on some stamps (especially 1899 ½d), but of fine appearance 
and a desirable and unique group, with 1981 BPA Certificate (14) $2000 
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  New Zealand - Postage Dues (contd.) 
1015 * 1899 Postage Dues ½d Carmine and Green Type I Large 'D' variety 'No Stop after D', centre unit in 

horizontal strip of 3, gum crease affecting two stamps, large part OG. SG D1a, cat £200+ $90 

1016 * -: ½d Carmine and Green Type I Large 'D' variety 'No Stop After D', left unit of horizontal pair fine with 
large part OG and showing offsets of value on reverse. SG D1a, cat £200+ $120 

1017 ** -: ½d Carmine and Green Type II Large 'D' block of 18 from right of sheet, and 1d Carmine and Green 
Type II Large 'D' block of 14 from left of sheet, very fine MUH multiples with full OG. SG D9, 10, cat 
£384+ $250 

1018 S 1904-08 Postage Dues on Cowan Paper Wmk NZ and Star, ½d and 1d Perf 11 and 2d Perf 14 (few 
toned perfs), each on small piece and with 'ULTRAMAR' receiving authority handstamp in violet, as 
applied to U.P.U. specimens distributed to Portuguese Colonies; plus 1935 3d on Cowan Chalky Paper 
Perf 14 on small piece with 'Especimen' diagonal handstamp. Ex Goa Archive and rare (4) $400 

1019 C 1899 (21 Apr) handmade postcard with G.B. ½d Vermilion used locally but undeliverable, and 
readdressed to Dunedin, N.Z. Various instructional markings applied, and two tax markings 
crossed through, but apparently eventually delivered with 4d postage due tied by Dunedin 
squared circle ds, 2 DE 99. A remarkable item posted eight months before the issue of New 
Zealand's postage dues, and showing use of the 4d stamp on the second day of issue. An 
important cover $800 

1020 C 1900 (16 Apr) cover from Rangoon, Burma franked India ½a pair tied by cds, addressed to Auckland 
and underpaid 1½a, struck with 'T' in circle and with circular 'TO PAY/3d/DOUBLE DEFICIENCY 
POSTAGE' applied on arrival. ½d Type I Large 'D' pair and 2d Type II Large 'D' affixed and cancelled 
with indistinct cds. Some cover wrinkles and few stains on reverse, but attractive and from an unusual 
origin $200 

1021 C 1900 (18 Dec) cover from Maseru (Basutoland) with Cape of Good Hope 1d tied by cds, addressed to 
Dunedin. Underpaid 1½d to U.P.U. foreign rate, and struck with 'T.15c' in octagon, and with circular 'TO 
PAY/3d/DOUBLE DEFICIENT POSTAGE' applied on arrival, 3d due affixed and tied by Dunedin cds. A 
few small peripheral tears and some creasing at base, however a most unusual origin/destination cover $250 

1022 C 1901 (10 May) cover from the South African Campaign endorsed 'Soldier's letter' and '4266/N.Z.M.R.' 
plus 'On active service no stamps available', addressed to Auckland and with Durban double circle 
despatch cds. Circular 'TO PAY/1d' applied on arrival and 1899 1d due Type II Large 'D' affixed and tied 
by Auckland cds. Some tone spots and peripheral damage, but a scarce Boer War cover $280 

1023 C 1938 (15 Sep) cover from Cambridge U.K. to Hamilton with ½d KGVI strip of 3 (one damaged), 
overweight and thus underpaid, and 'T' in hexagon and '30' handstamp applied. Circular 'TO PAY/ 
3d/DOUBLE DEFICIENT POSTAGE in rose-pink struck on arrival and 3d postage due tied by 
'POSTMEN'S BRANCH/HAMILTON' cds. Subsequently unable to be delivered, and various instructional 
markings added front and back, including boxed 'PLEASE ADVISE SENDER THAT/LETTERS 
SHOULD BE PREPAID/1½D FOR EACH HALF OUNCE', eventually arriving at Wellington Dead Letter 
Office 13 NO 38. Some creasing but an interesting item $120 

1024 C 1939 series group of three covers, with ½d block of 4, 1d, 2d and 3d on First Day Cover (scarce, CP cat 
NZ$600); 1939 cover from Otaki to Auckland franked ½d KGVI, with 1d and 3d block of 3 affixed, plus 
1/- Pictorial used for postage due (the 1/10d due being the total for an unspecified quantity of covers), 
and 1956 U.S. naval cover franked 8c, with 2d pair added (3 covers) $140 

  Life Insurance Stamps 
1025 */(*)/O 1891-98 ½d, 2d - 1/- perf 12 x 11½, 1d perf 10 U, plus additional 3d M (4, one part OG, others no gum) 

and U (3); 1905-06 Redrawn Design 1d Blue Perf 14 M (creased) and U, 2d Red-brown Perf 11 U; 
1913-37 ½d - 6d including all colour changes U, various perfs. Few with small faults but generally fine $300 

  Postal Fiscals 
1026 * 1882 Stamp Duty QV 1d Lilac large art OG and lightly hinged, very scarce in this condition. SG F1,               

cat £1200 $1000 
1027 * -: 1d Blue part OG and fine. SG F2, cat £275 $200 

1028 * Arms Design set to £1 comprising 1/3d Lemon, 1/3d Orange-yellow, 1/3d Yellow and Black, 1/3d 
Yellow and Blue, 2/6d Deep Brown, 4/- Red-brown, 5/- Green, 6/- Carmine-rose, 7/- Pale Blue, 7/6d 
Olive-grey, 8/- Slate-violet, 9/- Brown-orange, 10/- Carmine-lake, 12/6d Deep Plum, 15/- Sage-green, £1 
Pink, mixed Single and Multiple Wmks, all large part OG and lightly hinged. Minimum cat £690 (16) $300 
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  New Zealand - Postal Fiscals (contd.) 
1029 * 1931-40 Arms Type Watermark NZ and Star Cowan Paper 1/3d Lemon, 1/3d Orange-yellow (2, 

shades), 2/6d Brown (2, shades), 5/- Green, 7/- Blue, 7/6d Olive-grey, 9/- Brown-orange, 10/- Carmine-
lake, 12/6d Deep Plum, 15/- Sage-green and £1 Pink, all very fine and lightly hinged. SG cat £635 (13) $400 

1030 * Arms types with surcharged values, comprising 1939 Single Wmk 35/- on 35/- Orange-yellow, 
and 1942-53 Multiple Wmk 3/6 on 3/6 Grey-green (both types), 5/6 on 5/6 Lilac, 11/- on 11/- Yellow, 
and 22/- on 22/- Scarlet, all very fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. SG F186,F212-216, cat 
£1500 (6) $750 

1031 * 1939 Arms Type Single Watermark 35/- on 35/- Orange-yellow, plus 1940-58 Multiple Watermark 
3/6d on 3/6d (both types), 5/6d, and 22/-, fine large part OG and lightly hinged. SG F186, F212-214, 
F216, cat £1450 (5) $700 

1032 O -: 35/- on 35/- Orange-yellow, and 1940-58 Multiple Watermark 3/6d on 3/6d Type I, 5/6d on 5/6d, 11/- 
on 11/- and 22/- on 22/- fine used. SG F186, F212, F214-216, cat £670 (5) $300 

1033 * 1940-58 Arms Type Watermark Multiple NZ and Star 1/3d to £1 very fine and lightly hinged (14) $300 

1034 ** -: 25/- Greenish-blue Wmk Inverted very fine MUH. SG F204w, cat £1000+ $700 
1035 ** -: £2 Bright Purple Wmk Upright, marginal with very minor bend, otherwise fine MUH. SG F206, cat £225 $90 

1036 * -: £3 Green Watermark Inverted, very fine and lightly hinged. SG F208a, cat £250 $100 

1037 * -: £3/10/- Rose Wmk Inverted large part OG and lightly hinged, very fine. SG F209a, cat £3500 $1800 
1038 ** -: £4 Light Blue Wmk Inverted, 'fluffy' perfs, very fine MUH. SG F210, cat £350+ $250 

1039 ** -: £4 Light Blue Wmk Inverted very fine MUH. SG 210 cat £350 $250 

1040 ** -:£5 Indigo-blue Wmk Inverted very fine MUH. SG F211a, cat £400 $300 

  Cinderellas 
1041 L 1906 Christchurch Exhibition 2(d) - 7(d) perforated vignettes, plus imperf label showing Map of New 

Zealand, large part OG (except 3(d) some gum thins and 6(6) no gum) small rust spots on reverse of 
some, otherwise fine (7) $150 

  Postal History 
1042 C 1951 (16 Feb) airmail cover to USA with KGVI 2/- pair and Canterbury Centennial 2d tied by 'WELLINGTON/ 

LATE FEE' cds, fine $120 

1043 O Useful range of postmarks on perf Chalons (63) and First and Second Sidefaces (89), including 
numeral and alpha-numerical obliterators, coin datestamps, few manuscript types (not all postal), 
few fancy types including 'S' in circle on 3d Chalon and 4d First Sideface, condition variable but 
many fine strikes, high catalogue value for stamps alone (151) $800 

1044 ^ World War I: Small piece of cardboard (72 x 47mm, possibly off a packet or packet label) with 1d 
Dominion pair cancelled by a superb strike of the double oval 'N.Z. MILITARY POST 
OFFICE/TROOPSHIP No. 12/EXPEDITIONARY FORCE' ds in violet dated OCT 2 1914 (allocated to 
HMNZT 'Waimana') $40 

  Antarctic Expeditions 
1045 * Victoria Land: 1d Carmine variety 'No Stop after LAND', fine and lightly hinged. SG A3a, cat £425 $280 

 
Niue 

  1902 1d Handstamped 
1046 * 1902 1d Universal locally handstamped 'NIUE' in bluish-green horizontal pair with large part OG, 

typical adhesions on reverse from underlying sheet, fine and very scarce. Ex Paul Jensen, with 
1990 RPSNZ Certificate. SG 1, cat £600+ $500 

1047 * -: block of 4 with large part OG and lightly hinged, extremely fine for this stamp. Blocks of 4 are 
the largest multiples now available. With 1995 RPSNZ Certificate (incorrectly stating the 
overprint to be in greenish-violet) and 2003 RPSL Certificate. SG 1, cat £1200+ $1000 

1048 O -: cancelled Niue double-circle cds in purple, centred top left otherwise of good appearance. SG 1, cat £300 $220 
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  Niue - 1902 1d Handstamped (contd.) 
1049 O 1902 1d Universal locally handstamped 'NIUE' in bluish-green, minor peripheral toning on some 

perfs, otherwise fine and cancelled in manuscript ink 'Niue/6/1/02'. This is the stamp illustrated in 'The 
Postage Stamps of New Zealand' Volume V on pages 426 and 492, and ex Paul Jensen. With 1990 
RPSNZ Certificate. SG 1 cat £300+ $300 

1050 O -: cancelled Niue double circle cds in purple (4 JAN 1902), fine and a scarce use on the day of issue, 
with 1981 RPSL Certificate. SG 1, cat £300 $220 

1051 ^ -: block of six used on small piece cancelled 'Niue/6/1/02' in manuscript ink. Fine, and the largest 
recorded used multiple of this stamp. A major Niue rarity, with 1985 BPA Certificate. SG 1, cat 
£1800+ $2000 

1052 C -: on 1902 cover to Auckland, cancelled in manuscript ink 'Niue/6/1/02'. Cover somewhat roughly 
opened and with partially missing flap and vertical fold, however a rare cover carried on the first 
return mail from Niue on the 'Countess' after the arrival of the stamps. Ex Paul Jensen and 
illustrated in 'The Postage Stamps of New Zealand' Volume V on page 490. With 1990 RPSNZ 
Certificate $1200 

1053 C -: two singles tied by Niue double-circle ds in violet (9 APR 02) to front to Tonga, endorsed 'p. 
Schooner "Ysobel" ', horizontal and vertical folds do not detract from the attractive appearance 
and the only recorded cover to this destination. Ex Paul Jensen, with 1990 RPSNZ Certificate $750 

1054 C -: used on 1902 (9 Apr) cover to Wellington, N.Z. (readdressed to Ashburton). Stamp tied by Niue 
double circle cds in purple, and with Wellington, Auckland and Ashburton backstamps. A fine 
and rare cover $750 

1055 * 1902 1d Universal locally handstamped 'NIUE': block of 4 showing the handstamp in Greenish-
violet, part OG with some typical staining on reverse, left-hand pair with ironed-out vertical 
crease (barely visible), plus a couple of very minor stains. This colour of the handstamp 
occurred on the first vertical column and part of the second due to the use of the green ink on a 
pad which previously had used violet ink. The only known block of 4 and arguably the most 
important item of Niue philately. Ex Paul Jensen, with 1981 BPA and 1990 RPSNZ Certificates. 
SG cat (footnote) £6000+ $4000 

  1902-03 Overprints on Pictorials 
1056 O 1902 2½d Blue Pictorial, the mint collection including blocks of 4 (5), variety 'No Stop After PENI' (2, 

one with 1992 BPA Certificate), also a presentation stamp cancelled parallel lines. Toning on some but 
generally fine (31) $60 

1057 C -: solo franking on 1915 (14 April) to Montreal, Canada. Central vertical fold, otherwise attractive albeit 
probably a philatelic usage $75 

1058 * -: error 'Surcharge Double' large part OG and very fine, a rare stamp with 1990 BPA Certificate. 
SG 2b, cat £2500 $1200 

1059 * -: error 'Surcharge Double', part OG and somewhat heavily hinged, but of fine appearance and a 
rare stamp. SG 2b, cat £2500 $750 

1060 S 1902 Cowan Paper ½d Green, 1d Carmine, 3d Yellow-brown, 6d Rose-red, 1/- Bright Red, plus 1902 
Pirie Paper 2½d Blue, affixed to small pieces and with 'ULTRAMAR' handstamp in blue, as applied at 
Lisbon to U.P.U. specimen stamps for distribution to Portuguese Colonies. 3d with toned perfs at right, 
others generally fine, a scarce group (6) $300 

1061 S -: ½d Green, 1d Carmine, 3d Yellow-brown, 6d Rose-red and 1/- Orange-red, plus 1902 Pirie Paper 
2½d Blue, each with diagonal parallel lines cancellation across lower right corner for presentation 
purposes, generally fine with part OG and scarce (6) $120 

1062 **/* 1902 ½d Mount Cook, the duplicated mint collection on hagner, with Basted Mills paper (14, including 
blocks of 4 (2) and strip of 3), plus variety 'UE spaced' (2, one in pair); Cowan paper (63), including 
variety 'UE spaced' in block of 15, strips of 4 (2) and pair. Some minor toning but mostly fine with many 
MUH (80) $180 

1063 * 1902 Basted Mills Paper Perf 14 ½d Green error 'Surcharge Inverted', centred top right with large part 
OG, with 1999 RPSL Certificate. SG 3b, cat £325 $220 

1064 * -: ½d Green error 'Surcharge Inverted', centred left and part OG, fine with 1992 BPA Certificate $220 
1065 * -: ½d Green error 'Surcharge Inverted' block of 4 with small part OG and otherwise fine, the 

upper left unit being the variety 'Spaced UE'. Ex William Frazer, the only recorded block of the 
error and even more significant including the major surcharge variety. SG 3b, cat £1300++ $900 
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  Niue - 1902-03 Overprints on Pictorials (contd.) 
1066 * -: ½d Green error 'Surcharge Double' centred top right with small part OG, light staining on lower 

portion of reverse does not detract. A very rare error, of which only several examples have been 
identified, and a major Niue rarity. With 1989 BPA Certificate $1000 

1067 * 1902 Basted Mills paper 1d Universal, with Perf 14 M, and variety 'UE Spaced' in M pair, and Perf 11 x 
14 (32), including M blocks of 4 (3, shades), variety 'Spaced UE and No Stop after PENI' M and in M 
pairs (2), and 'Broken E of NIUE' in M pair. Generally fine with part OG. SG 4/5, cat £320+ (35) $220 

1068 **/*/O 1902 Cowan Paper Perf 14 1d Universal, the virtually all mint collection including blocks of 12, 9, 6 (2), 
and 4 (6), many with re-entries on the basic stamp identified, varieties 'Spaced UE' and 'No Stop After 
PENI' including multiples, and the combination showing both varieties on the same stamp (SG cat £50) 
M (2) and in M pairs (2). Mostly very fine, with many stamps MUH (89) $200 

1069 CTO -:1d Universal block of 60 cancelled-to-order with Niue cds (25 MY 12), with overprint varieties noted, 
including 'No Stop after PENI' (x 5), and 'UE Spaced' (x 2). Very fine with large part OG $120 

1070 * -: 1d Universal 'Surcharge Double' unusually well-centred and very fine with large part OG, and 
with 1982 BPA Certificate. SG 9a, cat £1800 $800 

1071 * -:1d Universal error 'Surcharge Double' fine with large part OG, and 1980 RPSL Certificate. SG 9a, 
cat £1800 $750 

1072 **/* 1902 Cowan Paper Mixed Perfs 11 and 14 1d Universal block of 4 showing mixed perfs 
horizontally between (and partially also at base), very fine with large part OG (lower pair MUH), 
and the lower right unit variety 'Spaced UE'. SG 12, cat £1200 $700 

1073 * -: 1d Universal block of 4 with mixed perfs horizontally (repaired by gummed strips), the bottom 
right unit being variety 'Spaced UE'. Some tone spots on reverse, and lower pair with horizontal 
crease, with 1990 BPA Certificate. SG 12,12a, cat £1200 $600 

1074 **/*/O 1902 Cowan Paper Perf 11 3d, 6d and 1/- mostly mint range, with 3d block of 4 and 6d block of 6, 1/- 
Bright Red (4) and 1/- Orange-red (3), plus 3d (2), 6d (2), 1/- (2, both shades) used. Generally fine, with 
a few stamps MUH. SG cat £600+ $250 

1075 * -: 3d Yellow-brown block of 4 from top of sheet variety 'Imperforate at Top" large part OG and lightly 
hinged $100 

1076 * -: 1/- Brown-red 'Tahae Sileni', a superb copy from the left side of the sheet (some gum thinning in 
selvedge), large part OG and very lightly hinged - the Famous 'Thief Shilling' error of which only one 
sheet was issued in error. SG 15 cat £650 $450 

1077 * -: 1/- Brown-red 'Tahae Sileni' horizontal pair from left side of sheet, large part OG and of very 
finer appearance. A rare multiple from the only sheet issued in error. SG 15, cat £1300+ $900 

1078 * -: 1/- Brown-red 'Tahae Sileni', the unique error showing 'T' defective and corrected by 'Ta' being 
printed twice, very fine from left side of sheet with large part OG and lightly hinged. Ex William 
Frazer and unlisted by SG $1200 

  1911-21 Overprints on KEVII and KGV 
1079 **/*/O 1911 ½d, 6d and 1/- Overprints on KEVII, an accumulation on hagner, mostly mint, including blocks of 

8 (3) and 4, 6d (2) and 1/- (2) blocks of 4, 1/- M pair, one variety 'Damaged 'a' of Taha', 6d U block of 6, 
and 1/- U corner block of 8 (SG cat £400) and pair. Mostly very fine (56 M, 15 U) $200 

1080 S 1911 Overprints on KEVII ½d Green, 6d Carmine and 1/- Vermilion each affixed to small piece and 
with diagonal 'COLONIAS' handstamp in purple as applied at Lisbon to U.P.U. specimen stamps for 
distribution to Portuguese Colonies, fine and scarce (3) $150 

1081 S -:½d Green, 6d Carmine and 1/- Vermilion, each with diagonal parallel lines cancellation across lower 
right corner for presentation purposes, fine with part OG and scarce (3) $80 

1082 **/* 1915 2½d Deep Blue Pictorial, the mint collection, including blocks of 9 and 4 (2), varieties 'NIUE 
Shaved at Top', and 'Short I of PENI' (in M pair). Mostly very fine with the majority MUH. SG 20, cat 
£670+ $200 

1083 **/*/O 1917 Overprints on George V 1d Carmine and 3d Chocolate range, with 1d M (4), and M and U blocks 
of 4, and 3d M (3) and U (2), plus M block of 4 and pair. Generally fine, with some MUH. SG cat £880+ 
(17 M, 6 U) $350 

1084 **/* -: 1d Carmine block of 8, one unit variety 'No Stop After PENI' (R10/4) very fine with large part OG, 
lower units (including variety) MUH. SD 21/21a, cat £1018+ $750 
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  Niue - 1911-21 Overprints on KEVII and KGV (contd.) 
1085 * 1917 Overprints on George V 1d Carmine variety 'No Stop After PENI' (R10/4), large part OG but with 

small thin. SG 21a, cat £850 $200 

1086 **/* -: 1d Carmine block of 4 from base of sheet, lower left unit variety 'QNE' (R10/19, catalogued by SG on 
the next 1d issue (SG 24a) but not on this stamp). Very fine and large part OG, with lower pair 
(including variety) MUH. SG 21 var, cat £96++ $250 

1087 * -: 3d Chocolate Perf 14 x 14½ horizontal pair, left unit variety 'No Stop After Pene' (R10/4), very fine 
with large part OG and lightly hinged. With BPA Certificate (1987). SG 22a, cat £850+ $400 

1088 **/*/O 1917-21 Overprints on KGV, the collection, largely mint and including multiples, shades, 1d with strong 
offset of 'NIUE' opt, 2½d, 3d, 6d and 1/- two perf vertical pairs, 2½d Plate 17, 3d Plate 18, 6d Plate 38 M 
blocks of 4. Generally fine to very fine, with many MUH (121 M, 12 U) $180 

1089 S -: ½d Green, 1d Carmine, 1½d Slate, 1½d Orange-brown, 2½d Blue, 3d Chocolate, 6d Carmine, 1/- 
Vermilion, plus 1918-23 5/- Yellow-green Stamp Duty each affixed to small piece from Goa U.P.U. 
Archive, and with COLONIAS receiving handstamp applied diagonally variously in red, violet or black. 
All severely foxed by the Indian climate, but very scarce (9) $150 

1090 S -: ½d Green, 1d Carmine, 1½d Slate, 1½d Orange-brown, 2½d Blue, 3d Chocolate (x 2), 6d 
Carmine each in a strip of 3 (2d vertical) affixed to pieces of ledger page and struck with the 
Madagascar triple-ring handstamp in red used to deface U.P.U. specimen stamps. A wonderful 
group. It is interesting to note that there are two 3d strips, but no strip of the 1/- Vermilion. It 
would seem that in distributing the stamps from Berne, a second strip of the 3d was sent instead 
of the 1/- (24) $600 

1091 * -: 2½d Blue Perf 14 x 13½ variety 'Overprint Double, One Albino' fine mint with part OG, and with 2001 
Brandon Certificate. SG 28ab, cat £500 $300 

1092 **/* -: 2½d Blue Plate 17, 3d Chocolate Plate 18, 6d Carmine Plate 38, 1/- Vermilion Plate 27 each in top left 
corner block of 4, very fine with stamps MUH (16) $180 

1093 **/* -: 3d Chocolate Plate No. 18 top left corner block of 6, very fine with a few gum bends and a light 
diagonal crease in top selvedge, mounted in selvedge only $60 

  1918-29 Overprints on QV Stamp Duty 
1094 **/* 1918-29 Overprints on QV Stamp Duty, range comprising De La Rue paper 5/- Perf 14 (2), 2/- (2), 

2/6d (2), 5/-, 10/- and £1 Perf 14½ x 14, and Cowan Paper 10/- and £1. Generally fine with part to large 
part OG (£1 Cowan superb MUH). SG 32-37c, cat £600+ (11) $400 

1095 **/* -: De La Rue Paper Perf 14 5/- Yellow-green, and Perf 14½ x 14 2/- Deep Blue block of 4, and 2/6d 
Grey-brown, 5/- Yellow-green, 10/- Maroon and £1 Pink, all fine with large part OG (2/- block MUH), 5/- 
Perf 14 with 1971 RPSL Certificate. SG 32-37, cat £548+ (9) $300 

1096 C -: 2/- Deep Blue Comb Perf 14½ x 14 solo franking on 1921 (2 Feb) registered cover to London, 
adhesive tied by Niue cds, with a second strike on the provisional registration label, philatelic but very 
fine and scarce (SG give no cover multiplier for the Stamp Duty overprints) $120 

1097 S -: 5/- Yellow-green Comb Perf 14½ x 14 horizontal strip of 3 affixed to small piece of ledger page and 
struck with the triple ring Madagascar receiving handstamp in red as applied to U.P.U. specimen 
stamps (3) $250 

1098 * -: Cowan Paper Perf 14½ x 14 5/- Yellow-green, 10/- Brown-red and £1 Pink very fine with large part 
OG. SG 37a,b,c, cat £250 (3) $180 

1099 * -: Cowan Paper £1 Pink block of 4 from lower left corner of sheet, some patchy gum toning 
(mostly light), with large part OG and lightly hinged. A very rare block, ex Edgar Williams. SG 37c, 
cat £640+ $600 

  1920 Pictorials 
1100 P ½d - 1/- Die Proofs in Issued Colours (except 3d, in Black and Brown) on Wove Paper, each 

showing guide lines on all four sides, the 1½d and 1/- endorsed 'New', and the 6d endorsed 'OK'. 
Very fine and attractive, and rarely offered as a set (6 proofs) $900 

1101 P Group of Imperforate Vignette Plate Proofs on Wove Paper, comprising ½d and 3d blocks of 4 in 
Black, 1½d block of 4 in Black with uncleared margins, and pair (on gummed paper) in Black with 
cleared margins, and 6d block of 4 in Red-brown. Generally very fine (18) $200 
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  Niue - 1920 Pictorials (contd.) 
1102 P Range of Imperforate Plate Proofs in issued colours on ungummed wove paper, comprising 2½d 

frame plate single, 6d vignette plate single, and complete design ½d pairs (2), 1d, 1½d, 2½d, 3d, 6d 
blocks of 4, 1/- strip of 3, and 3d single. very fine other than 11d block, which is partly oxidised (31) $200 

1103 P ½d - 1/- Imperforate Plate Proofs in Issued Colours on Gummed Paper in corner blocks of 4 (½d, 1½d, 
3d) or 6 (1d, 6d, 1/-), Few gum creases, and 1/- with diagonal crease in corner affecting one unit, 
otherwise of fine appearance (30) $300 

1104 P -: in Issued Colours on Gummed Paper, each in marginal block of 4, very fine (24) $200 

1105 P/**/*/O 1920-1931 Pictorials the duplicated collection including 1920 ½d - 1/- No Wmk, 1925-27 ½d, 1d, 2½d 
and 4d Wmk NZ and Star, and 1931 2d on 1½d Surcharge, mostly mint, with multiples, plate varieties, 
3d with offset of vignette (some toning), 2½d Imperforate Plate Proof pair, 4d stamp-size die proof in 
Black and Brown. Some stamps with toning, but mostly fine (146 M, 12 U) $300 

1106 S ½d - 1/- handstamped diagonal 'COLONIAS' in violet (some inverted), plus 1927 2½d and 4d 
Pictorials handstamped diagonal 'Especimen' in red, affixed to four small pieces, from the Lisbon 
distribution of U.P.U. stamps to Portuguese colonies, very fine for these (8) $400 

1107 S ½d - 1/- vertical strips of 3 affixed to two pieces cut from ledger and with multiple strikes of the 
Madagascar triple ring receiving handstamp in red as applied to U.P.U. specimen stamps. Very 
fine and a unique group (18) $750 

1108 P ½d Frame Plate Die Proof in Black on Thick Wove Paper (63mm x 73mm) and showing die sinkage, 
very fine and attractive, ex Lady Mairi Bury and Sir Gawaine Baillie $400 

1109 P ½d Die Proof in Black and Green (issued colours) on Wove Paper (63mm x 52mm), showing guide 
lines on all four sides and endorsed in pencil ''Niue' '½' and 'lighter?', very fine $180 

1110 P ½d Black and Green and 1d Black and Dull Carmine Imperforate Plate Proof blocks of 4 on gummed 
unwatermarked paper, ½d from lower right corner of sheet, very fine (8) $80 

1111 P ½d Black and Green Imperforate Plate Proof sheet of 60 on Gummed Paper, some faint creasing 
which does not affect the appearance, small pieces of selvedge missing at top left and bottom right 
corners, and slight toning at periphery. Ex Lady Mairi Bury $300 

1112 **/* -: block of 10 (5 x 2) from lower right corner of sheet, showing additional strike of perforating comb in 
lower selvedge resulting in five stamps being 'Double Perforation'. Partially split between upper and 
lower rows, otherwise very fine with large part OG and variety stamps all MUH $100 

1113 **/* -: block of 6 (3 x 2) showing additional strike of perforating comb in lower selvedge, some perf 
separation between upper and lower rows, and with overall gum toning $70 

1114 P 1d Frame Plate Die Proof in Black on Thick Wove Paper (63mm x 71mm) showing die sinkage, very 
fine and attractive and the only such proof we can trace, ex Sir Gawain Baillie $400 

1115 P 1d Die Proof in Black and Carmine (similar to issued colours) on Wove Paper (61mm x 51mm) 
showing guide lines on all four sides, very fine $180 

1116 P 1d Imperforate Proof in Black and Dull Carmine (issued colours) affixed in sunken frame in Perkins, 
Bacon & Co. presentation folder, fine and rare $200 

1117 P 1d Black and Dull Carmine Imperforate Plate Proof on gummed unwatermarked paper, block of 9 from 
base of sheet, few gum creases $80 

1118 P -: Imperforate Plate Proof Sheet of 60 on Gummed Paper, few minor marks otherwise very fine, and 
showing the 'Double Derrick' re-entries on R2/8, 3/6 and 5/2. Ex Lady Mairi Bury $300 

1119 P 1½d Die Proof of Vignette in Black on Wove Paper (67mm x 55mm) showing faint outline of frame 
and with guide lines at left and right. Diagonal crease at top away from design, otherwise very fine and 
the only example of a vignette die proof which we can trace. A fine Captain Cook thematic item $400 

1120 P 1½d Die Proof in Black and Deep Blue on Wove Paper (63mm x 50mm) showing guide lines on all four 
sides, very fine $180 

1121 P -: in black and Deep Blue on Wove Paper (63mm x 52mm) showing guide lines on all four sides, very fine $180 

1122 P -: in Black and Red (similar to issued colours) on Wove Paper (69mm x 55mm) showing guide lines on 
all four sides and with manuscript 'Stronger Vermilion' endorsement in pencil at top (the shade appears 
slightly deeper than that of the proof in the previous lot), very fine $180 
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  Niue - 1920 Pictorials (contd.) 
1123 P 1½d Die Proof in Black and Red (similar to issued colours) on Wove Paper (69mm x 54mm) showing 

guide lines on all four sides, and with manuscript 'X' in pencil at lower right and 'Rejected' on reverse, 
very fine. Die proofs in near-issued colours are scarcer than those in Black and Blue $180 

1124 P 3d Frame Plate Die Proof in Black on Wove Paper (63mm x 68mm) showing die sinkage, very fine and the 
only example which we can trace, ex Sir Gawaine Baillie $300 

1125 P 3d Die Proof in Black and Brown on Wove Paper (65mm x 51mm) showing guide lines on all four sides, 
very fine $180 

1126 P 6d Frame Plate Die Proof in Black on Wove Paper (62mm x 83mm) showing full die sinkage. Very fine, and 
the only such die proof recorded by us, ex Sir Gawaine Baillie $400 

1127 P 6d Die Proof in Black and Red-orange on wove Paper (51mm x 64mm) showing guide lines on all four sides, 
very fine $180 

1128 P -: in Black and Red-brown on Wove Paper (52mm x 63mm) showing guide lines on all four sides, mark in 
lower left corner otherwise very fine $180 

1129 P -: in Red-brown and Green (issued colours) on Wove Paper (55mm x 68mm), showing guide lines on all 
four sides and endorsed in pencil at lower right 'Elder Denfrles Grn'. Very fine, die proofs in the issued 
colours are much scarcer than those in unissued colours $200 

1130 P 6d Red-brown and Green Imperforate Plate Proof Sheet of 60 on Gummed Paper, two small tears in lower 
selvedge and some minor marks, otherwise very fine. Ex Lady Mairi Bury $300 

1131 * -: error 'Vignette Inverted' from base of sheet, very fine with large part OG and lightly mounted. From 
the sheet illicitly removed from the printers, with 2001 BPA Certificate. See SG footnote, cat £850 $600 

1132 O 1/- Frame Plate Die Proof in Black on Wove Paper (63mm x 84mm) showing die sinkage, very fine and the 
only such die proof recorded by us $400 

1133 P 1/- Die Proof in Black and Purple on Wove Paper (51mm x 65mm), showing guide lines on all four sides, 
very fine $180 

1134 P -: in Black and Purple on Thin Wove Paper (62mm x 49mm) showing faint guide lines on all four sides, couple 
of minor tone spots otherwise fine $140 

1135 P -: in Black and Khaki on Wove Paper (54mm x 68mm) showing guide lines on all four sides, and endorsed in 
pencil at lower right 'Khaki'. Very fine and ex Sir Gawain Baillie $180 

1136 P -: in Black and Red-brown on Wove Paper (55mm x 69mm) showing guide lines on all four sides, endorsed 
'Orange red' and 'Ok' in black ink, crossed through and 'Deeper brown' added in pencil. Very fine $180 

  1925-27 Pictorials 
1137 S/(*) 2½d Black and Blue and 4d Black and Violet, also 1931 2d on 2½d Black and Red Surcharge, each 

with diagonal seriffed 'SPECIMEN' handstamp (22mm x 2.5mm) as applied at G.P.O. London to U.P.U. 
stamps returned from Bechuanaland. No gum, otherwise fine and the unique examples (3) $300 

1138 S 2½d Black and blue and 4d Black and Violet, each in a horizontal strip of 3 affixed to small piece of 
ledger page and struck with portions of the triple right Madagascar receiving handstamp in red applied to 
U.P.U. specimen stamps (6) $300 

1139 P 2½d Frame Plate Progressive Die Proof in Blue on Wove Paper, stamp-size (30mm x 25mm), the finished 
die shows strengthening of many of the lines in the palm fronds, and additional lines added in the top right 
corner. Fine, and a rare proof of which no other example can be traced $300 

1140 P 2½d Die Proof in Black and Blue on Wove Paper (67mm x 57mm) showing guide lines, very fine $180 

1141 P Imperforate Plate Proof Blocks of 4 on Wove Paper comprising 2½d Vignette only in black and complete 
stamp in Black and Blue (both marginal), and 4d in Black and Brown (12) $200 

1142 P 2½d Imperforate Vignette Plate Proof sheet of 60 in Black on Ungummed Paper, superb and spectacular $400 

1143 P 4d Frame Plate stamp-size Die Proof in Brown (20mm x 29mm) on Wove Paper, endorsed in pencil in 
centre 'Transfer from Rarotonga die with hand work on Bk. gr.', very fine $250 

1144 P 4d Die Proof in Black and Brown on Wove Paper (65mm x 65mm) showing guide lines on all sides, very 
fine $180 

1145 P 4d Imperforate Plate Proof of Frame Plate in Brown on wove paper irregular block of 17 from top left 
corner of sheet endorsed in pencil in top selvedge 'Margins and Whites marked X' (various flaws 
marked for correction). Rust marks from paper clip in top selvedge otherwise fine and a rare proof $300 
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  Niue - Overprints on KGV Admirals 
1146 **/*/O/C The collection with Jones Paper M (8, incl block of 4) and U (2), and Cowan Paper M (12, incl two 

blocks of 4) and U. Also two registered covers, one a 1935 solo franking to England (very fine), the 
other 1936 in combination with 1d Pictorials (2) to New Zealand (spotty), however a scarce stamp on 
cover. Mostly fine with some MUH (20 M, 2 U, 2 covers) $300 

1147 S -: 2/- Jones Paper, two examples, one handstamped seriffed 'SPECIMEN' (22mm x 2.5mm) as applied 
at the G.P.O. London to U.P.U. specimen stamps returned from Bechuanaland, the other affixed to 
small piece with diagonal 'Especimen' handstamp in red, as applied at Lisbon to U.P.U. stamps 
distributed to Portuguese Colonies. Couple on small blemishes on the latter, otherwise fine (2) $180 

1148 S -: 2/- Jones Paper vertical strip of 3 affixed to small piece and cancelled with the Madagascar triple 
circle receiving handstamp in red as applied to U.P.U. specimen stamps (3) $200 

  1931 2d on 1½d Surcharge 
1149 ** 1931 2d on 1½d Black and Red sheet of 60, R5/10 showing constant overprint variety 'CE' joined, 

which occurred only on the first printing. Minor gum creases and some minor marginal toning otherwise 
fine. SG 50, cat £330+ $200 

1150 * -: block of 6 (3 x 2) from bottom of sheet, showing variety 'Double Perforation' (partly blind perfs) at base, 
fine with large part OG $100 

  1931 Overprints on Arms Types 
1151 **/* 1931-67 Overprints on Stamp Duty Arms Types, comprising Single Wmk Cowan Paper 2/6d - £1 M, 

and Multiple Wmk 2/6d blocks of 4 (Wmk Upright) (2), 2/6d and 5/- singles and 5/- block of 4 Wmk Inv, 
and 10/- (2), all fine with large part OG, blocks are MUH. SG cat £350+ (20) $220 

1152 * -: Cowan Paper 2/6d deep Brown, 5/- Green, 10/- Carmine-lake and £1 Pink very fine with large part 
OG and lightly hinged. SG 51-54, cat £140 (4) $90 

1153 * -: Cowan Paper Wmk NZ and Star 2/6d Deep Brown, 5/- Green, 10/- Carmine-lake, and £1 Pink fine 
with large part OG and lightly hinged, and each with 1992 BPA Certificate. SG 51-54, cat £140 (4) $90 

  1932-36 Pictorials 
1154 P Artist's Watercolour Essays by L.C. Mitchell on sheet affixed to board, comprising ½d Green, 1d 

Red-brown, 2d Bright Blue, 2½d Red-brown, 4d Sepia, 6d blue and 1/- Orange, each touched up 
with Chinese White, the ½d, 2d, 2½d, 4d and 6d very similar to the adopted designs (the 1d 
Captain Cook and 1 /- George V were modified by later submissions), A superb and attractive 
group. (Note that these essays, although inscribed 'NIUE', also formed the basis for the Cook 
Islands issue). Illustrated in 'The Postage Stamps of New Zealand' Volume V at page 179, and ex 
Dr. Friedman and Sir Gawaine Baillie $2000 

1155 P ½d - 1/- Die Proofs in Issued Colours on Wove Paper, each showing guide lines on all four sides, 
very fine and rarely offered as a set (7 proofs) $1100 

1156 P ½d - 1/- Die Proofs in Issued Colours (except 3d, in Black and Brown) on Thin Wove Paper and 
showing guide lines on all sides, each approx 65mm x 55mm, very fine and rarely offered as a 
set (6 proofs) $900 

1157 P ½d - 1/- Imperforate Plate Proofs in Issued Colours, each in a marginal (½d corner) block of 4, very 
fine (28) $350 

1158 P -: blocks of 4 in Issued Colours on Gummed Paper, ½d, 1d and 1/- marginal, others corner blocks, all 
superb with full OG (28) $300 

1159 P -: pairs in Issued Colours on Ungummed Paper, superb (14) $100 

1160 **/*/O/C The collection with 1932 No Wmk ½d - 1/- in M blocks of 4, additional 2d, 4d, 6d, 1/- blocks, and 4d, 6d, 
1/- blocks of 4 used on pieces; 1932-36 Wmk NZ and Star ½d - 1/- duplicated with shades, and 1d, 2d, 
2d and 4d U blocks of 6; 1938 1/-, 2/-, 3/- M, plus 3/- M block of 4 (toned gum); 1944-46 Wmk Multiple 
NZ and Star including ½d, 2d, 2½d, 4d blocks of 4, 1d blocks of 16 (2), 1/-, 2/-, 3/- blocks of 6, and 4d, 
6d U blocks of 4. Also 1950 cover to California with ½d, 1d and 2d cancelled 'AUCKLAND/LOOSE 
LETTER' cds. Few pieces with toning but mostly fine (210M, 49U, 1 cover) $280 

1161 O ½d Die Proof of Frame Plate in Emerald on Wove Paper (69 x 115mm) showing complete die sinkage, 
few small marks at top of proof well away from design, otherwise very fine $180 
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  Niue - 1932-36 Pictorials (contd.) 
1162 S/** No Wmk ½d, 1d, 2d, 2d, 4d and 6d each showing portion of 'SPECIMEN' puncture, the ½d, 1d, 2d and 

2½d showing puncture patched with piece of selvedge paper. All very fine with large part OG, not 
previously recorded and rare (6) $300 

1163 * -: ½d Black and Emerald from left of sheet, showing Mixed Perfs 13 and 14 on left side, very fine with 
large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 55a var, cat £250 $150 

1164 * -: ½d Black and Emerald showing Mixed Perfs 13 and 14 at left side, small stain at top left and light 
horizontal bend, large part OG. SG 55a var. cat £250 $100 

1165 * -: ½d Black and Emerald block of 4 from top left corner of sheet showing Mixed Perfs 13 and 14 down 
left side, very fine with stamps MUH. SG 55a var, cat £500+ $350 

1166 **/* -: ½d Black and Emerald block of 4 from top right corner of sheet with variety 'Double Perforations' in 
top selvedge, minor gum crease otherwise very fine and mounted in selvedge only. Also 2½d Black and 
Slate-blue single from top of sheet showing similar 'Double Perforation' variety fine and mounted in 
selvedge only (5) $90 

1167 P 1d Die Proof of Frame Plate in Deep Lake on Wove Paper (69 x 110mm) showing guide lines and 
complete die sinkage, very fine $180 

1168 P 1d Die Proof in Black and Deep Lake on Wove Paper (50 x 75mm) showing guide register lines, very 
fine $180 

1169 P 2d Die Proof of Frame Plate in Red-brown on Wove Paper (115 x 75mm) showing guide lines and 
complete die sinkage, very fine $180 

1170 P 2d stamp-sized Die Proof in Black and Red-brown (25mm x 28mm), showing guide lines in each 
corner, very fine $120 

1171 **/* No Wmk 2d Black and Red-brown block of 4 from top right corner of sheet showing Mixed Perfs 14 and 
13 at top, three tone spots in selvedge, and lower pair each with a tone spot. Otherwise fine with one 
unit only hinged. SG 57a, cat £280 $100 

1172 ** -: 2d Black and Red-brown block of 4 from top of sheet showing Mixed Perfs 14 and 13 in top selvedge, 
superb MUH. SG 57a, cat £280+ $150 

1173 **/* -: 2d Black and Red-brown block of 8 (4 x 2) showing Mixed Perfs 13 and 14 in top selvedge, few gum 
thins in selvedge otherwise very fine with stamps MUH. A rare multiple, ex Floyd Fitzpatrick. SG 57a, 
cat £560+ $500 

1174 **/* -: 2d Black and Red-brown vertical pair from top of sheet, upper unit with mixed perfs 14 and 13 in 
selvedge. Lower unit with few small gum thins, mounted in selvedge only. SG 57a, cat £140+ $70 

1175 C -: 2d Black and Red-brown vertical pair from top left corner of sheet showing Mixed Perfs 13 and 14 in 
top selvedge used on 1935 (27 Aug) registered cover to Wellington, N.Z., stamps tied by Niue cds with 
second strike on provisional registration label. Ex Floyd Fitzpatrick. SG cat £140+ $150 

1176 P 2½d Frame Plate Die Proof in Slate-blue on Wove Paper (72mm x 114mm) showing full die sinkage 
and guide lines on all four sides. Very fine and the only such die proof recorded by us, ex Lady Mairi 
Bury  $400 

1177 P 2½d Die Proof in Black and Slate-blue on Wove Paper (42mm x 69mm) showing error 'Vignette 
Inverted', very fine and a spectacular proof, believed to be the only one known $750 

1178 * No Wmk 2½d Black and Slate-blue from right side of sheet error 'Vignette Inverted', from the sheet 
believed to have been stolen from the printer. Superb large part OG and very lightly mounted. SG cat 
(footnote) £300 $400 

1179 P 4d Die Proof of Frame Plate in Greenish-blue on Wove Paper (72mm x 1122mm) showing full die 
sinkage and guide lines on all four sides. Very fine and the only such die proof recorded by us, ex Lady 
Mairi Bury $400 

1180 P 4d Vignette Die Proof in Black on Wove Paper (73mm x 113mm) showing full die sinkage and with 
guide lines on all four sides, very fine $200 

1181 P 4d Die Proof in Black and Greenish-blue (issued colours) on Wove Paper (43mm x 68mm) showing 
guide lines on all four sides, very fine $180 

1182 P 6d Frame Plate Die Proof in Carmine pulled from Cook Islands die, with top panel cut out and 
handpainted 'NIUE COOK ISLANDS' inserted in Carmine and Chinese White, the proof mounted 
in a sunken frame in a Perkins, Bacon & Co. presentation folder. Very fine and a unique essay $500 
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  Niue - 1932-36 Pictorials (contd.) 
1183 P 6d Die Proof of Frame Plate in Orange-vermilion on wove paper (114 x 69mm) showing guide lines 

and complete die sinkage, very fine $180 

1184 ** No Wmk 6d Black and Orange-vermilion block of 4 from right of sheet showing variety 'Misplaced 
Vignette' (3mm upwards), superb MUH $100 

1185 P 1/- Die Proof of Frame Plate in Purple on wove paper (64 x 112mm) showing guide lines and complete 
die sinkage, very fine $180 

1186 C 1932-36 Pictorials Wmk NZ and Star ½d - 1/- (2d in pair) tied by Niue cds to 1938 (1 Mar) registered 
cover to New Zealand. vertical fold clear of adhesives and some minor toning, otherwise fine and 
attractive $60 

1187 C -: ½d - 6d with 1938 1/-, 2/- and 3/- and 1940 3d on 1½d tied by Niue cds on 1941 (15 May) OHMS 
registered cover to Boston, Massachusetts, couple of stains on reverse caused by tape, otherwise fine $80 

1188 C -: ½d - 6d with 1938 1/- tied by Niue cds to 1939 (6 Mar) OHMS registered cover to Christchurch, N.Z., 
and with triple oval 'RADIO/M.V. MAUI POMARE' ds in blue. Vertical fold clear of adhesives and a few 
tone spots, otherwise of good appearance $80 

1189 O -: 2½d Black and Slate-blue Imperforate Plate Proof Block of 4 postally used on registered cover to 
Wellington, cancelled central Niue cds AU 1945, small tone spot on lower right unit, and some toning of 
envelope $200 

1190 C -: 2½d Black and Slate-blue Imperforate Plate Proof block of 4 cancelled Niue cds 29 OC 45 on 
registered cover to Wellington, N.Z. Few small tone spots down right side of block, otherwise fine. From 
the sheet if imperforate proofs illicitly used on covers, see SG footnote $200 

1191 **/* -: 4d Black and Greenish-blue block of 4 from lower left corner of sheet error 'Imperforate at 
Right Between Stamps and Selvedge', few minor gum bends and gum thin in selvedge, 
otherwise very fine with three units MUH. Only ten examples possible, ex Lady Mairi Bury $500 

  1935 Silver Jubilee 
1192 **/*/O/C The collection, mostly mint, including multiples showing the various Narrow Letter varieties, 2½d M 

block of 4 Imperforate Horizontally (SG cat £500, stolen from printer, some toning). Also five covers, 
with two sets on registered FDCs, another set of registered cover to Samoa, 'Iremonger' registered 
cover with 1d and 2½d pair and single, and 1d solo franking to NZ. Generally fine, with many stamps 
MUH (77 M, 3 U, 5 covers) $250 

1193 S 1d, 2d and 6d affixed to small piece and with diagonal seriffed SPECIMEN handstamps applied to 
the U.P.U. distribution to Bechuanaland, piece also with audit ticks in green crayon. Fine and 
unique $500 

1194 **/* 1d Red-brown and Lake block of 6 (3 x 2) from bottom right corner of sheet with variety 'Double 
Perforation' in right selvedge, from the sheet mentioned in 'The Postage Stamps of New Zealand' 
Volume V. Very fine with lower row MUH. SG 69 var $100 

1195 ** 2½d Black and Slate-blue MUH block of 4 from top of sheet error 'Imperforate Horizontally' from the 
sheet stolen from the printers. Superb MUH, SG Cat(footnote) £500 $300 

1196 **/* -: block of 4 from right of sheet error 'Imperforate Horizontally', the right-hand pair additionally with 
variety 'Narrow First E of GEORGE', from sheets illicitly removed from the printers. Very fine, with lower 
pair MUH. SG 70 var, priced in footnote at £500+ $350 

1197 * -: 6d Green and Orange horizontal strip of 3 from left of sheet showing error 'Imperforate 
Between Stamp and Margin', plated as Row 8, Nos. 1-3, fine with large part OG. Only one sheet 
recorded, and therefore only ten examples can exist. A major Silver Jubilee error, SG 71 var $750 

  Later Issues 
1198 O 1937 Coronation, the collection with 1d (12), 2½d 15), 6d (11) including imprint blocks, 1d, 2½d M and 

2½d U with variety 'Short Opt', all but one 2½d M. Also FDCs (3), 1d used on 1937 cover to Canada, 
and set used on 1937 cover to Fiji, posted on board RMS 'Niagara' $40 

1199 S -: 1d Carmine, 2½d Prussian Blue and 6d Red-orange each affixed to small piece and with 'SPECIMEN' 
handstamp in green as applied at Lisbon to U.P.U. specimen stamps despatched to Portuguese 
Colonies, fine (3) $150 
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  Niue - Later Issues (contd.) 
1200 P 1938 New Designs for Shilling Values - card (235 x 160mm) prepared in May 1935 by James 

Berry (under the pseudonym 'Arawa'), comprising two designs for the 3/- (one as adopted) and 
the adopted design for the 2/-. Each design is represented by stamp-size proofs for both Cook 
Islands and Niue, with photographic proofs in black (the Niue 2/- showing the frame plate only), 
single colour zinc line blocks, and two-colour zinc line blocks (total, 18 proofs). Very fine and a 
unique piece, illustrated in 'The Postage Stamps of New Zealand' Volume 5 at page 204 $600 

1201 P 1938 New Design for 1/- Value: Stamp-size photographic essays by Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. in four 
designs, numbered on reverse in pencil 1, 4, 6 and 7 and dated '2.6.36'. The handpainted essays in the 
same designs are illustrated in 'The Postage Stamps of New Zealand' Volume 5 at page 207. Ex Spink 
London auction of 9.7.2003, Lot 21, and unique in private hands (4) $200 

1202 O 1938 1/-, 2/- and 3/- Pictorials: Imperforate Plate Proofs in Black on Wove Paper, comprising marginal 
vertical pairs of the Frame Plates, and horizontal pairs of the vignettes, very fine, also a set of the 
issued stamps (12 proofs + 3 stamps) $200 

1203 **/*/O/C 1940 3d on 1½d Black and Purple, the collection with mint (26 incl multiples), an imprint/plate no. 
block of 30 U, and the Unissued 1½d without surcharge no gum, with 1990 BPA Certificate (SG footnote 
cat £250). Also three 1940 covers, with use to Cook Islands, and Sydney (censored, but with some 
staining), and pair to Canada (27M, 30 U, 3 covers $200 

1204 S -: vertical strip of 3, with similar strip of Cook Islands 3d on 1½d, affixed to piece and with Mauritania 
U.P.U. receiving handstamp in magenta, fine and unique $300 

1205 * 1941-67 Overprints on Arms Types Wmk NZ And Star Wiggins Teape Paper 2/6d Deep Brown, 5/- 
Green, 10/- Pale Carmine-lake and £1 Pink very fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 79-
82, cat £750 (4) $500 

1206 * -: Wmk Multiple NZ and Star Perf 14 2/6d Deep Brown, 5/- Green, 10/- Carmine-lake and £1 Pink, and 
Unsurfaced Paper 2/6 Deep Brown (2) and 5/- Pale Yellowish-green (2), all very fine with large part OG 
and lightly hinged SG 83-88, cat £188 (8) $100 

1207 C -: Wmk Multiple NZ and Star 2/6d Deep Brown, 5/- Green, 10/- Carmine-lake and £1 Pink used on cover 
to : the N.Z. Trade Commissioner in Washington D.C., cancelled 5 MR 56. Philatelic but scarce on 
cover $180 

1208 C -: Wmk Multiple NZ and Star Perf 14 2/6d Deep Brown used with 1944-46 4d and 2/- Pictorials on 1949 
(23 Sep) parcel tag to Sydney, tied by Niue cds. Few minor creases but a scarce franking, the SG cat 
does not give a multiplier for the Arms types on cover $90 

1209 C -: Wmk Multiple NZ and Star Perf 14 2/6d Deep Brown used with 1944-46 1/- and 2/- Pictorials on 1948 
(9 Jul) cover to Auckland. Crossed for registration but no evidence of the service being used. Fine and a 
rare stamp on cover, SG dies nit give a multiplier for the Arms types on cover $100 

1210 **/*/C 1946 Peace, the collection including 1d, 2d (2), 6d, 8d M imprint blocks of 4 or 6 (8d), FDC's (3, two with 
sets, and one with 1d only), plus 1958 cover to England with 2d tied by 'NIUE/PAQUEBOT' cds. Also 
1953 Coronation 3d and 6d M, and used on FDC (46 M, 4 FDC, 1 cover) $40 

1211 P 1950 Pictorials ½d to 3/- stamp-size photographic essays in adopted designs by Bradbury Wilkinson & 
Co. affixed to one piece and dated December 1948, ex Spink London auction of 9.7.2003, Lot 21, and 
unique in private hands (10) $200 

1212 P -: 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d and 1/- large size rough pencil sketches on tracing paper by James Berry which 
formed the basis for the issued designs. Also ½d - 3/- large-sized publicity photographs of issued 
designs $300 

1213 P -: ½d to 3/- Imperforate Plate Proof pairs in Issued Colours on Gummed Wmkd Paper, superb with large 
part OG and lightly hinged (20) $200 

1214 **/*/FDC -: the collection with ½d - 3/- M (two sets), ½d - 3/- MUH blocks of 8 or 10 (3d, 4d). Also ½d, 1d, 9d, 2/-, 
3/- large-size publicity photographs, and two sets of FDCs (88 M, plus 5 photographs, 2 FDC) $60 

1215 **/C 1967-75 Decimal Issues in stockbook, in singles and block so f 4, and including 1967 Decimal 
Surcharges in imprint/plate no. blocks of 4, 25c-$1 rough perf 11 M (2 sets), also a few covers, including 
the 1967 set on FDC, and a commercial use of the 1c and 2c to New Zealand (370, 5 M/S, 4 covers) $90 

1216 ** 1967 50c Pale Yellow-green Perf 14 with variety 'Misplaced Perfs' (6mm downwards), two small tone 
spots on reverse top perfs, otherwise fine MUH, with 1992 BPA Certificate. SG 136 var $60 
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  Niue - Forgeries 
1217 F A small group, with 1d Universal with typewritten 'NIUE/1d' bogus overprint, 1911 6d, 1917-21 ½d and 1½d 

Slate, and 1918-29 QV Stamp Duty with forged overprints, each accompanied by genuine stamp (10) $60 

  Postal History 
1218 C 1861 (22 May?) entire written in native language and headed 'Niue', addressed to Rev. Nisbet in 

Samoa, hand-carried and without postal markings. Fine and a rare early letter from Niue $1200 
1219 C 1902 (12 Jul) registered 'Hambly' cover to Melbourne franked with 1902 ½d Green (7) and 1d Carmine 

(5) tied by Niue double-circle cds in purple, with mss 'Registered' in blue pencil, and 'R' in circle applied 
at Auckland, with Auckland and Melbourne backstamps. Some toning around perfs, but attractive $150 

1220 C 1902 (Aug) registered cover to Wellington with 1902 1d Carmine tied by 'A' barred obliterator on arrival, 
and with manuscript 'Registered/Niue' in blue pencil. Clearly the registration fee has not been paid, 
however the letter seems to have been accepted as fully registered. Some spotting on cover, an 
unusual usage $100 

1221 C 1902 (21 Oct) registered 'Bolitho' cover to Auckland with 1902 ½d, 1d and 2½d cancelled Niue double 
circle cds in purple, with manuscript 'registered' and Auckland arrival backstamp. Some minor tone 
spots, but an early registered usage $150 

1222 C 1903 (30 Apr) registered cover to Christchurch with 1902 ½d, 1d and 2½d tied by Niue double circle 
cds in purple, with Christchurch arrival backstamp and very fine $120 

1223 C 1903 (9 May) cover to Christchurch with 1902 ½d pair tied by Niue double circle cds in purple, and with 
Auckland and Christchurch backstamps. Fine and seemingly commercial usage $150 

1224 C 1903 (17 Jun) OHMS registered front to Messrs Wilcox Smith & Co. in Dunedin, with 1902 2½d Blue (3) 
and 6d Rose-red tied by Niue double circle cds in red, and with manuscript 'Registered'. Philatelic but 
very attractive $150 

1225 O 1903 (14 Jul) registered cover (opened out for display) to Germany (readdressed from Dresden to 
Radebeul) with 1902-03 ½d pair, 1d, 2½d, 3d, 6d and 1/- tied by Niue double circle ds in magenta. 
Reverse with 'AUCKLAND/REGISTERED' transit cds and Dresden and Radebeul arrival ds. Cover with 
some tine spots and some peripheral toning on stamps, otherwise a good philatelic usage of the full set 
of current stamps (the 3d, 6d and 1/- had only been issued on 2 July 1903) $150 

1226 C 1903 (6 Oct) long (220 x 94mm) registered cover to Christchurch, New Zealand with 1902 1d Perf 14 
and 3d tied by Niue cds, and with manuscript 'Registered'. Light toning on right side of cover, and with 
vertical fold, reverse with Auckland transit and Christcurch arrival ds. A fine commercial usage $200 

1227 C 1904 (20 Jan) registered cover to San Francisco with 1902 ½d and 2½d (2) tied by Niue cds, with 
manuscript 'Registered', and with Auckland and San Francisco backstamp, very fine and attractive $120 

1228 C 1904 (28 Jan) registered cover to San Francisco correctly rated with 1902 ½d, 1d (2) and 3d tied by 
Niue cds, and with manuscript 'Registered', reverse with Auckland transit and San Francisco arrival ds. 
Clean and Attractive $120 

1229 C 1904 (9 May) registered philatelic cover to Berlin with 1902 ½d Green, 2½d blue and 1/- Bright Red tied 
by Niue cds, printed 'Registered' endorsed by sender, backstamped at Auckland and on arrival at Berlin. 
Light stain at lower right, otherwise fine and very attractive, the 1/- is a difficult stamp on cover $150 

1230 C 1905 (25 Aug) cover to Paris with 1902 ½d (3) and 1d tied by Niue cds, reverse with Auckland roller 
cancel transit. Fine, and correctly rated for 2½d foreign rate $100 

1231 C 1907 (21 Feb) 'Tattersalls' cover to Hobart, Tasmania with 1d perf. 14 tied by Niue cds, with Auckland 
machine cancel backstamp and Hobart arrival cds, usual filing hole (skilfully repaired), and a fine 
commercial use $150 

1232 C 1907 (30 Apr) 'Tattersalls' cover to Hobart, Tasmania with 1d perf 14 tied by Niue cds, with Auckland 
machine cancel backstamp and Hobart arrival cds. Unusual filing hole, otherwise fine and scarce 
commercial use $120 

1233 C 1908 (15 Sep) registered cover to New york with 1902 ½d and 2½d tied by Niue cds, with a second 
strike on provisional registration label, and with Auckland, Seattle and New York backstamps, very fine $120 

1234 C 1909 (25 Jan) registered use of New Zealand 1d lettercard with 1902 1d Perf 14, 2½d and 3d, all tied 
by 'APIA/SAMOA' bridge-type cds, and with straight line 'Paquebot' and Apia registration label, 
addressed to Hobart, and redirected to Altenburg, Germany (24 March 1909 arrival backstamp). No 
message and presumably philatelic in origin, but a scarce use of New Zealand stationery from Niue $200 
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  Niue - Postal History (contd.) 
1235 C 1909 (18 Dec) cover to Samoa with 1902 ½d and 1d pair tied by Niue cds, with Apia arrival backstamp. 

Some mild toning of perfs and vertical fold, however attractive and to a less common destination $100 

1236 C 1911 (4 May) cover to Oxford, England with 1902-03 1d, 2½d and 3d and 1911 ½d tied by Niue cds, 
few minor peripheral tone spots on adhesives, otherwise fine $100 

1237 C 1913 (18 Aug) cover to Coffs Harbour, N.S.W. with 1902 ½d Green pair and 2½d Blue pair tied by Niue 
cds, backstamped Sydney roller cancel. and with Coffs Harbour arrival cds on face. Fine and Attractive $100 

1238 C 1915 parcel tag with 1902 1d pair and 3d and 1911 6d tied by Niue cds (date indistinct), addressed to 
'Private Kalotau/Niue Contingent/Maori Camp/Narrow Neck/Auckland'. Some creasing and damaged 
where removed from parcel, but very rare. 150 Niue islanders served with the New Zealand Maori 
contingent in Egypt and France during World War I $250 

1239 C 1915 (14 Apr) cover to Montreal, Canada with 1902 1d Carmine pair and 1911 ½d Green tied by Niue 
cds. Vertical fold otherwise fine and an unusual destination $80 

1240 C 1918 (9 May and 11 Nov) pair of 'Wilson' registered covers to Birmingham, the first franked with 1911 
½d Green (2) and 1917-21 1d Carmine and 1½d slate, the other with 1917-21 1½d Slate and 3d 
Chocolate, each tied by Niue cds with an additional strike on provisional registration label, very fine (2 
covers) $100 

1241 C 1918 (5 Jun) N.Z. stationery envelope uprated with 1917 1d block of 4 addressed to Auckland, tied by 
Niue cds, and prepaying 2d postage plus 3d registration fee, with blank registration label with Niue cds. 
Some minor marks, but otherwise attractive and a scarce use of postal stationery from Niue $200 

1242 C 1918 (5 Aug) OHMS cover to Auckland with 1917-21 1½d Slate tied by Niue cds, sent via Samoa (Apia 
28 AU 18 backstamp), where the letter was censored and struck with boxed 'PASSED BY/CENSOR/ 
3/G.R.I./SAMOA', fine and very scarce $150 

1243 C 1918 (14 Nov) registered cover to Wilmington, California, with 1902 3d Yellow-brown and 1917 3d 
Chocolate tied by Niue cds, with additional strike on provisional registration label, Auckland and San 
Francisco backstamps. A few minor blemishes but attractive $100 

1244 C Group of covers franked with 1920-31 Pictorial issues, all but three registered and largely philatelic 
usages, and including 6d and 1/- solo frankings, 1d pair on 1924 cover to Dublin, 2½d block of 4 on 
1928 cover to New Jersey, 1d, 3d and 4d on 1931 cover to Toronto, Canada, and 1931 2d on 1½d 
block of 4 on cover to Wellington. Some small faults but generally very fine (10 covers) $250 

1245 C 1920 (3 Mar) cover to Christchurch with 1911 ½d Green and 1917 1d Carmine tied by Niue cds, fine 
and apparently a commercial usage $75 

1246 C 1920 (23 Nov) registered cover to Auckland with 1917-21 2½d block of 4 cancelled central Niue cds, 
with an additional strike on provisional registration label. Couple of minor marks, otherwise very fine $75 

1247 C 1923 (7 Apr) registered 'Meister' cover to Kansas with 1917-21 1½d Slate, 1½d Orange-brown and 3d 
Chocolate tied by Niue cds (unusually in a watery purple ink), with additional strike on provisional 
registration label. Addressed to Leavenworth and forwarded to Wichita, with Honolulu and arrival 
backstamps, fine $100 

1248 C 1924 (17 Apr) registered 'Meister' cover to Dorrance, Kansas, with 1917-21 ½d Green and 6d Carmine 
tied by Niue cds, with a further strike on provisional registration label, with San Francisco transit cds on 
reverse in violet, and straight line 'REGISTERED' in same colour, fine $75 

1249 C 1926 (15 Sep) OHMS registered cover to San Jose, Costa Rica with 1917-21 2½d KGV pair and 1920 
Pictorial ½d, 1d and 1½d tied by Niue cds, and with provisional registration label similarly tied, reverse 
with Cristobal (Canal Zone) transit and San Jose arrival ds. A fine and apparently commercial usage to 
an extraordinary destination $250 

1250 PPC 1929 (9 May) photographic picture postcard with 1920 4d Pictorial tied by Niue cds to picture side, no 
addressing so apparently posted again under cover. The message on the reverse reads 'A view on the 
reef looking out on the Pacific. The three gentlemen in uniform are Officers of the HMS Laburnum of the 
NZ Naval Station paying annual visit'. Fine and scarce $150 

1251 C 1931 (2 Oct) cover to London with 1920 Pictorial 3d pair tied by Niue cds, endorsed 'Via Vancouver 
Canadian Air Service', underpaid and double circle 'T/20/CENTIMES' applied (presumably at Niue), and 
on arrival at London with '2d/S.E.1' and 2d postage due affixed. Fine and very scarce $250 
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  Niue - Postal History (contd.) 
1252 C Group of covers franked with 1932 No Wmk and 1932-36 Wmk NZ and Star Pictorials issues, mostly 

philatelic franking with eleven registered, and including 1935 ½d printed matter rate to Switzerland, 1d 
on 139 cover to N.S.W. cancelled at Danger Island, ½d - 1/- set on 1939 cover to England, ½d and 2d 
on 1936 cover to Canada, ½d strip of 3 and 1d on 1932 cover to Virginia, and other combination 
franking, mostly to N.Z. and England. Few with small faults but mostly fine to very fine and a useful 
group (16 covers) $280 

1253 C 1940 (21 May) OHMS cover addressed to R.J.G. Collins at Christchurch, with double circle 'OFFICIAL/ 
NIUE./PAID.' frank in violet, initialled and tied by Niue cds. Fine and scarce $80 

1254 C 1943 (18 Oct) registered cover to Rotorua, N.Z. with 1932-36 2d Pictorial pair and single tied Niue cds, 
with Niue Black and blue registration label, and with 'OPENED BY EXAMINER/D.D.A./26' sealing tape 
tied by octagonal 'Crown.PASSED/DA/26' censor mark in purple. Few minor marks but scarce censored 
mail $120 

1255 C 1946 parcel label addressed to Woolworths, Wellington, NZ, showing the use of the circular 
'OFFICIAL/NIUE/PAID' frank in purple with 'OFFICIAL' scored through and 'Postage' added in red 
manuscript ink. This provisional use occurred when a large consignment of hats and baskets was 
despatched from Niue and the Postmaster feared there may be a shortage of higher value adhesives. 
Light diagonal crease and some minor spotting, but scarce $150 

1256 C 1946 parcel label addressed to Woolworths, Wellington, NZ showing use of the circular 'OFFICIAL/ 
NIUE/PAID' frank in purple with 'OFFICIAL' scored through and 'Postage' added in red manuscript ink. 
This provisional use occurred when a large consignment of hats and baskets was despatched from Niue 
and the postmaster feared there may be a shortage of higher value adhesives. Two very minor crease 
otherwise fine $150 

1257 C Range of covers bearing the 1950 Pictorial issue, mostly commercial, and including 1d and 6d on 1966 
covers to NZ (2), 1d and 4d on 1967 cover to NZ, 1d and 3d pair on 1967 cover to NZ, 6d pair and 9d 
on 1964 cover to England, 6d and 1/- on 1957 cover to USA, 3d pair on 1964 cover to Tonga (with an 
amazing '31' year slug error), 3d on 1957 cover to England. Plus a few philatelic covers, including FDCs. 
Few small faults, but mostly fine, and a useful group (14 covers) $150 

1258 C Trio of parcel labels bearing the 1950 Pictorial issue, comprising 1952 (5 Nov) with 9d, 1/- and 3/-, and 
two dated 1955 (10 Jan) with 2d and 3/- plus 1953 6d Coronation, and with 1d, 9d and 3/-, addressed to 
New Zealand, the first to The Commercial Bank of Australasia, and the other two (with N.Z. Parcel post 
labels) to Woolworths. Fine and very scarce commercial uses (3) $350 

1259 PS 1951 (13 Jun) formular aerogramme to New Jersey franked with 1944-46 1/- Pictorial tied by Niue cds, 
a philatelic but scarce usage $60 

1260 O/^ Cancellations: A study of the datestamps, on stamps, pieces and cover, comprising 1902 Niue double 
circle cds, 1902-25 'NZ/NIUE' cds, 1925 'NIUE/N.Z.' cds, 1937 Niue cds, 1944 'NIUE ISLAND' roller 
cancel. Few small faults, but a useful group (74 stamps) $150 

1261 P -: 1966 sheet with strikes of the various postal instruments held at the Niue Post Office, with circular 
datestamps (x 3), 'NIUE/PAQUEBOT' cds, POSB cds (x 2), oval 'POSTMASTER' ds, 'NIUE ISLAND' 
roller type, 'MORE TO PAY' (x 2), boxed 'AIR MAIL' (x 3), 'SECOND CLASS AIR MAIL' (x 2). Some 
folds but otherwise fine and unusual $75 

Norfolk Island 
1262 **  1966 Decimal Surcharges 10c on 10d Brown and Reddish-violet horizontal strip of 4 from top 

right corner of sheet showing error 'Misplaced Surcharge' resulting in '10c' largely omitted from 
the corner stamp. Superb MUH and rare $1000 

1263 O  1980-81 Aircraft Definitives Unissued 1c Gypsy Moth (issued as the 2c), Unissued 2c Curtiss 
(issued as the 3c) and Unissued 3c Chance Vought (issued as the 4c) Imperforate Proofs, each 
mounted on separate Harrison & Sons Presentation cards, a few minor tone spots and each 
unique, ex Bradford. Also with issued 1c, 2c and 3c on two commercial covers (3 proofs + 2 
covers) $2500 

1264 PS Formular Stationery: 1954 Lettercard unused (2 - with 1960 5d Christmas and 1965 5d Scene affixed), 
and 1951-53 Registration Envelope (2 - with Ball Bay ½d and 1/-, and 1960 2/5 on 6½d Surcharge 
affixed, former small faults). BW FLC3 and FRE3, cat AU$250 (4) $80 

1265 PS -: 1954-57 Lettercard ('PRICE: FOURPENCE' with 1953 3½d affixed, fine unused. BW FLC3, cat AU$50 $25 
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  Norfolk Island (contd.) 
1266 C  1983-85 philatelic covers to same addressee in NSW, underfranked at 20c and 30c respectively, with 

Norfolk Island handstamped insufficient postage for '27c'; and '43c', postage stamps including Butterflies 
affixed in taxing (2) $75 

 
Nyasaland 

1267 */O Revenues: 1891 2/6d Dull Purple and Red U, and 1/- on 10/- Green and Orange mint (part OG), both of 
good appearance (2) $60 

 
Papua 

1268 O 1901-05 Watermark Horizontal Thick Paper Line Perf 2/6d Black and Brown fine used with central 
Port Moresby cds 15 DEC 06. SG 8, cat £550 $220 

1269 P 1937 stamp-size photographic essay for an airmail stamp, very similar design to that adopted for the 
1938 50th Anniversary of Declaration of British Possession issue, numbered 'K.7' at top, reverse 
endorsed 'No. 8/FDM(anley)/22/10/37' and with part of Note Printing Branch oval cachet in violet. 
Unique, ex E.C. Harris archives $300 

1270 PS Postal Stationery: 1901 1d Red and 1½d Blue Postcards, 1d with some spotting, otherwise fine mint. 
BW PAP1-2, cat AU$200 (2) $80 

Papua New Guinea 
1271 **/O/PS 1952 to 1966 Butterflies complete MUH (no SG D1) plus a few additional in blocks, both Postal Charges 

sets also present U, and the second set in MUH blocks of 4. Also 1/0½d and 1/7d registration envelopes, 
and 10d aerogrammes (4). (Total, 170M, 13U) $150 

1272 S* 1952-58 Definitives 10/- Blue-black and £1 Deep Brown optd 'SPECIMEN', lightly hinged and fine (2) $30 
1273 ** 1960 Postal Charges 6d on 7½d Blue with 'POSTAGE' obliterated, superb MUH. SG D1, cat £850 $750 
1274 O -: 6d on 7½d Blue with 'POSTAGE' obliterated horizontal pair with very light cds cancel, with 

2000 Ceremuga Certificate. SG D1, cat £900 $750 
1275 ^ -: 6d on 7½d Blue with 'POSTAGE' obliterated pair used on piece with 3/- on 2d Postage Charges 

pair, very fine with 2000 Ceremuga Certificate. SG D1, cat £900+ $800 
1276 C 1960 (June) Postal Charges 3d Yellow-brown and 1/- Light Emerald, and 1/3d Violet used on separate 

1965 Customs Assessment Cards, cancelled 'PARCELS POST/RABAUL' cds, fine and scarce (2 cards) $75 

1277 PS Postal Stationery: 1959 10d aerogramme 1960 and 1967 (with 'Overseas Service' added) commercial 
usages of the two formats, BW PN6-7 (2) $75 

 
Penrhyn Island 

1278 **/* 1902-1927 mint collection on hagners complete except for rare 1902 perfs, and with some extras 
including 1902 2½d pair, one wide spacing; 1902 1d Cowan Paper block of 6, one no stop; 1903 1/- all 
three shades; 1914-15 ½d pairs with no stop varieties (3), and 6d block of 4; 1917-20 2½d and 6d two 
perf pairs, 1½d Orange-brown, 3d pairs, one narrow spacing. Generally fine with large part OG. SG 1-
40, cat £540+ (65) $300 

 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland 

1279 **/*/O 1954-63 Collection in album, 1954-56 and 1959-62 Definitives both complete M and U, plus coils, 
1959-62 1d plate varieties, later commems complete M & U, plus all issues except Kariba Dam in M 
blocks of 4, additional multiples M & U showing plate varieties (especially Kariba Dam and Tobacco 
Congress), 1961 Postage Dues M & U, and stamp booklets (3) (160 M, 137 U, 3 booklets) $200 

1280 **/*/O 1954-62 duplicated range on hagners, including 1954-56 ½d-£1 M (x 3) and U sets, 1959-62 ½d-£1 
M set and U values to £1, ½d and 1d coil strips of 4, later commem sets, and 1961 Postage Dues. fine 
to very fine, majority of mint are MUH (167M, 28U) $100 

1281 P 1954-56 Die Proof in Black on Wove Paper of Queen's Head Facing right, endorsed 'W.V.52', mounted 
on grey card (33mm x 40mm), as used for the low value definitives. Fine and rare $250 
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  Rhodesia and Nyasaland (contd.) 
1282 ** 1954-56 Definitives ½d - £1 in blocks of 4 superb MUH. SG 1-15, cat £480+ (64) $300 

1283 P -: 1d, 4d, 4½d, 6d, 9d and 1/- Waterlow Imperforate File sheet plate Proof blocks of 4 with punch holes, 
all except 1d marginal, superb with gum (24) $250 

1284 P -: £1 Waterlow Imperforate Plate Proof horizontal pairs with punch holes of vignette and complete stamp 
in issued colours, fine (complete design with a couple of gum creases) with gum (4) $80 

1285 ** 1959-62 Definitives ½d - £1 in marginal blocks of 4, some with imprint, superb MUH. SG 18-31, cat 
£440+ (60) $300 

1286 ** -: 1d Carmine and Red Coil Perf 12½ x 14 error 'Carmine-red (Vignette) Omitted' vertical strip of 8 
superb MUH, very scarce. SG 19ac. cat £1600 $1200 

1287 ** 1954-56 1d Blue QEII Definitive handstamped 'POSTAGE DUE' diagonally in violet, very fine MUH 
and very scarce $450 

1288 ** 1961 Postage Dues 1d Vermilion horizontal pair error 'Imperforate Between' superb MUH and 
rare. SG D1a, cat £800 $600 

1289 PS Postal Stationery: Collection in album, with Registration Envelopes (8) comprising KGVI 4d large size 
used in 1955 with 2d and 2/6d, QEII 4d small size M (2) and U, QEII 4d large size U, and small size 
formular type M and U (2); Aerogramme 1955 6d M (3), 1956 6d M (2) and U, 1957 6d pictorial types M 
(9) and U (9, mostly to U.S.A. but also an uprated one to New Zealand), 1961 formular pictorial types M 
(13) and U (6). Few with minor faults however a useful lot (53) $200 

1290 C Extensive range of 1954-56 definitives on cover, with FDC's (4), solo usages with 1d, 2d, 2½d, 3d. 
6d, 9d, 1/-, 1/3d, 2/-, 2/6d, and 5/-, many registered usages, some instructional markings, 10/- used with 
1/3d and 2/- on 1958 registered cover to West Germany, ½d and 3d uprating 1d KGVI lettercard to New 
York. Destinations include Madagascar, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Canada. Also two 1955 
covers with 2d carried on the Central African Airways First Flight with Airways Letter Service 6d label 
affixed. A good lot (51 covers) $300 

1291 C 1954 (31 Dec) local cover with 1954-56 1d pair cancelled double circle 'R.R./SHABANI' cds, used only 
on this day because the post office had burnt down, rare $300 

1292 C Small range of covers bearing commemorative issues, three are FDC's, values to 2/6d, destinations 
include Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and U.S.A., generally fine (13 covers) $60 

1293 C 1956 (14 May) forces cover at concessional rate to Lusaka bearing 1954-56 ½d cancelled by Lusaka 
machine cancellation on arrival, with handstruck '1st Bn. The Northern Rhodesia Regiment' cachet in 
violet. This force served in Malaya during the 'Emergency' action against Communist guerillas. Mail is 
rare and this is believed to be the only cover recorded bearing the unit cachet $350 

1294 C Range of 1959-62 definitives on cover, with set of four FDC's, another set on plain FDC, and a further 
FDC with five values to Nauru (!), commercial mail including solo usages of 6d, 9d, 1/3d, 2/6d (x 2, incl 
parcel wrapper to England), 5/- (x 2, to England and Germany), destinations include Denmark, Australia, 
Canada, and Sweden (24 covers) $90 

St. Christopher 
1295 ^  1885 ½d on half 1d Carmine-rose strip of 4 used on small dated piece (AP 23 86), fine $80 

Samoa 
1296 C  1886-1900 1/- Rose-carmine Perf 12½ diagonally bisected on 1895 (19 May) cover to Auckland, tied 

by Apia double circle ds in blue. Few small tone spots, otherwise fine. SG 26a, cat £350 $250 

1297 *  1914 G.R.I. Surcharges ½d on 3pf, ½d on 5pf, 1d on 10pf, 2½d on 20pf, 3d on 25pf, 5d on 40pf, 6d 
on 50pf, 9d on 80pf large part OG and lightly hinged, also ½d on 5pf and 2½d on 20pf with 
variety 'No Fraction Bar'. SG 101-105,107-109,101b,104a, cat £945 (10) $500 

1298 *  -: '2 Shillings' on 2m Blue, lightly hinged with large part OG, two pencilled guarantee signatures 
on reverse. SG 111, cat £3500 $2200 

1299 **/* 1935 Silver Jubilee 1d Lake Perf 14 x 14½ Bradbury Wilkinson imprint block of 8, upper left unit 
with faint crease, and with six stamps MUH. Fine and very rare with 1999 BPA Certificate. SG 
177a, cat £740+ $600 
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1300 *  1945-53 Overprints on N.Z. 'Arms' Multiple Watermark 2/6d Deep Brown, 5/- Green, 10/- Carmine-
lake, 30/- Brown (from bottom right corner of sheet) and £3 Green, large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 
207-209,211,213, cat £563 (5) $350 

1301 **  1958-1984 issues complete (lacking only 1965 Kava Bowl Wmk definitives) superb MUH, mounted on 
pages in binder (409 + 33 M/S) $90 

1302 PS Postcards: 1914 G.R.I. Surcharges 1d on 10pf Carmine CTO Malua cds 19 9 14, and ½d + ½d on 5pf 
+ 5pf reply card CTO ??? cds (outward half) and Matautu cds (reply half), both very fine (2) $60 

 
Tonga 

 
1303 *  1894 Surcharges 'HALF-PENNY' on 1/- Brown error 'Surcharge Double', large part OG with usual 

offset of parts of design on gum, otherwise fine and lightly hinged, scarce. SG 22c, cat £275 $250 

1304 *  1899 Royal Wedding 1d Black and Scarlet horizontal marginal pair (R8/1-2), left unit showing error 
'1889' for '1899', fine with large part OG and lightly hinged. SG 54a, cat £250 $150 

1305 S/* 1920-35 Watermark Tortoises ½d to 1/- overprinted (2½d Black and Blue, 5d, 7½d, 10d, 1/-) or 
punctured (½d, 1½d, 2½d Ultramarine) SPECIMEN, 2d gum toning, others large part OG and lightly 
hinged. SG 55-63s, cat £275 (9) $150 

1306 **/(*) 1920 'TWO/PENCE' Surcharges complete in blocks of 4, 2d on 10d and 2d on 1/- no gum, others large 
part OG, few marks on reverse as typical for this issue, good appearance. SDG 64-70, cat £640 $250 

1307 **/* 1920 Surcharges 'TWO PENCE' on 1/- Black and Red-brown block of 4, upper right unit being the 
variety 'No Hyphen Before TAHA', large part OG (lower pair MUH) but toning on reverse affecting 
especially the right-hand pair (incl the variety). SG 67a, cat £375+ $150 

1308 **/*/O 1886-1920 largely complete mint on hagners (few used), with 1886-88 1d (3), 2d (3), 6d (3), 1/- (2); 
1891 4d on 1d, 8d on 2d (3, one U); 1891 1d, 2d Star opt; 1892 6d Yellow-orange (2); 1892 1d - 1/- 
(2 each); 1893 Surcharges complete; 1894 Surcharges complete (2 each); 1895 (May) and 
(December) Surcharges complete; 1895 1d - 7½d (2 each); 1896 ½d on 1½d on 2d Perf 12 x 11 
(small faults), ½d on 7½d on 2d M (3) and U (2); 1897 Pictorials; 1899 Wedding M and U; 1922-35 
Definitives; 1920 2d Surcharges; also 1893 and 1893 Surcharged Officials complete. Some 
stamps with faults but generally good with large part OG. SG cat £3800+ (107M and 6U) $800 

1309 F  Officials: 1893 Sperati photographic reproductions of the G.F.B. overprints for the 4d, 8d and 1/- values (3) $30 

Tristan da Cunha 
1310 **/* 1952-1988 issues complete superb MUH (except 1954 set lightly hinged), mounted on pages in binder, 

also with range of Tristan picture postcards (492 + 22 M/S) $250 
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